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FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
K..r iliis department brief suggestions, facts
uni

experiences

are

farmers and

er

solicited from housekeepAddress Agri-

We must advance or retreat. It must not be the
latter, bat how ran it be the former'* Colonel

gardeners.

cultural editor. Journal»Utiee, Belfast Maine.]
Selection

of

Potatoes

for

■

good healthy seed, v\e. apprehend
:h>- potato iop will be freer from
an

diseases which it now has.
novel lose sight ot the tact
r-e
pi- ipagatiiu b om the old life,
aim. ug the same variety, and
't its diseases.
-ving ah;
this, we should be
a of sofd. and
;.«s that were so dis: >p;ie<l before the poa ;
i .e: grown, and plant only
othat kept vigorous and
lily grown. Mass. Plough>us

..,

v,.

Chamberlain understands how it

Mechanical.

anles in walls and closets should
tilled with lime and afterwards
icd over with plaster of Paris
with water.
It is a good plan to
paper of the latter in every house
.useful in Idling cracks, and in
'ther ways in household economy.
1
following method of softening putuseful to those having hardened
to remove from sashes:
Take
potash—the lattei being preferai:id dissolve it in water and mix the
•n
with fresh burnt, fresh slaked
After the mixture has stood for a
pour off tin clear tluid and bottle
-'
Putty moistened with this fluid
i.
sofnms anil is easily removed,
t■;;iiiaiit black on iron and steel may
din i' 1 by applying with a tine hair
i
a m.xture of turpentine and sulo.i
died together.
When the turpen:i'
evaporates there remains on the
b a thin layer of sulphur, which
closely with the iron when healed
time over a spirit or gas dame.
rnisli protects the metal perfectly
..el is quite durable.
following rules should be observed
tii"' care of grindstones:
!.
Don't
a the stone running it in water, nor
a
It t
stand in water when not in
this will cause a soft place, and
sequent uneven wear. -J. Wet the
ue by dropping water on it from a
pot
spended above the stone, and stop off
water when not in use.
d.
Do not
the stone to get out of round, but
‘U
up with a piece of gas pipe or a
ii.n-ki, r."
1
Do not leave the stone
: i
r- .n the wind and weather, as
luu :t-:i> u and makes it less effective.
('!. an off all greasy toois before grindas grease or oil destroys the
grit.
When you get a stone that suits your
poses, keep a sample of the grit to
i to the dealer to select by. as in this
■■o.i can always secure one that suits,
bo prevent the cracking of cast steel
dciiing. a correspondent of the MeArbeiter places the article first in a
>\. where it is packed with clean
ght inm drillings, and after luting
box carefully he heats the whole
to a dark red heat.
After cooling
gradually he finds that all inters', rains which otherwise would have
iped cracks in the tool during hardig arc removed, and when steel to be
dened is thus annealed no further
iVile is experienced.
A (.erman paper says that a roof can
m ide fire-proof by covering it with a
ire of lime, salt and wood ashes,
ug a little lamp black to give a dark
This not only guards against tire,
claimed, but also in a measure preuls

decay.
Beans

and

Brown

Bread.

HaKKj 15BANS.
Vouilg
I n.isekeeper" <ii<t not tarry in Boston
g enough lo know beans have a thick
containing a rank oil, which, to
•A*- them palatable should be extracted
lore baking.
Take one quart of white
beans, soak them in cold water three
four hours, turn off this water, and
ice them thoroughly; add fresh cold
ter and bring them to a boil: turn off
water and add fresh hot water and
1 until they can be easily mashed bell the thumb and finger ; drain off
s water
thoroughly and put the beans
■■a deep earthen put, with narrow
■■
ill), filling it almost: now upon the
ms put about one pound lean
pickled
oik, the rind of which should be scored,
u is. cut through in lines one-half inch
art: till the pot with boiling water to
er the beans, add one
tablespoonful
t molasses, but no salt, pepper or spice
kind:
use
any
always
boiling water
cr the first boil, and add a little from
ine to time to
prevent the beans from
being burned; bake six or eight hours.
1 his may appear to be a long story, and
Iced, the true manner requires the pa1
cnee of an old housekeeper, who only
knows how to make much of little in
eking. No dish pays better for the
ire taken in preparing it, and because
the time required, no native New
Yorker has other ideas of beans than
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The cereal estimates of the Department ot Agriculture for the crop of 1881
is completed, showing a more general reduction in the yield than for mahy years.
In no season since the inauguration of
crop reporting has there been so general
disaster, involving corn, wheat, buckwlieat and rye: oats alone being exempt
from loss. The aggregate of corn estimates is 1,1 fit,Old,(Kill bushels: rve, 2<|l,7(14,!».)(!; barley, II,Idl,.Till; oats, il(i,4,-flood: buckwheat, 0,480,200; wheat. 48ft,,
280,000. The aggregate product of all
cereals is 2,004,020,7)70 bushels against
2.718,11*4,7)01, a decrease of 24 per cent.
The aggregate value of cereal estate in
188J is greater titan valuation of 1880.
Corn and oats, mainly consumed at home
and used inter changeable, are most affected by the failure of maize.
The
average value of corn has advanced from
40.0 cents in 1880, to 0.4 cents in 1881 :
oats from 40 to 40.4 cents; wheat advanced from an average of 04 eentslto
si. 10.
Cattle

Brighton

Market.

\Vi;i»m si)\v. March
Amount of stock at market
Cattle, I I'd; sli »ep
ami lambs, 21 bn; swim*, 14,2u7>; veals, (57*; number
of western cattle, b27; northern and eastern cattle,

mr

"Young Housekeeper.”

Boston Brown Bread.
Four cups
•ye.meal, three cups of yellow Indiancal, one cap of molasses* one teaspoonY of soda, one teaspoonful of salt.
Mix
a ith sour
milk or buttermilk in a soft
batter. Steam three hours and bake two
floors. [H. M. If. Boston.
Maxims

for

Farmers.

At a recent meeting of the Marshfield,
Mass., Institute, Mr Haul, of Ifighton,
spoke of the requisites for successful farming and concluded a very practicable and
interesting speech by giving the following maxims to guide the fanner in the

path of success:
1.
Keep up with improvements.
2.
Think small things important.
•T
Take pleasure in your work.
4. Don’t ruin stock by low fencing,
nor bad feeding.
5.
Don’t let gates sag and fall down.
<i.
Make all the manure possible.
7.
Don’t let fowls roost in trees.
d.
Have your stock well sheltered.
if.
Don’t leave wagons, tools, and
farm implements exposed to the weather.
10. Don’t hang harnesses in the dust
nor forget to oil axles.
11. Never go to town without business.

12.

Don’t be
but practice old

stingy and penurious,
fashioned, honest and

honorable economy.

■■■ii

At
BY

Price- of beef ealile P 1'h* tl> live weight, extra
12
lirst. $»i (RigC ti2*2; second,
$7. 2•')a•> ST'j ; third, £1 2"»,i | 121: ; poorest grades of
coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $;> oOa-i 'll1,..
Brighton Hides, '|.,ii p If.: Brighton Tallpw,
7‘.o P- lt»; Country Hides, 7c p th; Country T.nl
low, -V P tt>; Calf ''kins, 12n 121 ^e. p 11>; Sheep and
Lamb '-kin-. £1 31 77* each.
Working < Ken—We quote sales ->f
1 pair girth
ft., *; inehes, live weight 27*00 11.,$' 17 ;
i pair girth • ft.. v inches, live weight 27*H» tt>, $ 27>;
I pair girth ♦> ft
inehes. live weight 27lM) It., $ 27.;
! pair girth *'• ft., *i inches, 1 i\
weight 27»lMl tt>, $ 27*;
i pair girth bit s inehes, live weight 2700 It., $ 27>;
2
Mic h (Vw- Wc quote th** following
cacti. 2 do f«»r $sc; 4 do at $42 'mi
springers at $
1 extra i». w milch cow at $7". 1 Jersey, *42.
ael
sure l attic —We note sales of 14 two and tlireeear old- at $ >4 P bead, or 4e P tl*, live weight.
sheep and Lambs—Western >heep and Lambs
eost landed at Brighton Irani 7. c 37 o- p' tt», live

Last.

JOHN (i. WHITTIER.

my day of life the night is falling.
And. in the winds from unsunned spaces

Win n

on

blown,

T hear far voices out of darkness
My feet to paths unknown.

calling

Thou who has made my home of life so pleasant
Leave not its tenant when its walls decay,
() Love divine, O helper ever present,
Ite thou my strength and stay!
He

wln

near me

n

all else is from me

drifting,

Karth. sky. home's pictures, days of shade

and sl'iine,
And kindly faces to my own uplifting
l he love which answers mine.

I have but tin e. O Father! Let thy spirit
He with me then to comfort and uphold;
No gate of pearl, no branch of palm. I merit.
Nor street of shilling gold.
.suffice it if m> good and ill unrcckoned.
And both forgiven through thy abounding
grace—
1 find myself liy hands familiar beckoned
I 'nto ni) fitting place:
humble door among thy many mansions,
Sonic sheltering shade where sin and striving

some

cease.

And flows forever

pansions

The river of

thy

through

heaven's green

ex-

peace.

There, from tin- music round

me

stealing,

1 fain w ould learn the new and holy song.
And find. at last, beneath thy trees of healing.
The life for which 1 long.

Judged.
BY

BOSK TKBBY (HH>KK..

v

-ale-.j.f

«

weight.
Swine —Pat Hog- -Price-737 qe p' !t», live weight,
Pigs sell dull at prices ranging from 7« HP P

•store

lt>, live weight.

Good Housewife.

A

Tin* good housewife, when she is giving her house
it- -pring renovating, should hear in mind that the
dear inmates oi her house are more precious t tan
ma'\\ houses, and that their -y -terns need cleansing
b; purifying the blood, regulating the stomach and
! o.vel- io prevent and cure the diseases arising
from -pring malaria and miasma, and she must
know tii.it there i- nothing that will do it so perf *ctly and surely as Hop Hitters, the purest and bes: of
medicines. See other column.

Proud ma nr-1. a—“ 1 >on’t you think dear ha! >y'- it In*
iiililge of hi- i»apa :" Hal'i, hut well meaning family friend—“Well, p.-riiap- he i-; hut 1 dare say lie’ll
outgrow it in time.*
Are y
ter- for

Hr. l£a--oll pie- *ribed Wheat litill
me and i nevet felt hotter.
Try it at once.

ou

Dear girls, whenever a young man gets so .-oft
that ho ean he dipped up with a spoon, the lest
thing for you t d- i- to dip him up and pour him
out over the hack fence.

stop crying “Oh’ my Hack." Let a bottle of
\\V
Ki.l.Uit <u Lin Hoot and take it regular
warrant it t«» cure you.

Why

is it that

lienev

u

»

r

y

on an-

looking

find it in the la-t place
is you always -top looking

tiling you alway
The

reason

lind it.

No -rrofula

can

he

deep .-cated,

-•»

-r

any.
you look'
when you

no

sore

-o

f**und
stubborn, but that Vver Sar-aparilla will
helpful. It will effect a cure, if cure l>e po-<iMe.
It

child that i

by

“vv

a

forever

asking

for rea-

sons.

\ Fa.i
H'.aIA
activ e principle of

Pii.i s contain the
lllaek ( oliosh.a valuable uterine
commended hy the he-f pliysicians.
■-

remedy

People

Toni*

Mil.i

don't suffer in tin* long

who

cal managers.

run—theatri-

Try bott;,i-dty f the invalid’- friend, “\\ beat
Hitters." It may save your life: it ha- -aved thousands. Your druggi-t lei- it.
a

Fggs

are

high

in

because the\

le

are an

egg-

-*•11 Lent lood.

Always

Refreshing.

A ileiiei.m- odor i-imparted
wliieh i- aiway- retre-hing.
used.

Advertisement
given. Pa kick*
it

was

you.

hy Fiore-tou Cologne,
matter lew fri ely

no

"doba -t ome :-a<k. all i- 'orwrong man. He did not ki|<»w
sn:u.

the

“Pour

Oil.”

on

L. P. Follelt, Marion, « F, state- that he lias used
TlluM \s’ F< FF<•Title nil. for burn-, and ha- found
thing the pain and giving
nothing to equal it in
relief. For sale by K. II Moody. Hi lfast
“The laet i-.

-aid Hrown. “P\e nothing to Hike
Fogg -ugge-ted the p -inf of a ekm-

up my mind.'
brie needle.

Rheumatism. disordered Mood, general
and many ehronie diseases pronounced
are often cured by Hrown'.- Iron Hitters.

debility,

incurable,

young ladies are enthusiastic admirer- of tin*
national game, because every club has at least one
man who is a great catch.
The

Lydia F. Pinkham’s \ egetaMe Compound harapidly made its way to favor among druggists,

who have observed it- effects on the health of their
customers.
Semi t
Mr-. Lydia F. Pinkham, J T>
Western Avenue, Lynn, Ma--., for pamphlet-.
In
>

jit

A

Haltimore

clergyman say- the electric light
makes a <,ongregatii>n drowsy. Is this Haltinlore
clergyman an electric light
Dyspepsia Is a Hydra-Headed Monster, from

wliieh nearly all “the ill- the human lle.-h i- heir
to" originate. The I’FUt viaN Sviu t*. a protected
solution <»f the protoxide of Iron, is a long-tried
and well-established remedy for this
complaint; it has cured thousands when other remedies have failed.

distressing

One touch of

rumor

makes the whole world chin.

A Word to Mothers.
Mothers -hould remember it i- a most imp- riant
duly at tins season h> look after the health of their
families and cleanse the malaria and impurities
from their system-, and that nothing will tone up
the -tomaeh and liver, regulate the bowels
purify the Mood -o perfectly a- Parker'- Linger
Post. >ee other
Tonic, advertised in our columns.
column.

jand

<

Michigan girl tried t<» commit suicide by
-wallowing thirty.<ix ,-hirt buttonFortunately
her digestion mi.-took them for railway rc-traurant
beans and -lie was saved.
1 eauglit a severe cold, and remembering you told
me to use “Downs* Elixir,” 1 bought a bottle and
in less than three day.- my cough and sore throat
had vanished!
It's good.
Publisher New Market,
\. IL, Advertiser.
Please send me six bottles Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake
1 never used a medicine that did me so
Bitters.
much good as this.
1 tia Tavi.oh, Holland,
Henry A Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment is
tho best family liniment made.

Mie|i.

The latest a»sthetic slang the ladies use when reproving their admiring gentleman triend i-. “You
Hatter tot* awfully perfectly much.*’

The restoration i<> health of our child we con
sidered very uncertain. When two weeks old she
caught a cold; until D months old she was not able
to breathe through her nostrils, became emaciated,
was a puny child.
Pp m Using Ely's (.ream Bilim
her difficulty is removed; she breathes freelv and
The
neighbors consider it a wonderful
naturally.
restoration. Mr. A Mrs. J. M. smith, Owego, N.Y.
1 have used Ely’s Cream Balm and received great
benefit, at present being entirely free from Catarrh.
Many of my friends have also been much benefited
by the Balm. What is claimed for this remedy I am
fullv convinced is true. Cii as. Greene, < onductor
N. Y., L. E. A W. K. It
Port Jervis, N. Y.
Pfrice

50 cents.

2\v9

you tiiink that Miss Brown is a very sweet
girl?” asked II enrv. “O, yes, very sweet,’* replied
Jane; “that is to say, she is well preserved."
“Don't

HONEY
The

New

Every

BEES.

System of Bee Keeping.

who has a farm or garden can keep
bees on my plan with good profit.
I have received
hundred
one
dollars profit for sale of box honey
from one hive of bees in one year. I have obtained
oyer one hundred pounds of box honey from one
hive of bees in ten days. Swarming controlled. No
loss of bees in winter. A complete revolution in bee
one

keeping. Illustrated Circular of full particulars
Address Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton, We<t Gor
frtc
nam, Maine.
*5m2i
The l nited States is fast becoming a vaccine nation.
Consumption Cured.
Since 1870 Dr. Sherar lias each year sent from this
office tin* means of relief and cure to thousands afflicted witn disease. The correspondence necessitated by this work becoming too heavy for him. I
He now feels constrained to rylincame to his aid.
guish it entirely, and has placed in my hands tin*
formula of that simple vegetable remedy discovered by an East India missionary, and found so effective for the speedy and permanent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all
Throat and Lung Diseases: also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all Nervous
Complaints. Its remarkable curative powers have
been proven in many thousand cases, and actuated
by the desire to relieve suffering humanity, gladlv
assume the duty of making it known toothers. Address me, with stamp, naming this
paper, and 1 will
mail you, free of charge, the recipe of this wonder
ful remedy, with full directions for its preparation
and use, printed in Herman, French or English.
W. A. Noyes, 149 Power’s Block, Rochester, X. Y.
Uteow48

against my Will,” murmured she sweetly,
on William’s arm, as they
wandered to the theatre.
“I go
she

as

fondly leaned
How

It is
ments

to

Secure

Health.

will suffer from derangebrought on bv impure blood, when SCO.
VILL’S SARSAPARILLA AND STILLINHIA, or
BLOOD AND LIVER SYRFP will restore health
t<» the
organizations. It is a strengthening
syrup, pleasant to take, and the BEST BLOOD
PFRIFIER ever discovered, curing Scrofula Syphilitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys, Ery-

strange any

one

physical

sipelas, Malaria, Nervous disorders, Debilitv, Bilious complaints and Diseases of the Blood, Liver,
Kidneys, stomach, Skin, etc.
Baker’s Pain Panacea
Beast.

cures

Dr. Ruber’s Worm Svri
Worms.

p

pain

in

Man and

instantly destroys

limit to

“She had real good jedgement,” said
Widow Brooks to Miss Eunice l’ell. as
they sat together at a funeral, in the
pause that followed the religious services,
and allowed the neighbors to file silently
by the coffin and look at the stern features of the dead, settled now into that
dumb and wonderful repose unknown to
life or sleep.
“Well, 1 expect she lied,” said Miss
Eunice, nodding her rusty black bonnet
at the widow’s.
“She was a master hand to tell her
judgements all abioad, too; she didn’t
make no bones about savin' what she
thought of folks, be they who they may.”
“Well, 1 dono as that’s what I meant.
1 was thinkin’ about her faculty for housework and sech. You never see no poor
bread, nor no soft pickles, nor no worked
preserves to her house; seemed as though
she knew jest the identical minute cream
had li/ all it would, or bread had rose

her in mind. I have felt as though she
done well usually, and wore such clothes
as was according to her means; but seeing of her come out to-day with a spannew silk gown, a real good silk, too, for I
priced one just like it at Mathar and Mix’s
for my niece Sophronia’s weddiu’ gown,
and she felt as though she couldn’t see
her way to buy it; and then gloves and
umbrysol to match, and a bonnet all
covered with dowers atop of her head,
why, 1 felt as though it was my privilege
to pray for her, and maybe to speak to
her about such mortal extravagance;
there ain’t no dour and feed business in
Barton ’t’ll ever keep up such dressin’ as
that.”
“That’s so!” echoed Mrs. Martin, “and
1 know he ain’t doing dreadful well,
neither; for Paphro was into the bank
the other day, and he heered Barber a
askin' for an extension. 1 wonder they
let him hev it ”
“Well,” said Widow Brooks, “folks
will bite off their noses while the world
endures; but seems as though he'd know
better 'll to buy her such things."
“Pshaw! men don't know no more
about clothes -women folks’clothes, anyway, than they do about the moon,” said
Mrs Martin, who did not really persuade
clothes enough to beep her respectable
from the tight grasp of “Paphro’s” pocketbook.
“I guess he'll find out more’ll he ever
knew, when the bill comes in for that
finery,” went on Mrs Weeks. “And,
moreover, I think its my dooty to let the
bank folks know what 1 think about it.
1 don't want to hev our bank took in, no

way.”

“Wouldn’t you wait
bit, and talk to
her, inabbe ?” interposed Miss Eunice Pell,
the village tailoress, who had not an exalted opinion of Miss Weeks, having more
than once suffered from her hasty judgea

mnnt

“1 donno; inabbe I won’t go to-morrow.
If he’s got a extension they can't help it
now.
I think I will have a talk with her;
she had ought to see the error of her

ways, anyhow.”
“Laud !” sighed .Miss Eunice.
But not on Monday or Tuesday did
TnAirs. Weeks deal with the offender.
expected company kept her at home.
Wednesday was sewing society day, and
Alary Barber appeared at Airs. Weeks’
house where it convened dressed in her
black-silk, sponged and pressed over till
it looked like new, and trimmed with the
handsome lace abstracted from the gray
jest right.”
There would have been more than one silk ; among Georgy’s dresses anti wraps
echo to Miss Eunice’s characterization of she bad found a little box of French flowthe departed Airs. Weeks, if the unspoken ers, and a cluster of blush roses at her
had been the spoken thoughts of several throat fastened the pretty tie that was
who had “viewed the corpse,” as country also a gift—one of her wedding gifts inphrase had it. and wondered in them- deed. Mrs. Weeks was tilled with new
selves what sort of atmosphere in the ac- horror, and Airs. Brooks opened her
cepted idea of Heaven would suit the out- green eyes to their fullest extent.
“Sakes alive I" she said to her hostess.
gone soul, or which of the “many man“Did you ever! Just see that lace on her
sions" be a congenial home for the rigid
spirit earthly companions had never suit- gownd. It’s real thread. 1 know 'tis;
I
ed.
Let us record one of her “judg- cost a dollar a yard if it did a penny.
ments."
When Alary Prince married never did !"
If .Mrs. Brooks had known what fluAugustus Barber and settled down to her
life in Barton she knew just what she was lace did cost, perhaps her eyes never
coming to: her husband was a poor man, would have shut again. Deorgy i.asallc
beginning life as a dealer in a small wav- never gave a thought to the cost of her
in tlour and feed.
Her preparations had dress, that was left to the dressmaker
been simple and inexpensive, for she was whose bills were paid by her father withnot able to spend money freely, being a out question.
Nbfihing was too good for
poor minister’s daughter.
Augustus hail Deorgy in his eyes, and to consider what
meant to study for the ministry, but his she was giving away when her lather lay
health failed ; active life was peremptorily dead never entered her mourning soul.
ordered for him. and in the clear air of Nor did Alary know any better. She had
Barton lie had become well again and not been brought up in the knowledge of
comparatively strong. Both he and Mary laces any more than Widow Brooks, who
took an active part in the Sunday school, had made a lucky guess indeed when she
and made friends as naturally and easily suggested thread lace, without an idea nt
its price.
as two bright, kindly young people will
Airs. Weeks did not make a success!ul
in an ordinary New England village.
Mrs. Deacon Weeks was a widow, her call at Mrs. Barber’s on Thursday; she
patient, excellent husband had been dead began wrong. She said at once on taking
“I have
live years.
But she was a woman of a seat in Alary’s tiny parlor:
dominant temper and critical disposition, come to say a few warning words of adand magnified her husband’s office, even vice, Alis’ Barhei', on the subject of youi
after he laid it down, into a needful super- dress.”
vision of her neighbors and their affairs,
Alary had a temper of her own, which
particularly if they were members of the long control had merged into dignity.
“I must
“Excuse me!" she said, coldly.
church.
Now Mary Barber had relations who decline to discuss such a personal subject
and generous, and often with a mere acquaintance."
were wealthy
“Well!” exclaimed the astonished visigave her presents of articles they knew
very well she could not buy, and she ac- tor, “don’t you think 1 haven’t got no
cepted them with the meekness and grat- right to admonish a backslider in the
itude necessarily educated into the chil- church, specially one as young as you he t"
“1
dren of those laborers in the ministry
“No, 1 don’t,” said Alary, quietly
who are never paid their due hire, and decline to receive admonition except from
If I bad done
so have to take gifts of charity.
But Airs. my husband, or my pastor.
Weeks knew nothing about Air. or Airs. you any barm or wrong, Airs. Weeks, it
Barber except that they were poor. would give you a right to talk to me on
1 cannot and will not reW hen a cousin, just going into mourning that subject.
for her father, sent to Alary the pretty ceive unkind criticism on my trivial privsilks, soft cashmeres and black lace hat ate affairs from you.”
“Trivial! well! inabbe you won't find
wreathed with velvet pansies, for which
she had no further use, they came to the they ’re so mighty trivial in the end on't!"
little woman as a real Godsend.
“()h, and with this hack-handed thrust Mrs.
Gus!” said she, “Look here! see what Weeks departed.
Alary was indignant, hut at last begun
Georgy has sent me! Now I shall not
have to buy a dress for two years at the to see a ludicrous side to the affair and
I can just shorten all the resolved not to tell Augustus about it lest
very least.
dresses, for we could always wear each it should annoy him, for she knew he was
other’s things but for their length, and 1 anxious enough w ithout bearing her small
But Mrs. Weeks did not delay
have not even a summer bonnet to buy, troubles.
Her nephew was general clerk
my last year’s straw will do nicely for her work.
in the little Barton bank, and was as
common wear.”
-Mr. Barber, like most men, liked to frugal as an anchorite in his own expenses,
because he had to be.
see his pretty wile well dressed ; they had
Only last Sunday
been married two years now ; the trous- he had glanced across the church at Mary
Barber in her elegant dress and bonnet,
seau was getting worn and a little dingy ;
the black silk needed trimming again, tbr and sighed as he thought how such graceits cheap fringe was already rusty, and ful attire would become his ow n dark-eyed
Mary knew very well that there was no wife, looking doubly sad and tired in her
spare money to renew even the ornaments well-worn Sunday suit, turned and freshof her scanty wardrobe, much less the ened and dyed over for at least six years.
He was quick to take the alarm and to
gowns themselves; but here, on a quiet
gray silk, was black lace enough laid over spread it before his employer, for it was a
the knife-plaitings to trim all her old silk private bank, this little nucleus of the
afresh, and the plaitings satisfied her moneyed interest in Barton, and Air.
taste without lace above them; and very Short, who was at its head, made up his
fair and elegant she looked in that gray mind to give Barber no further extension
dress, fitting her perfectly, as it did, with of credit.
His son owned tne Hour nulls at Covengloves and parasol to match it, and the
little French bonnet set on her waves of try where Barber dealt and received a
hint to send in his bill, which as a matter
gold-brown hair.
Mrs.
But Mrs. Weeks glared at her across of courtesy he had not pressed.
the old meeting-house with indignant Weeks related the upshot of her visit to
eyes, and at the “noon-spell” prayer- Mary Barber at the counter of the counmeeting made a long and loud petition try store where she met Mrs. Brooks, and
that the “young members” might be re- the store-keeper overhearing it thought
buked and convinced of the sin of pam- it the part of wisdom to present his acpering the lust of the eyes and the pride count and give a hint to the butcher who
of life: that they might deny themselves was his brother-in-law.
So the ball rolled on ; not in days did it
of such extravagance and finery in regard
to the poor, perishing body as made scan- gather force enough to crush its objects,
dal in the church, and come out and he but in the course ot months it increased
separate from a sinful world.
Mary and grew mighty. Just as Mary Barber
Barber, just invited to join this select as- held to her breast a fair, frail little baby,
sembly which always met during inter- new-born to the world of deprivation ami
mission at Widow Brooks’house, wonder- distress that awaited it, her husband failMrs. Weeks
ed who Mrs. Weeks was praying at, for ed, and failed hopelessly.
“I told you so!
1
that her petition had a personal applica- said, triumphantly:
tion was only too evident; after her first always told Deacon Weeks that my judgI can
ment of folks was worth havin’.
serene satisfaction in being well-dressed
once more, and her shy joy
in her hus- see through a stun wall as well as anyband's admiration, Mary had not thought body.”
Hut while she plumed herselt on her
again of her dress. To tell the truth, it
was far less in her mind than the frayed
judgment, forgetting its results, Mary
binge of her black silk would have been, Harder, bearing the story from her husor tlie faded aspect of her lilac muslin.
band’s lips which she had read first in his
But she asked no question, of course, and face, laid down her whirling head on the
went her way home to get her husband
pillow, too weak to tight against the fate
bis piece of pie, the substitute for a that had come upon them. She and her
twelve o’clock dinner that made Sunday baby went home together to the land
a day of res
Mrs. Brooks, however, was where we shall know as we are known.
not so incurious, and while three or four And her broken-down husband left liarton forever, drifting away with the crowd
women lingered to eat their lunch in her
kitchen, one of them also detaining Mrs. of homeless and hopeless men who people
Weeks to ask some questions about a the waste places of the land, living no
mutual relative, the widow came forward man knows how, dying no man knows
with a smirk, and said, “You seemed to where. And all the result of one woman's
be real roused up in prayer to-day, Mis’ hard, ignorant, uncharitable judgment ol
Weeks; as though there was a concern another.
“Well! she’s judged herself, now!'’
on your mind, now didn’t ye?”
“Well, 1 did;” answered Mrs. Weeks soliloquized Miss Eunice, as in her turn
she paused beside the coffin to look at the
with solemn brevity.
“I thought so,”sighed Mrs. Brooks, but rigid face of the dead Mrs. Weeks years
after. “Wonder how she likes it ? Anywith instinctive tact asked no more.
And
There was a sort of expectant pause, way He’s marciful ef she wa’u’t.
curious eyes regarded her. Mrs. Weeks yet as she turned away an echo in her
“For with what judgfelt that she was expected to explain; mind whispered :
that she ought also to point a moral, so ment ye judge ye shall be judged.” [The
she continued, “I had Mis’ ’Gustus Bar- Congregationalist.

Literature.

Generalities.

The hill to retire Gen. Grunt
pay, lias passed the Senate.

on

is

A. C. Soteldohas been indicted on t wo counts;
to kill Clarence M.
Barton; second, man slaughter, in killing his
A.
M.
brother’,
Sotehlo.

first, assault with intent

Mitflin ,fc Co., distributed without
money and without price a neat biographical
sketch of Mr. Longfellow, to schools which
celebrated the poet’s birthday.

Houghton,

The Director of the Mint has decided that as
as a coin is mutilated it ceases to become a
coin and is simply bullion, and no patching of
it bv jewellers can make it good.
soon

William Webster, of Maine, has uclaim before
the Senate of st.glis, being the balance of an account due him for building and keeping in repair a wharf at Fortress Monroe, during the
nr.

The Florida fruit dealers began shipping
strawberries to tin northern markets from
Jacksonville on the gttli of January. The berries are reported plenty in the markets of that
state.

Ii is reported that Gu'teau has fully recovered his appetite. and has gorged his stomach to
such an extent that his physicians have ordered
vigorous exercise daily, lie does some tall

walking.

The probabilities an* that Sergeant Mason will
sentenced to several years’ imprisonment.
While his judges probably sympathize with him
they know that the discipline of the army must
be preserved.
no

Ilee. Dr. ('bickering is organizing a meeting
of tin ('ongressional Temperance Society at one
of tie churches on Capitol Hill. Washington,
at which Gov. Dingh y, of Maine, and other
Congressmen w ill speak.
A Baltimorean wishes to sell to the Federal
n. W ashington’s sword
knot.
It is well preserved is of sdk and silver
tinsel bullion, with a tinsel rosette, and its
genuineness is said to be w II attested.

government for sloito.Gi

Baron Yon Sehnefier, tin* new Austrian Minister. said to a N. Y. Herald reporter that lie was
anxioii- to see a new country, and therefore
chose to conn* to Washington. Hr admired
American freedom from h ige standing annu s.
Kansas has liad a mild winter. The* cattle
ha\ e required little feeding, farmers have work'd in tin- fields, and the good roads have favored
the getting of crops to market. Tin* mild weather ha- been wort b millions of dollars to the State.
Tin* democratic legislature of Kentucky has
created a sensation by reapportioning the State
solely on the basis of tin* white vote, again utterly ignoring the constitutional amendment
which \est- the right of franchise in tin* colored
race.

destruction caused by the floods was
serious along the hank- of the Southern
Mississippi. Along the entire course of tin*
great rivers, however, there was considerable
injury t<> property and obstruction to commuThe

most

nications.

The Rev. Hr. Chamberlain, of Cambridge,
that the man of Cape Cod despises tin*
Western lakes because they have no tide and no
clams.
He is the most independent mail aliv*—
the quintessence of the J behind am of Independence and of Plymouth Rock in one.

-in-

The petition of Mr-. Kate Chase-Sprague for
divorce from ex-S"liator William Sprague, has
been practically granted by tin* Rhode Island
courts, the petitioner having eliminated from her
petition all charges except that of 11011-support.
Mr. Sprague's counter petition has been withdrawn.
<JciicraI (;rant's pay. under the in-nv bill to retire him on Ceneral's pay will In* $10,125 per
annum.
The Cnieral is already quit** wealthy,
and thi- pension will certainly keep the wolf
from tin* door of hi- Soo.ono house.
The countr\ *loc< not Nvant tin* distinguished Ceiieralto
go hungry.
Tiler, i- to 1m exhibited in Bo-ton within a
short time a machine, which orginated in Scotland. that i- -aid to accomplish wonders in cutting stoin*. A bit of our hardest granite of any
si/.** can be shaped with tin* ease that a cheese
yields to tie manipulations of a knife. Boston
parties have an interest, and granite cutters particularly w ill he interested in this new invention.

There are mail) matters of great public interthat require action by the legislature- among
them the lleNV revision of the Statutes—blit these
must all wait because the democratic State committee does not think it tor the interest of that
party that an extra session should In* held.
[Kennebec Journal.

We have looked upon the course pursued by
Mr. Blaine, a- a firm, clear assertion of the policy which thi- Nation has sooner or later to assume toward- all national disturbances among
the nations of S. nth America, which will foreshadow our relations with them and position aa protectorate in all cases of foreign interferwith those countries.
ence
[T. S. Lang in
Weekly Mountaineer.
We hope our State Hepartment will not dea week-kneed polic)
toward either EngIf the new Secretary has not the
or < hi I i.
of
his
let him submit the
convictions,
courage
question to the country, and a vote of tin* people will advise him that th Monro** doctrine
cannot he interpreted 10 mean that Peru is to bo
dismembered a- one of tin* republics of this
hemisphere. England to th** contrary, notwithstanding. Lx-Seeretary Blaine is right on tin*
question of a rash indemnity. Peru's revenues
must be maintained. She must be permitted to
manage her asset- in her own way, and from
these to pa) the indemnity. Mr. Blaine's exposition of thi> ( hiliai, atlalr is in harmony with
the will of the Ainerean people.
[American

velop

land

Ship.

in

Pond of Bangor had several
The lat** 1>
young childer 1 removed by death, and he left a
iender and beautiful allusion to them in tin* bil-

lowing paragraph :

I love to think of them

away from

as

in**

at

school—tin* best school in the universe, where
tiny have the best teachers, and arc learning the
best things in tin* best possible manner. \ expect cr** long to go and see them—see what progress they have mad**, and to what bights of

glory they an* ultimately.destine*!; for I think
it is‘not unlikely that among tin* brightest spirits
that surround tin* eternal throne may be found
many at tin* last who have left this w'orld in in-

but no

and

a

cranberries, dressing (without onions),
couple of boiled Irish potatoes. Try that

of decoration, and your friends will appreciate artistic ability.
[Texas Shifting*.

sort

rightly dispute

r.uitor Kamsdrll of the \\ ashuigton Kepuhlic
ottered $.■) for the best written letter accepting
an otter of marriage,
(icrtrude Nelson pocketed the half eagle by this effusion:
111 Dear Donai.h: Fresh with the breath
of the morning came your loving missive. I
have turned over every leaf of my heart during
the day and on each page I find the" same written,
namely, gratitude for the love of a noble man,
humility in finding myself its object and ambition to render myself worthy of that which you
offer. I will try. Yours henceforth.

It is estimated that there are 240,000 drumor commercial travelers in the United
States, and -as each call keep at least twentylive girls on the string there is no danger of the
art of osculation being forgotten in this country.
[Boston Post.
mers

"How 1 do like to look through a telescope!"
exclaimed a young lady, “through a telescope!"
sneered her sour-tempered aunt: "through a

telescope: humph! give

me

a

keyhole."

“She stoops to conquer.” < an this refer to
the fond mother who bends over her wayward
boy with a number five slipper?

Ids

claim to

on

Top. The long forenoon passed away,
surprise the enemy made no attack.

and to

our

situation and did not hesitate, and for his gallant act deserves as much as any other man the

This was very fortunate for our army, as it enabled our men to strengthen our lines of fortifi-

honor of the victory on Hound Top. With a
cheer and a flash of his sword that sent an inspiration along the line, full ten paces to the

cations, and they also obtained a little rest, of
which they were in great need.
The rebels

were also engaged in throwing up rude lines of
defenses,
hurrying up reinforcements, and in
Scudder gives us a very entertaining and gracediscussing the line of action they should pursue
written
sketch
of
biographical
fully
Webster;
—for, to use General Lee's own words in his
tells us of his early life and struggles, discusses
report of the battle, they “unexpectedly found
his books composing "The Grammatical Instithemselves confronted by the federal army.'’
tutes,' treats of his career as author and pubThe hour of noon passed and the sun had
lisher. and of his political writings, and thus
measured nearly one-half the distance across
of
udown
to
the
work
Webster’s
brings
great
the w-stern sky before the assault Was made.
life, the dictionary, which he began to plan in
Tie n as suddenly as a bolt of tire Hies from tic
1810. The account of his labors in this directhe storm cloud, a hundred pieces of rebel artiltion, and of the obstacles he successfully surlery open upon our left flank —and under the
mounted. are both interesting and instructive.
thick canopy of screaming, hissing, bursting
The dictionary was published in lsg:l, and from
shells, Longstreet’s corps was hurled upon tic
that time until his death in 1ST!, in the Soth
troops of General Sickels. Instantly our com-

year of his age, Mr. Webster manifested increased activity. Mr. Scudder says: “He was
than ever ambitious to secure

more

in

especially

and he

orthography,

standard,

a

began

rangement of his various text-books in

the

ar-

series

a

ite.

keep his

initiated, and the
imperishable.’-

of this series

umes

price
ton.

support. Lee

Top

contending, and with skillful audacity he

vol-

will sell at the uniform

out

whole division,

a

bold tltc bill against the assault of the enemy.
a moment all was excitement. Every soldier

to

ing Co., of No. 20 North Seventh street, l'liiladelpbia. It will give a strictly non-partisan

inspired liy

parties,

presented

so

In

-allied to understand the situation. and to tie

"IIIi

beginning of
date, of the political
they face each other

from the

the r. S. Government to
that

tin

Himk.'"

riiflit

thrilling

interest.

ijCIck!"

UorBI.I',

And away

It

the

went, under

we

was

winrow

va-t

a

in

important
party
test votes.
Although the book is sold by subscription. it may be ordered from the publishers
direct for delivery C. < >. 1).. or will be sent by

we hardly noticed these surroundings.
I p the
steep hillside we ran and reached the crest.

mail.

mand, and

records thereon,

all

of tire.

■•On

XO'l'KS.

Tin Hoston Journal of

Chemistry

oil

Philadelphia by James Elverson, i- out.brim
interesting stories, pleasing sketches, ilAn excellent publication for
lustration-. etc.
boys and girls.
full of

college

a

education.

James, the

Monthly

con-

in lsiio.

The air

eers.

The three "leaders of the Boston school" of
did not receive

assigned. We were
eoii-e.pieiitly on

brigade,

our

and

The

line of battle.

our

front and left, and was

growth of oak trees,
which were too small to alt'ord us any protection.
Shells were crashing through the aii
above our heads, making so much noi.-e that
we could hardly hear the commands of ..in- offi-

in

youngest, is thirty-nine years old. He lir-t

com-

regiment had assumed the po-

our

ground sloped to our
sparsely covered with

Days, publish-

Aldrich, Howells and James

tile into line.' was the

right by

the left of

the excitement that

was

tile extreme left of ail

chemist, and the general reader.

novel writers

the

intense

so

sition to which it had been

for Febru"

ary lias ... received. It contains much of interest to the farmer, the farmer's wife, the
The March number of Golden

But

But our

; trees.

|
I

The March number of Our Kittle Ones is tilled

and
ill'

a

tilled with fragments of exfrom tin tigh

was

ploding'hells

splinters torn
ll appeared to

deliberate in their movements

li.

cool and

a>

if they had

as

been forming a line upon the parade ground in
camp. Our regiment mustered about thro

I hundred and fifty un it, ( ompany B frou:
with bright poems and sketches and beautiful
i’iscutaipiis county, commanded by the gallant
pictures, one hardly knows which to admire I Captain Morrill, was ordered to deploy in mu
most, the letter pres- or the engravings, and the
front as skirmishers. They boldly iidvano e
two combined make a
delightful magazine. down the slope and disappeared from our \ lew

j

Publishing Co.. Boston.
I.othrop A Co.. Boston, make

Russell
D.

Ten minutes have
the follow-

ing announcements for March: The Pcttiboii
Name.
By Margaret Sidney. The first volume
of tin V 1 F series.

Mrs. s. R. Graham Clarke.

By

hood.

Tensie Walton's WomanA For-

Caroline B. De Row.

Pol-

By
ly's Scheme. By Corydon. Eugene Cooper.
By Pansy. Originality. By Rev. Elia- N ison.
Horace Greeley
By Win. M. Cornell. Charles
Dickens. By Phebe A. llaimaford.
tunate Failure.

Siuitim; Itkms.
via made her reeeut
seven

days

which is

so

The Cunard Steamer .serout from New York in

trip

and four hours, to Fast net. Ireland,
far the fastest

on

record.

Previous

trip of the Servia the best time had been
made by the Arizona, who beat her own chain
pion record of seven days, eight hours and
thirty-two minutes by one hour and nine minutes on September 27th. of last year.Statistics of shipbuilding on the Clyde show a conto

this

Fourteen vessels, summing
up to 24.8S0 tons, have been launched during
the month of January, an output more than

tinued increase.

double that of
that

January, 4881;

and it is

reported
recently

number of new contracts have

a

been booked.Eight years ago there was onlv
$120,000 invested in steamers on the St. Johns.
Florida.

Now there are

plying

that

on

river,

one

twenty-eight

steamers

of which cost $240,000

and to this fleet constant additions are

agitation

for

making.
abolishing compulsory

Boston continues.Most

at

of the

Vessels now building in Massalmsetts could not
be duplicated at prices of those already con-

prices having already advanced
84 per ton. carpenters' measure.

tracted for,

from $2 to
The disabled steamer Sardinian, from Portland.
via. Halifax, lias arrived in the

brig Tally Ho,

of Machias,

Mersey.The

ire., which

went

ashore near Bateman’s Beach. Nov. 20th, has
sailed from

having

Newport, R. I., for Cardenas, Cuba,
repaired and fitted. The deten-

been

tion and expense entailed

a

loss of about $4000.

line.

The skirmishers

some

thirty

and. trei

but

s.

have

we

in our front, between

they

whom

have

The newspapers gen■

The Kennebec

York county
Journal says:
Democrats need a paper, and John can do about

as

little harm to the

man

we

script

Republican party

as

any
know of.Last week’s Portland Tran-

Longfellow number, containing
several of his poems relating to Portland, Mr.
was

a

Elwell’s paper on “Tin- Portland of Longfellow's
Youth," an account of the poet's ancestry, with
notices of the houses in which he was horn and
has lived, and a report of the meeting of the
Maine Historical Society held in celebration of
his 75th

birthday.

Bishop and

Mrs. Rachel Porter, of this

city.

W. A. Kimball, the enterprising advertising
agent, has just issued the third edition of 15,0(10
copies of the Mount Desert Rusticator, an advertising sheet for free distribution. Among
other attractions this year, the head of .Mr. Kimball, is combined with the head of the paper, by
way of lighting up the first page.
Do you mean to say that Kimball is light-

headed.
The

respectable and

honorable old

advertising

agency of S. M. Pettengill & Co., New York,
which was burned out in the World building

<>

no

oil.

turn and crush the left of

our

Chamberlain with

they

movement

tin

we see

formed almost
the

point,

can

Colon,-

line.

our

right angle, with

the colors

all these movements

ivipiiring

a

much less space of lime than il
to u rite of them.
How

determined P

sagacity understood tin
making, and le nt liael
regiment until the lim

rare

were

the left tlaiik of

I describe the

Imagine if you

can

;
lin

that follow oil

scenes

nine small

for

ivi|iiire>

a

of in

companies

fantry numbering perhaps three hundred men
in the form of a right angle, on the extremi
flank of an army of eighty thousand men. pu
there to hold the key of the entire position
against

force at least ten times their niinibe]

a

and who are

determined to

desperately

sueeeei

in the mission upon which tin y came. Main
linn ye boys from Maine, for not once in a ceti

tury are men permitted to bear such responsi
bilities, for freedom and justice, for (bid am
as are now placed upon you.
1 know not who gave tin
'I he conflict opens.
first tire or w hich line received the lirst lead,

humanity

regi

know that the carnage began. (>ur
1
was mantled in tire and smoke.

only
mont

that I could

picture

tails of that hour.

w

isl

torn from the boxes and stutled in tin
smoking muzzles of the guns. How the stec
rammers

rels.

clanged

clashed anil

How

in the heated bar

the men's hands and faces grew
How

grim and black with burning powder.
our little line baptized with tire, reeled

to

am

pressed back. How
our officers bravely encouraged the men to hob
on and recklessly exposed themselves to tin
.V terrible medley of cries, shout
enemy "s lire.
cheers, groans, prayers, curses, bursting shells
Am
w hizzing rifle bullets and clanging steel.
all my heart would not be so sad am
I write.
Hut the uetny w as pouring

if that

was

heavy

as

a

was

or

terrible fire upon us, his

him

great advantage.

a

superior
Ten to

forces giving
fcarfu

one are

contending

odds where men are

for so great

:

The air seemed to be alive with b ail

prize.

The lines at times were

so near

each other that

the hostile gun barrels almost touched earl;
As the contest continued the rebel.other.
that

desperate

grew

should

so

insignificant

so

long hold them in cheek.

At

a

forei

one

tine

brief lull in the carnage and out
Hut soon till
shattered line was closed up.
there was

a

raged again

with renewed fierceness.

The rebels had been reinforced and
determined to sweep
ui'M

in

our

were

regiment

Round

Little

••

over

detachment

well

three hun•mi to

sent

We cared

Top."

as

little

could do for them.

we

a* sv

for our

There was but

could.

wounded

Our

dead

were

buried, and their graves were marked by tin
lo\ ing hands of their comrades. I suppose that
their remains have since been removed to tic
National Cemetery at (b-ttysburg. Rut >omthey had been left where they fell,
>n the rugged brow
of Round Top, amid tin

iiow I wish

baptiz' d with

battle srarn d rocks which tiles
their blood

died.

they

as

An <>i. 1» Run

11:.

v

Aii interesting lecture on ••< ’ape ('ml Folks,
>ld and New" was delivered in Boston recently

<

|{ev.

by

N

now

from the

H. Chamberlain, of Cambridge.

The Cape was tirst settled in ll>77, by Kllgiish.
Kveiy town at first bad a settled church with

pastors, wlio also acted as lawyers and physicians. and they were allowed many privileges.

permitted to pasture ids
graveyard, and allow ed the pro-

Sandwich was

One at

horse in the

ceeds of every whale which came ashore for
pocket money. Some of their law > were curious.
One was that no

who had not killed six

man

during a year could
exempted all such

blackbirds and three crows
tie married: but Sandwich
men

t'ape Cod-

7b years of age.

were over

as

always sent their children to school, believing in public schools. The pedagogues
were not
very well paid. One schoolmistress

ders

a year anil diet, with tic Use of a
in six months to v isit In r relative-.

given tig

was

horse

once

Tb

conduct of tic
ape people
of tin revolution and lspj was

scribed, the lecturer pay ing

patriotism. In
Cape t oil folks.

a

during tic w ar
graphically de-

glowing tribute

to

austerity

of

their

contrast to the

the

Mr. chamberlain narrated

number of amusing anecdotes illustrative of
their humor ami five and ea-y way s, one of
them. ( apt. l’ercival. when hi- mate woke him
a

with tic intelligence that the ship was
eternity, replied; "Well. I've got ten

friends over there to
The

again.

mi Folks."

M,■l.ean's I.k

as a

she had called

analysis

An

h

ntitlcd

••(

ape
that

regretting

admits the accuracy of

of tic vote in the National llmise

tic hill to appoint

on

sleep
elo.pienr

illustrate types of

to

n a. names

although
descriptions.

■

od man.

(

ape

character,
her

concluded with

speaker

of Miss

prai-e
(

in thi- world.: Jet ln-r

one

And lie turned over and went to

go."

a

muni-sion of ti

■

to in-

\

vestigate tic liquor traffic, i- interesting and
significant, of those who voted for tie hill ln7
ot
were Republicans and .'i wen Democrats,
those who voted against the bill,!>o were Demowere Republicans,
sixti n !!• pubcrats and
licans who favored the measure

paired

were

with ltl Democrats opposed
This vote -lewthat the 1 leiuoeratie Congressmen ar- practical-

ly unanimous against i-vi n investigating the
liquor traffic, while tie Republicans vot. d asolidly for tin- proposed e,.niniissioii. Now vve
are told that the temperance question should In
taken out of polities, although no one lias yet
indicated how that i- to In- done.

Were the Re-

publicans
or were

wrong in \ oting for an inv estimation,
tile Democrats wrong in opposing it?

mainly

This

is not

liaMquestion

a

fora true

friend of temperance to answer. And if.
believe, tic Republicans were right, tie

as vve

tem-

perance question can lie taken out of polities by
the I >i mornit£ abandoning their pre-on' stand
in favor of the rum traffic, and
slleit
to
est

with my pen the aw ful do
How rapidly the cartridge'

were

contest
Mrs. Elizabeth Treadwell Weston, of l’cterboro, N. II..entered the fifth year pf her second
eentnry of lifi on Wednesday, Feb. loth, celebrating her KUtli birthday at her daughter's
residence in Greenfield. Five generations were
present. The old ladv enjoys good health. .She
took a sleigh ride and was photographed in the
morning and received in the afternoon. A
prayer and congratulatory address were made
by Rev. Edward Green; poems by Mrs. Sand
Weston and Mrs. Salinda Holt; letters, pressents, etc.
Mrs. Weston is a cousin of the late Mrs. .lane

indications

rushing

are

of

advanco

probably captured,

captured

a

fifty de ad rebels upon the
ground svhtT" w had fought, our regiment
had won imperishable honor, and our gallant
< oloiici was to hr known in history a> the hero

the rock-

ns

-and

bur\ th“ dead, fo md

have

lines of the enemy.
They have paid no atten
lion to tin- rest of the brigade station -d on mn

right, but tli'-y

prisoners,

through

wonder, for righ
and our skirmisher-

And

hundred and thirty-live had been kill-

ed and wounded. We
dred

fifty

Of our tlirc- hundred and

rear.

one

to

Look!'' “Look!" ex
the enemy. "lint look!"
claimed half a hundred men In our regiment a
tin- same moment.

the

men,

sea

no

relics* i

to

going

seen

we were

the Reims' Ivania Reserve*, and went back

up at

must

of duh dd

by

since yve formed tin

rods

forty

or

fro as it advanced

erally. irrespective of politics, advocate tli appointment of Editor Pullen of the Press, to the
survey-ship at Portland.John Ilanseom is to
start a Democratic weekly in Biddeford. called
“The Maim: Sentinel," about the 1st of March.

passed

prisoners.

number of

a

morning

On the

on

were

every side. Siokels’ corps
sheets of flame and looked like

we

tion, and also

of

moment

a

exploding
was enveloped

Shells

and capture a hill in our front.
among the rocks, up t in >teep
mad* our way. captured the positrees,

■

••Full in..Foil

artillery fire.

terrible

every leading issue, with the views of leaders, description of the various measures and

danger.

it.

ilieu!”

'■.M

on

including

Ids line to

his right for the purpose of seizing the coveted
The danger was at once seen by our
officers, and our brigade was ordered forward

n

complete history

by extending

prize.

s.
I ms l- t in- comprebook of about 1,UK) pages, to
be issued March ioih, by Llic Fireside Publish

and

for which the two armies

did not follow the retreating
an order

we

ance

Through the
hillside

was

short distance. After dark

a

ads

came to

glance that Little Round

at a

prize

This unlooked

good report.

a

Oompam B, whom we
supposed were all captured.
< mu < olomTs commands wensimply to hold

blurt' could shell

rocky

usual it is

as

for reinforcement

rebels hut

line at th dr

our

saw

the

was

were

roLMlc

hensive title of

that

nil

and

the hill, and

determined to wrest it from his opponent. And
while the terrible charge was being made upon
the line of General Siokels. Longstreet threw

Mifflin & Co., Boston.

AMKRIl'AX

displayed more gallant courage
July 2d. But

1 know not

some reason

and may be obtained at the book
direct from the publishers. Hough-

or

as

pleasure. For
why. no infantry had
hern placed to hold that all important position.
A few batteries were there, hut they had no

any

$1.25,

of

stores,

[The

planted
portion of

teries

monument

name

them at close quarters. .V hand of men leap
the wall and capture at least a hundred
prisoners. Piscataquis has been heard from,

that fatal afternoon of

on

They

over

Little lb mid Top
threatened the I nion army.
was the key to tile entire position.
Rebel bat-

ter. Mr. Scudder says further: "Noah Webster's name abides, connected with the great
will

our

eniem.

recoil, stagyer, IiKF.AK AN1> ItrX, and like avenging demons our men pursue. The rebels rush
towards a stom wall, but to our mutual surprise
two snores of rifle barrel* gleam over tin* rocks,
and a murderous volley was poured in upon

again-t rin• surging talcs a> imocks nr granBut a new and appalling danger suddenly

Me

proved Grammar, and lie prepared a 'Manual of
Useful Studies.’" And in the concluding chap-

work which he

to turn and crush

was

1 he rebels were contouiuieu at tne mo\
a fearful shock.

We struck them with

brave Dan Siekels and the old Third corps were
equal to the emergency, an I stood us inuno. a-

-History of the United States, his 'Teachsupplement to the 'Elementary,' his 'Im-

a

left flunk

It

than

revising his most lucrative work, the 'Elementary Spelling Book," and he issued new editions,
er,'

Lee.

the South never

an

Schools, the Counting House, and for Families
in Moderate Circumstances;' he was constantly

of his

of Gen- ral

front he sprang-—ten paces—more than half the
distance between the hostile lines. “Comk on !
Come on! Come on no vs!” he shouts. The
color sergeant and the brave color guard follow,
and with cue wild yell of anguish wrung from
its tortured heart, the regiment charged.

lie had done our right at Chanrellorsville. it
wtis a terrible onslaught.
The brave sons of

imposing phalanx,
each supporting its neighbor. The work of preparation. revision and publication occupied the
rest of his life. The quarto dictionary in two volume- cost twenty dollars. He provided soon an
abridgement in octavo, and a 'Dictionary for
which should constitute

manders discerned the intention

was

his exhausted comrades. In that moment of supreme need the want was supplied. Lieut. H.
S. Melcher, an officer who had worked his way
of
up from the ranks and was then in command
Co. F, at that time the color company, saw the

our

Hound

place

a

a biographer.
His services in general education, political journalism, and copyright legislation, were alike meritorious, and did much for
the advancement of general literature. Mr.

N Kwsn.wKit No I KS.

I,aura: "I hear a great deal about a new fash
iuiutble folly—the decoration of plates by amateur
artists. How is the thing done, and can you describe what the decoration consists of?”
We have had several plates decorated lately
by female members of our family. The way
they did it was after this fashion: They tirst
warmed the plate, then they laid on it several
slices of the breast of a turkc) a second joint,
some

familiar with the life of Noah Web-

one

among American men of letters. He was, it
should be remembered, something more than

fancy.

••Perley," the veteran Washington correspondent of tlie Boston Journal writes that
paper that Senator Ilale, of Maine, won many
parliameiitarv laurels hy the ability with which
In- etigineereil the Apportionment bill through
the Senate exactly as it was passed by the
House, lie very properly declined addressing
the Senate himself oil the bill, although it was
known to every Senator present that he had
given the subject great attention, and that he
could have made a capital speech on it. but his
declination to speak prevented the raising of the
oratorical Hood gates, and the bill passed without an amendment.

the morning of July 2d we remarch, and in a few hours halted
within supporting distance of the left flank of
our army, about a mile to the right of Little
sumed

compiler of Webster’s Dictionary. The
temptation to pun in this connection is great,
ster can

daylight

At

or

pilotage

Heaven.

little line seemed to

that

liETTYSBUKU.

Men of Letters series—a face well known
in house and school room—that of the author

can

.The
Children

quail under the fearful fire
being poured upon them. O for some
man reckless of life and all else save his country’s
honor and safety, who would rush far out to the
front, lead the way, and inspire tin* hearts ol

Army Life.

SUMREK TEN.

very familiar face that appears as the frontispiece of this volume, the second of the Ameri-

est

A .Maine correspondent of the (’oiiinionwealth
say- that (ioNernor Pluistcd nvus in noway connected with tlie "eount-out" conspiracy.
That
NVas because he was not ail official at the time,
lie did sign a petition approving the course pursued by Governor (iarcclou and his fellow-conspirators, and urging them to hold out and carry
out their plot.
[Boston Journal.

E. Scudder. It

of

a

tributed to the Atlantic

Clippings.
The impn-sion that Mr. Blaine originated a
novel South American policy while President
Carliehl was on tin* point of death, is not justified by tie* record.
1’he policy may have been
-otiinf or unsound, but it was largely inherited.
Advertis*
r.
[Boston

Sketches

By Horace

Noau Wkbstkk.

General’s

The resolution of Senator Ingalls, declaring
that the law granting arrears of pensions ought
not to he repealed, was laid upon the table by a
vote of g(> to 2J.

w

dis-

honor those brave men when I write that for a
brief moment the order was not obeyed, and the

—————■

!

24(>.

quality, $«; 7*»37

■

■

moment that the moveis a

a

only salvation, but there
human endurance, and I do not

ment was our

A

I><

understood in

man

1

■

be done.

can

bayonets!” And the
steel shanks of the bayonets rattle upon the rifle
barrels—“Charge bayonets, CHARGE!” Every
“Fix

given

The order is

Seed.

If the farmer has not already done so,
should lose no time in selecting what
lotatoes he may need for seed, and place
•hem in a cool, dark place, yet where
tlicj will not freeze. But few farmers
o.ilize how much the success of a potato
i op depends on the quality of the seed
:anted. The rule is, when the planting
rmo comes, the potatoes for seed are
taken from the same bin that the table
is been
supplied from during the winand frequently these have been kept
where it is so warm that they have
prouted, and the sprouts rubbed off, or
not, are so long as to break off before
aching the field. Thus the most vigor:s sprouts are destroyed and the vigor
: the potato in a measure lost.
Potatoes to be in the best condition for
anting, should have strong, prominent
is, but should not be started more than
sigh to show that they are alive. As
■
potato is not the true seed, size and
tape do not make the ditfereuce that
alth and vigor do.
A potato that lias
-i its health transmits its disease to the
\ cron more
readily than the true seed
diseased potato would : and a potato
at :s not healthy fails to produce
■ats that arc vigorous enough to pro's
a large crop.
A potato that lias
i chilled is totally unlit to plant, yet
o>cs are often planted that have been
c 1 to a
degree that but a small p >rof them will sprout, and the farmer
■i loss to know
why his potatoes have
cd to grow
-electing potatoes for planting cart1 be taken to reject all that are soft
a .‘toil, or have l ing
sprouts, select
ily those that are hard, good color,
have large eyes. The size of the eye
at-vs the \ '.gor of growth inueh more
t ly than the size or theshape of the
:•
care is taken to se-

boxes of our

from the

cartridges

the

wounded comrades. A critical moment has arrived. We can remain as we an* no longer.

legislation

tin

as

ease

helping

to enact

demands. To refll-i

aid an iuvestigation "veil looks like tin- blindkind of adherence to a had cause.

There
for

a

pnhlie

can

be

no

(iovernmeiit

question as to tie necessity
building at Vugusta. I’lie

Imsiness demands it. and it will In-

act

an

of economy to build,
i'lie (iuvernmenl i- now
inlying s:i,o|ni per annum for rentals in that
city, with very limited accommodation-. In the
of business dme

amount

in second ela-s mail

matter, the Augu-ta post office ranks fifth: the
Pension Office requires room- w ith tire proof
vaults; and aecommndations are n oiled for the
Internal Revenue otiii

e

and C.>. District

(

ourt.

A liill

presented by Senator Hale providing for
such a building a- required, not to exceed in
cost £(15u,O00, litis been unanimously reported
for tlie Committee on Public Buildings and
tirnunds, and it is to be Imped will become a
law during tiie next ses.-ion of t ongress.
Hen. Thomas I., clingnian, of North Carowho went from the Senate into the rebelis out with a long manifesto in which in
expresses liis belief that tlie Democratic and
Republican parties will both lie dissolved as the
old Jetferson party was broken to pieces in tinyear lsgi.

lina,
lion,

t'lingman

The fact is that

is

disgruntled

old

sorehead, for whom the Democrats have

no

further

use

and whom tin*

want; but who wants
< lingman party is not

an

a

Republicans

don't

office himself.

The

large enough to provide
lienee lie is not happy.

him with one, and

i. 111m

ly.

Kryc will meet a good many
people in Halifax. There are quite a
number engaged in business there, and others
are interested in mining and lumh ring opera-

"My (toil Sergeant Steele!" ejaculated the ago

tions in different purls of the Province. The
vice consul at Windsor. N. >.. Mr. Hobart, is a

Many

of onr

companies

have sutfi red fearful

Look at company II for a moment. Charley
my old tent mate, with a fatal wound in hi
hreast, staggered up to brave Captain Land
ni/.ed

captain

sergeant. "1

as

he saw the fate of his belovei

am

going captain." cried tin- nobh

fellow, and fell dead, weltering in his blood
Sergeant Lathrop, with his brave heart and gi

gantic

frame, fell

dying

with

Sergeant Buck, reduced

to

a

frightful

wound

the feet of their comrades.

Libby,

French

Clifford. Ililt. flam,
and Walker are all

Cliesly, Morrison. West
severely wounded—am

nearly all disabled.
the-carnage goes on.

Our line is

so

far that

our

tire, has been reopened in comfortable quarters
on Broadway and is prepared to continue its

enemy.

business.

ammunition is

weight

dead

But there is no relief

are

pressed

am

bad

within the lines of tin

The pressure made by the superior
of the enemy's line is severely felt. ()ui

nearly

native of

all gone.

We are now

Dennysville and

his wife is

a

of Gen. Rhendol Whidden of ('alais.

ter

time there

Maine

thirty

were

daughAt

one

people residing

ill

Halifax.

the ranks at Stone

man's Switch, laid down to die and was prnmot
edits his life blood ebbed away. Adams, Inland, and Lamson. all heroes, are all lying deal
at

Consul General

Maine

Senator

Eugene

Hale having been asked about

the use of his name by Mr. Shepherd, and if he
knew anything about him or bis claim said : ”1
know nothing about him or his claim.
of my
or

name

was

authority. It
hardly

is

sary, and

Tin*

use

made without my knowhdge
so

absurd that it is

needs

a

denial.

unneces-

I never knew

my name was used by this man until I saw it in
this letter published in the papers."

The
the

one

hundred and fiftieth anniversary of

birthday

Washington was celebrated
patriotic observance.

of

with customary

Maine

Matters.

NEWS \N11 GOSSIP EROM Al.I. (IVEU THE STATE.
IOWN

M E*

I

IONS.

the

Republicans elected the Mayor by
1.1 nxt majority every Alderman, every Councilman and every ward officer—-a gain of one Alderman and two Councilor n. Disaffected Republican' and tile Democrats, under the lead
of i R. Torrey made a desperate struggle but
met a Waterloo defeat.
Durham elected the
Republican ticket, except that there was no
choice for til-si selectman.
In Dardiner Win.
I’d kills. Republican, was elected Mayor by a
majority of -JfT over all. In Lewiston David
l'arrar. Republican, received 1.04.x voles, and
Dareelon. Fusionist. non. Tile Republicans elect
live Aldermen, and Democrats two.
Republican' have Couiiciimen in four wards. Democrats in t\yo.
ill Auburn there were three
ticket' in t ho ticld. (jeo, S. W oodman. Republican was elected Mjfyor by three majority
The Republicans elect two Aldermen and tile
Democrats one: no choice in two.
In Saco
Deo. F. (I Wen. Republican w a- looted Mayor
by 104 majority. Tile Republicans also carrylive of the seven wards.
ui

tvm*kimnil

(.eoruv iire^orv.

ramuiiuic

in

tin- labor organization* and citizens, w a* elected .Mayor by six plurality.
Tin Republicans
elect Aldermen and < 'ouneilmen in every ward
but the 7th. Following was tin- vote for Mayor:
<11- itory. t»14: Fierce. Republican, bos: ."pear.
<ireenhaek. b<>.
In some <>f the wards the vote
wa* unusually liirht.
Hallow-ell .stives Jame* H.
i.' iith. Republican. *J.Vj majority for Mayor and
«
ets tlie sti*ai*rlit Republican ticket in every
w ard, a result not attaint .1 in that
city before
for many years.
In IN.-Hand there w as no
choice for Mayor. The \otc wa* a* follow*:
I ibbv. Republican. i'.71b; 1 > erinir. < itizeii*’and
Democrat.
Littleti. Id. Temperance. 4*M;
No choice.
'Pin* Republicans
scattering. 47.
elect ail the >ehool Fommittee. tivi Aldermen
and 14 ( ouneilmen. The Democrats elect one
Alderman and *i\ ('ouneilmen. There was no
••lection for ole Alderman and one < >uncilman.
Decrinir elected a mixed ticket. < ape Klizabeib i> Democratic. Buxton. Pari*. Norway
and >tandi*h. are Republican.
In FlNwmrtii
tic Republican* elect Jame* F. Davis. Mayor,
b. about loo
>
majority over the 1 unoerats and
II n
nbaekers and carry tliree out of ti\ e w ard*.
i: Brid.irton politic* wa re ignored and the ipie*limi of xtendiuir aid to a'narrow jruaire railroad volt I on.
It w a* decided favorably and a
road wiil 1m built at once to conned with ihe P.
A <». at Hiram.
siiinu n.Mxa.

Bii*itv

ix

n.\ l n.

at tic
*hip yard* i* drivimr. <•<**.
lawyer and Packard have four ve**el* on the
stork*.
One a ship of 1.400 ton*. I »r W. H.
Marhuek and oiliei partie* in New V**rk. Tin
k-t
i* laid and frame ]>art 1
up for a steam
whaler of loo tons, for Win. F. I.ewi*. of New
Bedford.
i'lc keel i* laid for a schooner of 7oo
ion*, for < apt. Burt and others o! Taunton.
Mil'S.
Tic keel i* also laid for a *elc•«*ner «»f
700 ton* i,.i < apt. Theo. D. And* r*"ii and other*
! New A «u k. Work is also profrressinj: on tlie
< it v of Richmond
repairing on the marine rail—

way.

I he linn of Arthur Sewall A ( 0. arebuildimr
one sh i] > of l.bou toil*.
Tht \ ha\e also just laid
the keel b-r a sellooller of .VJU ttills.
n
A sawyer havt a *hip of *J.non ton* o»ii'raeted for W. II. 15>•**•
apt. Jacob M-■rrirnan. the builder* and other*.
A *eh<»"ic 1 oi
0-0 t«>n* building for < apt. P-tit r oi orient. L.
I.. and (triers. A schooner of l.loo ton* for
<
apt. Jacob Phillips aid other*. A No a schooner
of Mbo ton*, ow ic 11 li\ the builder.. Fai.it. A rev.
of Rockland, and other*.
M illiam Ropr* i* buildinir a
shijiof I .b7b tun*.
l*o has a schooner «>r bbn toils.
I )eerin«r A I >ondd have a *ciioon«*r «»f bon ton*
'ii tic
stock*.
They ha\< a *i-lii»tun-r • >t PJ"
t"ii' for Beni. Maddox. 4 (;ioii<-e*ter.
They
also have laid the keel of a tNhin.ir schooner of
about 1Mb toils for parties in Rockport. a.nd
have the frame for another of bon toils in
the yard.
Bdij. Flint i* buildinir a ship of about l.ijinn
**

tolls.

B. W. A II. F. Mor*t have a
h'•«*n« 1 1 IM
feet lonjr. b4 wide and pj dt ep. which will !><■
for
n**
in
about
three
week*.
ready
Augustus Palmer aI*«> ha* a *eiio'»iier -1 -Jon
ton*.

[Time*.
.mum

i: A

ill;*»\

Twentieth

Journal

Republican

BY

Publishing

THE

latter date

nal:

us

following

the

were

from

Waldo

county : K. P. Rowell and Charles N. Allen, of
Montville, and A. K. Fernald. of Winterportt he

first two of Company It. and the latter of
Company F. An address was read on this occa-

subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
<»f length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.

sion

S. I,. Miller, tin- historian of the Twen-

by

gives

tieth. which

regiment.

in brief the

correctly

S. M. Pettengii.l & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
263 Broadway, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 265 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell A Co., 10 spruce St.. New York.
J. II. Bates, 41 Park Row. New York.

lie

Run.

important

Fredericksburg. Rappahannock

si

Ties

OT

n

llateher's Run. and

interesting sKerelies me Hex 1
in this gallant regiment, i-

private
eontrilmting

the Journal, suggest the
mention here of some of the salient facts in its
now

to

The Twentieth
history. Lieut. Miller says:
Maine Infantry was the last of the three years'
regiments raised in pursuance of the requisition
and authority of the President of the United
States, dated July 'Jd. 1st a. The regiment ap••

lection on

pears to have hei
enlisted fm

Kighteenth,

allowed to go by default. The real tax-payers,
the business men. those who have the interests
of tin

city

men

platform announced in this
of the Journal need no commendation,

lit the

of Mr. Swan the office has

ease

the man. not tin

man

the office.

of his

sought
only

land.

Mayor's

to his hands the affairs of the city will be pro))ifly and economically conducted, and lie is
pledged t" -pare no exertions to secure the refunding of our municipal debt at a lower rate
of interest, liefunding is neither possible nor
probable it the so-called Tax-payer- ticket is

successful.

It

refunding: it
vohi the city

llrew r. Professor of Modern Languages in
A doin (Allege. l.ient.-< 'doneI: and Cha-. I >.

lie

Gilmore, of

ha- taken

litigation

and loss;

repudiation,

important liattlof <J. tty-burg, of
which some highly interesting details are given
in this week's paper. In describing tin moonlight march from Washington to Fort Craig on
down to the

ultimate aim.
-uch

and that is believed to be its

Belfast cannot afford to sanction

the sip of Sept., lsii-j. In- lias omitted to fell n~.
however, of the remark made by Coloin-l Ann

movement, nor to entrust its interest-

a

such hand-.

to

concerning the

ii;
method proposed tor adjusting diluted
points eoiieerning the railroad interests, mint
command general approval. Such questions
ajre
not to be settled by provoking personal quarrels
and animositie-. and assailing individuals with

have

many
were

ing,

Monday

on

next, the ticket

Hut

r.

not

week-ekqised before these green troops
so
thoroughly drilled and disciplined. tin"

der the superx ision of 'olonel Ann

s, as

gix

to

e

the

regiun nt a conspicuous place for its soldierly bearing and attention to duty, and to win for
itself an important part in the nation's history

The achievements of the Twentieth at the
battle of (Jetty sliurg are alone enough to co\' r
this regiment with glory. Their historian say-:

by

beaded

that

m

to-night,

home." s.cnl the indignant offio

aii} one can ask. and i* the only proper arid
iVa>ib 1 e mode of settlement. We trust our citizen* generally will seethe importance of vot-

>s.

conduct of his command

"If you can't do any better than you
you better all desert and go

occasion.

abu-e. Mr. Swan proposes, if elected, to secure
an equitable and legal and
speedy adjustment
of all matters in controversy. This is all that

William B. swan.
Th‘ liangur < iiy ( ouneii lias unaiiimou-ly
\ ote<i to submit In the voter- at tin
Mr. Blaine's oration on Gartield merit* and
municipal
election «»n tlm pith in-t.. tlm jmopo-itimi that
h i- received the highest possible praise. It is
the city waive priority of it-iimrtgag". s'.cpgoon.
•ii Hi'
Pangor A Pi-cata<|iii- railroad, and noteworthy that the papers which began to find
authorize tlm railroad company to i--u< a tir.-t j fault before it* delivery with wlm! Mr. Blaine
mortgage tor sbno.non. «,f which simoon P t.. ]>«
are the most eiitliu*iastie in
used in tlm purchase of lh* entire s-joo.ooo | might -a}
eond mortgage bonds a- agreed i»y tiie hoidt r- < "lnmeiidatien- of whar lie did say. The Boslliereof. and ill- balam
sgbu.ond. to be \- ton Herald pronounce* it “anoration worth} «if
> ndfd in tic
locali »n. e\p n-ion ami comple- tIk oeea>ion. tin
speaker,and the *ubjeot." And
tion of said railroad, from Plain-hard to Mousethe N w Y«»rk Herald says
head lak*.
The Washington county people -et ui to he
When we include Mr. Blaine's eulogy of
determined to have iln Slnuv l.im Railroad.
President Garfield among the best of sucli
Tin* voter< of p niln*ok“ on tin* railroad <|U*.*sAmerican orations, we pay a greater tribute to
tion stood PI4 for to i» aim nst. Maehia- vote
its merit than if we -hould compare it with
wa- nnaiiimt.ii
»r
pgu in
d rai-iug £20.any foreign example*. Nowhere in the foreign
The citizens of Pangor propo-c to coforums <d speech do discourses reach the public
ear from pulpit or from
operate.
parliament with which
A nit -eting of tlie eiti/. n- u Path on Tin-day
may not easily challenge rivalry for the dig• veiling
void again-l :
prop.i-itimi to ha-e nity of it- treatment of the theme*.tin* clearness
the Knox and Lincoln Railroad.
of it- descriptive passages, the
unity of its plan,
it- ab-tineiice from adulation. ttie felicity of its
[\ CKNTKAJ
and
the
of
its
close.
language
pathos
A Pangor man claim-to liave di-cowr* I p< rpetual motion.
i'he
Sentinel
thinkit would be uni
Ba-tport
The Piv— say -1In iv i- a prospect of a lee!me
l»v u.-car Wilde in Portland tin* last of March.
wi-e to terminate the clause of the fishery treaty
Mr-. Pct-ey Mo* dy of < a-h*s ( onnr ccleln at- of ls;i with Great Britain, which has now been
d her moth birthday F< b. *js. >hr ha- three
in operation ten year*. It says the most valuai
children li\ ing. >!n has g,,.»d use of her faculble fishing ground* in that vicinity are in New
ties.
In Kenm-bunk a iv eleven couple- that have
Brun-wiek water- and that “the intere-ts of
livetl together mon than fifty year-. 1 »* -i.L• several others whose married life cov ers just half our neighbor* across the line and ourselves can
!» I»e-t promoted by friendly legislation, ami
a relit lirv.
A lire'ill the Watervill.* Hank block March
the cultivation of good feeling towards each!
1-t. destroyed tie* whole interior.
< an- of tie*
other." Mr. Bice. -»f Mass., has offered a resotire unknown.
lution in < ’ongress looking to the termination of
A signal s.-rv:-tation has b< • n establish'd
at *s< ii it h w< -' Harhor. Mt. bcs.-rt.
tin* treaty in 1sn4.
Hallow 11 licit 1 a ma— meeting last week ami
earnestly denounced polygamy. Ringing anti•1. B. Osgood A ( o.. Bo-ton. from copy furMornn n sp. • *cln•- were mad* by n ]»r« -entativ e
nished by tin* orator and by his authorization,
lit* n and a nu*monal to < '<.ngre-:adopted.
have published in hook form. Hon. .lames G.
Mr. Xefias i. 11 jiin
<d tie
Poston lb raid
ha- retime d to hi- old h am in \\ inthrop,
Blaine’.-eulogy of Garfield. A portrait of the
where In* hopes to fully regain ids health.
ale Pr.-id> lit i>
given a* a frontispiece, and the
The parties contesting the vv ill of tin late l.dw art.I p. Mor-r ot
oration i- printed in large type on fine white
I'niou have appealetl from
tlm decision of the die lire of Prohate, who alpaper, nakiug a ver} neat little volume.
lowrd tie* will, and carried tie*« a-e to tie* Suv
'yurt.
preme
A eoi i-e*pondent of the ( alai* Times
*ays that
special efforts an making by He* -nrv ivor- of
the Klevi-uth Maim Infantry'for tie* sie-ce—of tie population of Kastport i- at present divided
'lr* next annual reunion, which i< to 1m* held at
into lour classes a* follows—
W aicn ille ou the sth ui August m \t.
l-t. Agents selling organ*. 2d.
Parti.- rep rex 'ii ting tle-m-ehe- as ;igeutPeople buying
organ*.
‘M, Music teachers
lesson* on
d tie- Hutchinson
.Manufacturing ( '-mpany Hie organ. And tin f urth giving
elas* consists of
d Portland, and who have l«.n
selling al- Hio*e who are now
barrel
heads,
sitting upon
leged patent mop wringers in various places in
-hoe b *\es. etc., talkingabout the
Maine ami N'e'v
colleetorship.
liava be.-n iielicted

"Till'

spl<

ndid

Top.'

dtu-t of hi-

"lii ;b il' I>ax i-‘ history lie
told one true thing wln-n In -aid. in -peaking of
tin- battle of (b-ttysburg, that it was those fellow- up th
plans. The

Saturday night.

eellorsx ilk ami

The Oxford bears held a reunion in Portland
Saturday night and effected a permanent organization. About two hundred and fifty ladies
and gentlemen were present.
The Bluehill correspondent of the Portland
Press says the Douglass mine at that place closed Thursday last for three months and it is
feared that this means indefinitely
The immediate cause of the shutdown is’lack of the
funds
to
necessary
pay current expenses.
Joseph L. Milliken, twenty-four years City
Clerk of Saco, died Sunday at tile age of (12
years,
after an illness of several weeks from a
complication of diseases.
Mrs. Dora Wiley Golden is a mother. The
little stranger made its debut Wednesday
Both
mother and baby are doing yvell. Mrs! Golden
is at her home in Bueksport.

State< tlii* fall.

Maine and Massaehu*etts
an* ]Hit in this
eategory. for the reason. \vi* supposf. that it is extremely doubtful whether the
Iiemoerats can eonie within some thousands of
of

votes

Tie
ami

earning

.Memphis

either of them.

Avalanehe

Mr. Blaine

clips

into the future

"the ieaderof tlie great
independent party that is to sweep the eountry
two years lienee."
We are quite sure of one
sees

as

thina'. which is that those who are now trying
to pull .Mr. Blaine down will have to take his
dust.
1 he New Ocrk

Independent paid two guin(about spij a line for Tennyson's "Charge
"Oho Heavy Brigade,” and the cable- charges
eas

besides.

This i- where the
tin- Independent.
1 he

heavy charge

comes in—to

aiais Times stil! stieksto itssnake
story,
and the Maehias Republican reports the
begin(

ning of
-not

A

a

campaign

for

capturing

tin- monster

the editor of the Tina's, but the snake.

correspondent of the Benton Journal thinks
canning business in this state is being

Hound

To].

Unit

shown

by

spoiled

hi-

the Twenti-

t

Jetty-burg

No.

\

i

of < 'bark
t

'ix il

The enemy liax ing been foiled at tin centre
and right, stole around through the xvood- amt
turned tin- left of the line, but Chamberlain'xxa- folded
regiment—tin- Twentieth Maim
back by him. around tin rear of the mourn aim
to resist tin attark.
The rebel-. aim- on like
wolves, xvitli deafening yells, ami forced chamberlain's im-ii oxer lb. crest. Inn tin y rallied
and drove their assailant- back in turn. This
xvas twice repeated and then a brigade of tin
Pennsylvania reserves and one of the Fifth
Corps dasln'd oxer tin- hill. The Txventieth
Maine made a grand tinal charge and eluised
the rebel- from the valley betxveen tin- Hound
Pops, capturing a large number of prisoners.
Not a moment too soon, for
hatnl. rlain had
lest a third of his command and wa-entirely
"tit of ammunition.
Vincent's lin n in this affair took two colonels, fifteen officers, and live
hundred men prisoner-, and a thousand stand
of ami-.
Hill in hi- official report, -ay"Hood's right xvas hold as in a x i-,-.”
This book of (Jen. Iloiibk-day's has attracted
more attention and provoked more criticism
than any of the preceding volumes of the series.
The N. Y. Tritium- closes a long and friendly

revioxv

by saying: "The hook
tribution to the history of the

is

a \

aluabk-

con-

lb hellion." The
friends of (ienorals Howard and Meade are.
however, up ill arms at what i- said of those .Hirers. As "An old Private” will have
something
to

say

eoneeriiing the

quote the Tribune's
1 louhleday's
campaign—

j

“doubt-jj

till

on

.Scribner's >on» series. ••< 'ampaigns of tinWar"i say-

Hampdiire.

i- announced that the Democrats
propose
to make a desperate effort to
carry the

i-i

manly \ igor

eth Maine had gone into hi-lory
b n. Abner
lioubleday in hi- history of the battle- .if ( ban-

—

It

regiment:

leaders in this battle, xve
iexv of the part of (.1 n.

rex

book devoted to tlie (Jettvsburg

Here again (Jeneral Howard is one of hi- favorite subjects, but his attractiveness eea-es at
the point where .Meade sent (Jeneral Hancock
to supersede him oil the battle-tield.
In regard
to the vexed questions of that famous campaign. (Jeneral Doiihleday -peaks with rather
unwonted conservation and moderation. Having been ill the battle from tie- tir-t moment to
the last, having taken the place of the lamented
Reynolds when lie fell in the tir-t day's tight ing.
and having held the centre of the lim when
Pickett and Wilcox made their filial desperate
charge to the crest of Cemetery Hill, lie saw
perhaps as much of the battle with hi- own exes
a- anyone in the army, and his account of it lias
that professional accuracy and that soberness of
coloring peculiar to the'men wlio have taken
part in great transactions, and have looked death
steadily in the face for hours and days. lie doeno! approve (Jeneral Sickle's line of battle at
Peach t h'ehard. and yet he does not denounce
it. as many have seen tit to do. He gives ungrudging credit to most of hi- colleagues in the
action.—excepting always (Jeneral Howard,
whom he reserves for tl'ie gratification of tindrop of human nature which i- in even historian’s composition—and while withofding no
proper consideration from (Jeneral Meade, lie
says distinctly that Meade did not choose the
battle field, did not entirely approve it. wished
to retreat on the night of the 2d of
July, and that
after the disastrous route of the eiiemv. in their
final charge of the 3d. that he was giiiliv of a
deplorable error ill not following up the j'nion
victory by an immediate advance, which in the
opinion of generals of both armies, would have
Inflicted incalculable damage upon the Confederates. and greatly shortened the war.

that tiie

established

on a

years to come

a

time basis and will be

formally

growing industry.

•■Ion. Alex. II.

Stephens

owns

a

“beloved

mule" which has attained the great age of
thirty
years. It is one of the few survivors of
the Jacksonian
democracy.

seven

Ink and press work,

h. g. davis

art

a

disgrace

to

matt

preservative.

up in

ninety-nine predictions

out of

a

hundred.

George Alfred Townsend is ill Siberia. At
least we infer so, from the fact that his letters
are

dated

It is
has

a

Jacksonville,

Florida.

sign that the Fusion campaign
when the temperance side show-

sure

opened

makes its appearance.
The doctors have been discussing Guiteau anil
have arrived at the conclusion that lie is sane

enough

to

be

hanged.

The Washington. I). C. Star is
paper. Its editor, Mr. Noyes, is
That's why.

Conkling
this

seems

country—in

to he the

a
n

very bright
Maine man.

only great

man

in

The state of the coal bin is now the
anxiety in many a household.
Damariscotta Herald is
new dress.
Guiteau is not the

only

a

w.

ransom

into

a

••

Georgia
Florida.

••

W. Virginia.
North Carolina.

the present system, as in ordinary weather the
first order lights can he seen as far as the curvature of the earth will permit. In a fog.tl..
frie light is no better than those now in use.

Adulteration of food and cheating in measure
the theme of a cynical poet two hundred
j ears ago. Laws against adulteration date back
the time of Edward the Confessor, if not
were

tjo

earlier,

and it is remarkable that in many eases
the same ingredients of adulteration appear to
have been in use for centuries.
~ --

.Miss Kate Field is out with an article advoeati lg a return to tin* knee-breeches of our anc.es-

Why doesn't Kate practice what she preaches
liv setting the fashion herselfV
According to the Sanitarian,
city in the I'nion is Ctiea, with a

Judgeship?

for

the healthiest
death rate of

New Haven and Portland

literary

Barnum’s
marked

and

copies

sanctums.

bureaus of the rival circuses

Forcpaugh's
of

newspapers

are

—

showering

into

editorial

secure
».

.»!.

to you and each other our best efforts
these desirable results.

>o, i,,

m

affidavits- not

hich

w

of them

we
are

only

w

ho

should themselves he occupants of prison celi-.
A lining the charge' lTof. 1 Minton male s against
those who secured the conviction of Hart
and
flies: not against men of low degree are p, injury subornation of perjury the delibi rate pur-

blackmail,

known to l>

mail

a

attempt

an

to

murder, dereliction of

innocent,

procure arson and
mi the part of coun-

duty
cil towards clients, the compounding of felony.
bap-faced robbery by means of official position,
embezzlement or d< faleatimi. the alteration of
documents in evidence, the suppression of evidence. the refusal to summon w itne-s.-neces-

saryHo the defence, collusion wit 11 partie- whom
1 Minton claims to be

implicated in the murder,
the betrayal of clients, the forging of false 11 b
grams, double dealing as attorney, and many
acts which prevent a full and impartial hearing
before the jury on a charge the most heinous
known to the statutes of Maine.
lit the

opinion

appendix Prof. Duntoli -ays
"My
has been from the tiisi that tin man

who wrote the

tii'st pages jp log-hook Vo,
1 wrote tile three anonymous letter-.
I -till
hold to that opinion, hut 1 have found in-iead
of llart hav

ing

written those page- dial lla-y
A. K. M.-ervey,

brother-in-law to

Hart and cousin to

Luther M'sorv y. whose

w

kc|

nann

t

of conduct which

guilty

was

the time subject
also charges that

falsely

implicated,

»

tile time that Mrs. Momivov

at

missing that she had gone

lo

Tliomaston.

and that still oilers left Tenant's Harbor and

spent tin day upon

investigation

court of
when

gard

de-olatc island while the

a

one

of them

being held, and that
closely i|Ue-tioiied in re-

was

was

knowledge of the
hysterics and fainted, so
to

lu-i

matter

-lie went

into
that it reipiin d
considerable eflbrt to re-tore her. He ridicules
tlie unsupported and prepo-teroii- testimony of
of the

it11«

b

that tin

ing

re

it.

vv

He states that

no

Hart

wrote

never

the

letters or tile tii’st page in tile log-hook, .am!
having nothing to fear did not try to get
away or to avoid any action against him : that
lie is at present ill

pardoned

out.

prison

and do-s not

hut believes li

w

ant to

i- inline, nt.

and that time will show tin- truth and he will
he

triumphantly anpihted.

-Mr.

1 Minton de-

mneli space to tin- explanation of the exon handwriting, in which Ik
argue- his theory a- the correct one.

votes

pert testimony

We think every one who reads the book must
admit tlmt Hie personal attac k- which oc.-upv
so

large a proportion

of

it-page-

are

injudicious

say the least.and add nothing to tin proof of
Hart's innocence. They concern simply those

to

against whom they are made, and the bar of
Knox county. We agree vv it li Hie Boston Herald
"it is not

that

conclusive evidence of

innocence which Mr. Duntoli
such

Hart's
hut b i-

brings,

ought

lobe put before the (inventor
of Maine with ail the backing possible, to aid in
as

procuring
will in

pardon." That the matter disclosed
shape Ik* brought before a legal

a

some

tribunal i- very evident.

speaking
tion

of the

in that

city,

approaching municipal
the Mobile Register

el-

e-

Dem.

sa\ s:

But the time lias now come when \\v all
should distinctly understand what i< before us
wild is for and who against u-: and al> -\all. we have a right to know whether an? member of the Democratic party is now seeking office through a coalition with it> enemy.
These

things

tin* Republicans of this St at
and section should also know at the mtsuiI
time.
are

>

of the Fusion papers charge that tinKennebec Journal is advocating an extra -e—
Some

of the Legislature because it wants tie
State piinling. The Prog. Age (Fusion) -ays
Hon

that

extra session should and must !>•■ had.
Now will it- Fusion contemporaries please ri-«*

and

an

explain

w

hat the

Prog. Age

wants.

When the Journal declared a movement set
on foot in Belfast
many weeks ago to be a still
hunt for the

city offices, the assertion was indenied by tin* so-called Tax-payer-.

dignant!)
-Now

these

dates.

men

arc

openly announced
was right.

as

i

»urt

declines tin*

President do right in

March

is

supposed

judgeship.
advertising

lo

acceding
(i

1

'>i 'll

a N i1

I

t

Mitchell Bros, was burned. ('ucuf the linn
Herbert Mitchell formerly ot Belfast. Tin- linn
loses unite heavily
Frank L. Likins, l'ormerlv of
this eity, is publisher of the l iialdestow a v Mass.

is

....

New.**,

belong

a-

and it

*•

hand" and
A Regie ar Fix,' wen* pleasingly presented and in some individual cases much dramatic
talent was exhibited. 'The Amateurs have main
friends in thD cits who will always be pleased to
meet them. At the clove of the entertainment the

invited to Pierce’s Hall, where a
spent in dancing Amir w’s orchestra, which, hy the way, delighted the audience al
Hayford Hall, furnished the music t -i .e d n; c.
Too much cannot be said In praise of this rdie-tra.

!'•

But did the
tin* ex-S. mi-

a

L lsttixi;.

correspondent of the Itoekland
Lobsters are selling now for St cents, w ith the
prospect of a further rise. Thirty years ago,
lobsters, twice the size of those caught now, sold
for two cents, which indicates the rapid extinction of the lobster tribe. They are caught, threefourths of them, before they come to the years
of understanding and reproduction.I Soot him v
fishermen are painting and fitting vessels for an
early start south for mackerel.Carefully prepared statistics show the mi tuber of men engaged
in the Gloucester fishing licets the past year, was
4,142. Divided as follows : (teorges fleet, thin;
Western ISank. 2N4; Claud Hank. .'Slid; Fresh
halibut, ‘Hitt: Mackereling. 1120: Shore tishing.

430; Dory fishing.

12.3: Trap fishing, 24. This
iloes not include the crews of vessels from other
ports.V bill is being debated in the I S,
Senate finance Committee in aid of the
porg\
fishermen. The bill provides that the law shall
license fee shall be exacted from
porgy steamers and vessels engaged in catching
codfish and mackerel.
no

The Boston Post, of all the newspapers in the
we have seen, is the only one that
sees no merit in Mr. Blaine’s
eulogy.' It is not
a proud distinction, since it shows how
petty
and
political
personal spite can make itself.
[Boston Journal.

a

new

fo; it*

par! of our county i- somewhat
tin* faej that Collector Nut; s term
and
ih< n* i- -tormy opposition to
\pirhi- r< -appointment, as he has held tin* ollice for
'"im two <»r fh•••■«* p rm-.
.Much of tin* opposi! cm e*»iiics from Calais.
Then* will bean cxin
«>i»portunity i«* P -t the principle of
”<i\il >; r\ ic* 1c form."
( olleetor Nutt has
conducted hi- office satisfactorily P< tin* government ; hut it i-iu»t strange that there are those
W ill' coii-ider themselves well
qualified for tin*
•i'i «
and lia\r no doubt but rotation i- the
r
piop*
thing.
! asijHiri is in expectation of a sardine boom
Ik* spring: also tliat summer travel will
rival
ly in**r* a-> the coming season. There will
b
hi inerea-c in tin* hotels at
('ampobello, just
oppn-ih Kastport. wlii**b will draw many peoiliat
i«»wn. as tin y will at present' land
p
'"in lbboat- at Kastport first. Pa-sama‘l""d«ly Hay and tin* st. Croix river are 1<» be
li e|y places in the summers of tin* future.
harm* ; mounts of money and goods change
ii •ml- in thi- country on account of tin* traffic
m hay and
potato**-. Farmers are making lip
in extra pries what they failed to realize in
quantity in each ease. Hay brings sin per ton
ini potatoes mi cents per bushel. Potatoes are
<loiii>ii- tin- pri. of Iasi year at ibis time. Tin*
lumber trail'i* *»n th** ri\ers of Washington
< * unit
ywill begin t*. quicken w it h the departure
of tli** ice. w hich will vary in different portions
"f the ounty. The price' w ill not he high, hut
ih* r* w ill l>e quite a lively demand for
freights.
II AU1US.

the

r.,;

Ri.ai

l-NiATi;.

week

Tile

ending

March

7th.

>,

ih

Bartlett,

town.

Timothy Dunton. >earsim>nr, to Mr*.
Lilms, same tow n. Loren \V Fow ler, Searsmont.
Llias Skidmore, Libert}.
Daniel Fnunee. Belfast,

same

to Orman A

Hopkins, sumo town. Lena I. Gifford
al., W ashington territory to ( has. A. Meservey,
Appleton. <ieo. W.Goodell, Belfast, p> J. W Ided
.V

'•rick,

same

town.

.Melinda Mail

m

*y ,y ;lp Lincoln*

ville, to Loviea L. Moraug, same town.
Hollis M.
Heavy, Iowa, to C’iias. D. Davis, Brooks. Mary
D. Page, Brooks, i.» Brine,
lb -ey. Thorndike.
Bridges <’. Mierman, Liberty, to Alnmn W.Rich
arils, ( aimlen. Seth G. \\ \ man, Liuroinville, t >
Sarah B. 'Trim, l.-dcshm-o.
M irih.i I. Young & al.,
Idneolnville, to Loviea L. Moraug

s;um-

town.

second lecture of the High school course,
given at Ilayford 11:. 11, on Saturday evetrng,

I he
was

by

Rev. Mr.

our

Ow n.’’

liquify

Tufts-—ubject, “Other Worhls than
'The speaker gave a sketch of the an

of

known many ecu
astronomy,
tunes before Christ. Pythagoras was the first who
discovered that the sun w as the centre of our solar
system and that thcplam-ts revolved about it; until
th

which

was

believed that the earth was the eentie.
The latter belief at last
displaced that of Bythagoras and it was lntiO
years before.* tin* true doctrine
it

mi

was

again

came into vogue.
Our sun with all the solar
system revolves around a 'till greater sun, and tinlatter still about another. The immense distance
of the heavenly bodies was touched
upon.
Light
travels at the rate of lUO.ooO miles
every second, if
the north star should be blotted mit of existence today its light would shine for T> year-*
r in •.Midwords it would require that leimth of time for tinlight of the star to reach tin- earth. The star-* of the
Bleiades, or milky way, are so far distant that it

;

j

requires 700 years for their light to reach Mm earth.
The lecture was very interesting am! deserved a
larger audience. 'The third lecture will he on Saturday evening next, hy Rev. Mr. Libby. >u|,jtMq
‘“Man.”

-ooii.

1

xemperunce

.Uocaiiy.

One

Point.

The discussion and agital'nii "i ill temperance
question, locallv. now
on
in
«.nr city. i> wdl, and will
going
produce
good re-ult-. no doubt: hut while we are
talking
about enforcing the law against rum
selling
-one time in tin
Iutlire, lei us inquire win it
not done now.
1 find among the laws of the
Slate the follow ing:
( hap.
<rj. sr. i*.
h s/nijl he the dutv of
-heri!l'-and their deputies diligently and faithfully to inquire into oil violations df the laws of
the >iate,
ami/ '/. O/ c/u/7//tlu* laws against
the illegal -aleof intoxieating iiquors * * * Arc.
And it -a\- the\ -hall "iu.stit-if.
legal proceeding- again-; Mich violations or supposed violation-." At., and docs „nt >av the sheriff shall
wait
or the eili/ens to tell him his dutv or
make complaints before lie will act. The sherill'
of \\ a Ido count \ in accepting his office took an
oath t » p'Tforn, the duties of the office. ( an it
hr i •«
i I»I«• hr i- not aware of the daily violation
Of the law before hi-eyes in Belfast, dr if otherw i-<
what are we to suppose i- the reason for
his inactivityi
TkmI’I.vi{.
iuriiwi.:

Landlord’s

Liability.

i:ii!nut -Iih un vi,:
in to-dav's Journal 1
liii'l ibe following quotation froni the Lewiston
Journal
I'li' ok in i' of a building is not liable in
any
ease, under the liquor laws of this state to be
prosecuted criminally for the unlawful sale of
intoxicating liquors in such buildings bv the
tenant."
\\ ill tin- law editor ot that paper
kindly give
us lii- eon-truetion of the
following section of
tlie statutes of this -late?
( hap. IT Sect. 1.
All places used * * for
the illegal sale or keeping of intoxicating
liquors,
and all place- ot re-ort where
intoxicating
••

liquors
P' H-ed

are
111

kept, sold, given

are common

in

drank ordis-

nuisances.

It any person
knowingly lets am
building or tenement ow ned by him, or under
his control, lor am of the purposes in the tirst
section named, or know ingly permits the same
or part thereot to be so used, shall be deemed
guilty ot aiding in I lie maintenance of a nuisance,
and be punished by a tine of not less than one
hundred nor more than one thousand dollars,
or by imprisonment in the countv
jail not less
than tliirn day- nor more than six months.
Kell. till, Iss'J.
LFX.
s

■<•.

1.

aw

any manner, not provided for bv law,

this Thurs-

on

Ship carpenters
from

have advanced in tkii- city

wages

$1.75 to $2.50.

lion.

I’niversalist sociable, appointed for next
Friday evening is indefinitely postponed.
The

Attention is called to the notice of farm for sale
Knox by W. K. Morison.in this city ....Operator
on button hole machine wanted by (i A. Quioiby,
Belfast_Pmmd. Itev. C. K. Libby, this city..
stock notice by L. C. West, Frankfort
-Wiggin
A ('<•. of Boeklaml have a word to say to sick
in

The following have been drawn as juror*' for Belfast for the April term of the s. J. Court—lieorge
B. Ferguson, David Alexander, Fit/ W. Hilbert and
John W. Nash.

will be

another column, 11. N. Laurashas taken charge of the
American House, and intends to maintain its for
As

mer

in

seen

tcr the veteran

people.

landlord,

reputation.

the city officials had settled with the treaMonday, they made a bonfire of the coupons which had been paid during the year. They
smiled as the smoke curled up from vouchers repAfter

surer on

resenting $12,000.
Acciukxts.
of this

city,

bones of

fell

<u

Freddie, son
one day last

Samuel l’bilbrook,
week and broke both

(

along the walk
Sunday evening are

;.t

Bauuki, 11i:ai> Makinc. >01110 time -inee Mr.
Axel llayford began the manufacture of ti.-h barrel
heads at the rooms in the Belfast foundry Imild.ng
recently occupied by Bottle’s kit factor}. Barrel
heads are usually made from pine. Mr. llayford
the

side
to

a

pa-t winter bought and hauled from the ea-t
a (jtiantily of pine log*.
These logs are taken
circular saw and junked tip into the rcpuhvd

lengths.

Vnother

saw

splits

the block- into -mall

hoards about three-fourths of an im h in thickness.
The lumber is then placed in the dry house where
it Is thoroughly seasoned, when it i-> read} to be
made into heads. One side of tin* head is planed.
The next

operation is t> dowel together two or
more pieces until the surface is large enough to
make a barrel head. The edge- of the pieces are
first jointed and then placed against two revolving
gimlets, wiiieii bore a hole about two inches in
depth. Into this hole dowel pins are placed and
the pieces firmly pinned together.
The material
now goes to the header w here it i--aw cd
into-hape.
This is done by placing the dow idled piece- 11 to a
circular drum, which revolves again.-t a -aw
l’he
heading is held at such an angle a- to (‘hamper the
edge. The head, is not completed, the finishing
being left to the cooper who sets up the barrel.
The machinery in use is the same formerly employed by Mr. llayford at his mill in Orland. Kish barrel heads
to

received
loads.

always in demand, and are worth from
eight cents each. Mr. llayford ha-already
orders from different places a-king for car
are

We

do not know

w

hether

or

not this is to

become
never

a permanent business, but Mr. IT., who is
idle, is tilling in some spare tim *.

Tkmi'KHA.nvk MKi.i iN*,.
Tin* regular meeting
Sunday afternoon, wa- held at the Baptist church
and was largely attemlod. The first rqit-akcr was
Col. 1 Jersey, who related a story of the Hi st temperance socict} iie ever heard of in Maine. It was
in 1S27 at Oldtown.and it was inaugurated by a Mr.
Spofiord, of Buck-port, a trader and rum seller.
Mr.

>.

found that he

made ba«l debts and lo.-t

mouev,

he called his neighbors together, thirty in number, and announced hi- intention to quit liquor selling and drinking, and asked them to sign a pledge
for one year. Only five ever broke that
pledge dining life. lie thought the law against liquor selling
ought to be enforced the same as against counterfeiting and other crimes. Mr. Thompson would
so

rather have a son a counterfeiter than a drunkard.
Mr. Tufts wanted to know who is
responsible for

liquor selling. He thought the emmnunity partially
responsible. In the west where he was last year,
two young men entered a liquor slop, got intoxicated, when one shot the other. A noted divine in
a sermon held that the
community was responsible
for the murder in allowing liquor to be sold.
He
went into Belfast jail last week, and asked a minr
her of prisoners how they came to be in jail.
They
almost

Invariably answered that rum did it. He
thought clergymen should visit the jails. Mrs.
Bun-ill thought that these meetings were held !<>
see what the public sentiment was, and from tinlarge attendance she was satisfied that the public is
with temperance. Now sorncthingought to he done.
She did not think it a good policy in war for muside to acknowledge to the enemy its weakness, as

has been done at these meetings. Mr. Crowninshield related an anecdote concerning the inhabitants of an island in the South Pacific, where no
liquor is sold. The law there is if a man gets intoxicated he was killed. He thought there should
be more law against the drinker. To get intoxicated
is more disgraceful than to sell. The next meeting
will he at the Cnitarlan church next Sunday, at
:u:»

r,

M Idle I read v-m a little ,-hvme
ii
not from a .Moth; t ... primer
T: nit's read by mamma \
: 11»- nur-ci
I tut a riiy me. dedicaP •1 i-i J->hu,
< >n this, his
birthday anniversary.

men

The Fessenden

Wit.li thi- brief
I'll proceed n>

gentleman frmu the last named pi.-eahas the principal eliarge of tlie

if.

named

.-••

m< m

ings in conjunction with the pastor-. 11 < •. 11
highly recommended as a man of character m.
ability, il■■ Is a business man, being an
rshe
building contractor, yet takes time for cn'rgeim

1

| tin- \v» ry lion-**,
hot unknown to tame.
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In a “nighty
d y- l.-.w l.al.y'- llanmI ath« r w
-tr*-.
pm r aim >ioiiar- w * r.
Hut a- ••Johnny" grew up
bri^n:.
::;
bather wa- bound ;1 it In stmuM ha\«-V 11 th it hi- little play mates had.
he had the croup and tin- chicken-pox,
\nd the -cut let fever, the measles and
mump-.
And the "p-Ti- rn
nd sort* thr« t
And ti.e Usual rummi ; ,.i sprains and thump-.
Xml this u-i not >:U that "Johnny
had
f or win ii h- i cut tip his huyi-n prank-,
M"ther w ui 1 giv. nim a mother's
An
father
u
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spankHut hi V.
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ike other
Mould p' ay in tin- mud, a in
r all -ii ;
\ .d g-» in c
am ng. and -tan ; 1; tin- -u:i,
«»r wipe Mime if p-\
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-hivt

Rev. Mr. Strout is tin* lather of Mr (
",
teacher >f the firm (dammar school, of thi•
ily. He is a n ,.n of ability and success Tin* gen
tlmnen from Lynn are cilicient workers
Tliey :i: 1
>trout,

Miigi

evenings
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rs.

be
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the

at
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.mgregnim,

church.

Monday and Tuesday i*xeniug- ;.! in
M*‘t!iodi-t, and Wednesday an 1 Thur-dax
at the Baptist church-Next >ab!utl. m tie Mm:
church will he observed

"di-t

Instead of

subject

of Rev. Mr.

M

as

addresses

a -ermon,

w

ill be

itooderiough’-

g-i
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I’idver-alist church wil: i• "An
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Bood Templars, at Brown's corner. Norfhpnrl,
instituted a little umre than a \r;:i
.... and 1-

of

1

o

was

flourishing, numbering .*»1 mcn.i
lately changed their night of meeting

now

very

have

ne-day evenings.
Ben.

\.

Walker

show

Deputy
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to
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and

M ia a lie w r\- a lad. at h-- ne at night.
M ii
a pen and ink, lie teamed to writ--.
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i early am! in pnet!: dial..
X nd he mudr lie
curved, nd In- made dr.

...The returns from ti„.

1,1 uu (.oed

over

Tii

Wadlin is

Tileston

Loyalty Lodge

county.

Templars

t:, \\ ktido

Is.;, was instiiutt d at
>kowbegan recmtD .\rrangernenls ;iiv belay
perfected with railroads, hotel-. Am, for tin* annua
ses-lou of the (.rand Lodge* which will l-e fa-id at
Augu-ta, April 12lh and Kith, and full parti marwill

be issued in

s,.on

t ir\

lii-

s

No.

straight,
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Law Casks.

At the

April

Bilehrist A a!., of N. V
Stockton, wa- tried. Action

term

A.

ship

Tiie hi!)

ton.

was

$2(100

be
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for
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was
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lost.
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Monday evening, the last in the municipal w ar.
was a busy one, as the reports of the
ral rii
cials were submitted, lb'll of account- .■■.in. outing
to $1,783.1 d pa.-sed. The eity solicitor, Mr. 1 >11nt
reported the settlement during the war of the
in

eity

verdict of

a

which went against tin$.5,(MM) will) co.-t- and int* •••■ease,

Also the hettermeut

city, and against the Masonic Temple \<<.>. ra.
is now onecase pending in w hich the fit;, isa par.
viz
Mary K. Holmes v-. Lizzie Hali and tin
action is to be euten i \
the April term of court.The finance cmmittei
reported that a settlement had been made with
all the city officials, and the accounts were found
to be correct.... Mr. Itoss, of the school committee,
reported a better attendance and more cHieicncv in
the schools.
He says we need a better class of
teachers, and recommends that a good teacher had
of lie;fast trustee.

better be retained

This

even

at

a

higher -alary

Hr

also

recommends
to the

a uniformity in text book-.
In regard
outlying districts he -ays -,-ln some of the

districts the terms of schools

<

loo short. Hut

w

ith

great disparity in numbers of scholar* in dill.

ent

districts,

just or right t make
length. If in one di.-lra t

it would not be

terms of uniform

1

'Vdi

f'.div

and just remedy for the evil, is to consolidate
the smaller districts, ami thus increase the -i/e ».i
the schools. Our city is divided into cntirel; ton
many school district-.”-City Marsha! ( ate- re
fair

number of arre*ts for tin* year asi for last year, a- follow
For

drunkenness and disturbance, if*: assault and battery, is; simple drunk, 15. larceny, 7, search and
seizure, 3; vagrancy, .1; tramps.:;; malieion- michief, 2; against city ordinance, 3; single sale, 2
assault with intent to kill, 1 ; threatening to kill, 2.
street walking, 2; embezzlement, I. indecent ex
of

posure

ported
that, it

in
w

compounding larcenv, 1;
on bridges re
new bridge across the
harbor,

2;

person,

seller, I—The committee

common

regard

ill he

to

a

necessary to obtain

charter from
he done. They
recommend that no survey he had, and tin* matter
referred to the next city council_The assessors
report that they have made the following abatement on taxes—For the
year 1879: $74L(i»5: isso:
$905.4(5; 1881 : $572.82-The city sexton reported
seventy live deaths for the municipal year.
.The
cit; physician was ill and unable to make a report.
the state
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of Court.... In the li-t of tax paverin your paper la-t weck. tln-n- vva- an error in Rid
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Your r,.nv>
seventy and eighty dollars
pendent made the mistake-i apt. I.eonard R.
Pratt of Ruck-port Ceulr.
lied Ke-*. l-t. aged 01
ear1 lie \\ h erport
and, !iv re*jue-t, repo: ;
their cut. rlaimmiit this week ...Our Congrega
tween

legislature before, it

d -i-t,
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preparing for

are

an
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there are fifty scholars in attendance, and in an
other ten, it would not be fair in lessen the school
privileges of the lift; In order that tlui ten ma;
have greater privileges. The remedy, and the only

ported the whole
131 against only
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Prince Besscy v-. B. K. \ >--e, an
possession of property in Freedom,
the court gives judgment for the p'tT.

-r-..d,

mii'ie'

-■

«

In the ease of
j action to obtain

t
y,a

■

ing—

Rescript At the time the bill of go..d> :..i which
the action is brought was purchased, the evidence
tend- to show that the pill'-, agreed to In mv tbbark to the amount of this claim while on tin
age she was about to make and until she is 11. rn.'d
to this country, and tb it the deft- agreed t
pa\
the bill on her return. There is no ^ \ idenec. w hi
if true, would authorin' the iur
to me! tiiat tinagreement to insure made at that time \\a- bnionger lime tlian the ret urn of be Dirk. Then- :no claim for damage fora breach
filial em.iraci,
for the bark returned t" Boston in the -pr:im
t
It is claimed by the defts. ; .at bef.-ie >p,
ls7S.
bark sailed from Bo-ton, in the -prii y
>,
f D7-.
t ill t
ir u
pill's, agreed to continue the in -ur
should be paid.
I'pon this point t'n paCn art at
issue. If .-lu ll agreement wa- made.
waneeted with the original e.mtract in -nit a-a p :
of the consideration for it, mrl an\
iamaye -ut,-lined by the defts. on account of a bivai !i <•! -ueh
agreement by the pill's, are not admissible in do
fence by way of recoupment. The oul\
?;..:,
in the deposition of Part ridge w as that ne w a then
in court.
It was o lie red ami admitted .->!* I\ a.- an
admission by him "f his liability. For that purpose
it was clearly admissible,
l in t, wa- m»
before the jury, which, if believed !•> t hem. gi in _■
to it all its probative force, would autlmri/. them
f" find for the lefts.
The directions and r iliim of
the presiding judge were correct.
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Pendleton, -entim-:. Mr-. •). (
Mudgett, Deputy Marshal; Jennie Lame-, A.--1.
-'ee.
The following wa re elected delegate- p. ;i
Brand Lodge
1. W. Know lion and Mr-. A. 1.
Damon, Belfast; M. I. Dow, Bn k-. d. I- Ha!.>earsport: Mr. and Mrs. / I.
M li(de number of lodges reported in the

hospitably

!: !.i

tin
1

<‘i

(•ward; -lame-

--i m [i. p
l,loo members. Next
be held late in May.
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i Mien oil a little toast.
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T!u- is the lor
.1**1 imy'- life.
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fifty tlnv
r.u' lie waiit- \ a all to understand.
That “lie* 1 a -1 a- yoiniy a- lie usi d to in
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1
llaley, '•earspert, D. Secy., I.* -. i Trunux ->r u
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over held.
Belfast Lodge is entitled to te.. de
gates and will be fully represented. .DA aid Di
triet Lmlge of Bond Templar- was beid at Sear
port, with Searspoit Lodge No. Uu la-i Fri-lav.
Tiie follow ing were elected otlinr- for flic rn-aii.-.
year, and were duly installed bv d. U
Kn -ud.
District Depute \V. B. Rankin, -f ib-1 fast, District
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work.
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fir-t

-ma-t .-tor-

my

ilty •three year- ago to lay,
that have pa--ed and
Kifly thr- e y
Mother gave father a valentine
I n the shape >f a baby
't w a
bn*lli.-r Jmih.
A litile re I b tby. tlu-’iir-t
; the tl-.- k
Then came Wiliiam. the next of the ho,
Hut a- dohn w a- older and got here lire.
He nr ie 'If »• h •»\\ 1" with hi- infant nui-e.
Hut a e ll pie
boy « w a- n Hi t !c "tun
And i<>-; |, t-'grtlier made -u ,- a fuss
Hud th. :a xt that earn.- w a- a idle gil:
V x
air -1-1.• r “‘. i.
uger t a• ••Hill,
1
n cainc a lull :• r a ftw short
yar-.
hr!
-u adic wa
put aw ay up earn ;,
\v
I II I i\ eh and
; M
cm11. i
M a
-t b;up. and “grin and beai it.

( in mu Noik>
The Methodist Kpiso. pa!. <
gregational, and Bapti-t churches unite m r. m\ al
meetings, commencing next Friday evm.ing at tl,
•
(’ongregalionai church. ’I lie pa-tors re
l»V Messrs. 1 varborn, of Falmouth. >troui, ..|
earnp]»n, Hulun, .-f Lynn, Mass., and pr-.l-ablv
"tiler

i.

mys.'if with gb

er

>.

k

built in Belfa-t, in l>7b for

wa-

pr*-fae.-

<■

parties.

a

can

..

i*. m

Though I'm rather too full for speaking.
May I trespass a w hile on your time,
\n ! a.-k it
»u*!: pi- i-c p. ii-ten

went at the ri-k of their livo- to hi r a-.-t-i
which tilt* ( aptaln refused.
The boatcrew m
it impossible to return oit account "f thehonv
and went on board of ?he schooner F. K M* 1 >.-un'c1
of Belfast, where they were ln»spitab!> enbwmine
by ( apt. Kane, who afterward took them ai •uml
inside "f Monomox Pm:;!, whence thex n
home. The Fessenden afterward got under xva
with dillieulty, and proceeded.
<i reimport

one

Poet's Lvuk.

\m.- thk

and trained down •■line.*’ that I could do heiter
than thiX you ask tlie pri vilegc f gi\ ing them
to the reader- «»t the Journal. I will allow y on t<> do
-o, only please under-tjind. 1 don't hold my-elf
sponsible for any damage that mav arise therefrom
Ot k hkimia
Ilell'a-t, .March 7, i>s2.

.,

ghte

Tw

unlike mo-t poetry, contains a good deal of truth.
\ iv<[iiest foi 1 he line-for puhlieation was respond
ed to as fed lows
KiMK'K IniKsAf.
The accompanying rhymes
i hastily \\r<«te. a» rra-l at a small company si my
Mfo; Iier’«. are! r «t with any idea of allow ing them t’.*
he published.
I look at them in the light of prlvat-{> 1*'perty. like -i toothbrush, for instamv. Some
of t!i.- iie
to«- long, wide!, make- (tie rh me1 ini?» ii places. I.ut a- other line- are too short, i
don't know l>ut w iat they make a good average.
I
think if 1 were put in tin- hands of a ..i trainer

The schooner Leo. |.. Fessenden of tiivenpurt set
her colors union do\\
Sunday nion.ing iu-r 11« r
da\light, about two miles •uuithen**f <•: < hath un
ritere
vx
as
a
Lights,
very In iv

Two boat* with

Giant'.i.

it

our most

regardless of expense, «»n gilt edged pa
per, the only c|as- of paper, by the wa\. that he in
whose honor the ode was written, deals in-and,

A dispatch from Chatham Aladated MarchHth,
reports the following curious proceeding on hoard
of a schooner—

northeast.

of

gotten up

ginia.

wind

complaint

Year's bills, and his friends determined to celebrate it by
surprise party. His
brother George was (tailed upon, and in memory of
what he owed John f« r not thrashing him when he
deserved it, wrote an ode for the oeea.-lon. It was

made that the

been

who file themselves

men

on

cently, an
larly as New

..

omplaint has frequently

young

of Belfast,

Moore

respected .citizens had a birthday u
anniversary that cymes around as regu-

of

of

fore arm
Frank strout, accidentally
chopped oil'ihe end of his thumb, rtie same hand
was before badly
crippled.
one

P.

Llewellyn

Frank Williams, of Waldo, was before Justice
liner. on Monday charged with the larceny of
clothing. A- the clothing was afterwards found,
Moore was discharged.Jud_c Boardnmu on
Monday sentenced Jam*-- ( lark and James Moore
to twenty days each in jail for drunkenne-.-.

1

Hope, to Marcus <». Wentworth \ al, same town.
Howard 11. Bachehler, swanville, to Wm. Davis,
Belfast. Henry ( Bailey, Belfast, to Hiram Lili-.

of tin* Journal.

.••-fern

in

following
the transfers in real estate in Waldo eouuiv.

are

Notes.

agiiaiedby

The Belfast choral society will meet

day evening.

lodges

Thansfkus

to t lie Supreme

not.

«
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ful.
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article
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Washington County sine* January cam** in
a- !»•
n silling i
tin’* trad, "fall the most appi *\*'i -torn:- wliieii tin1 Signal Service has
nl ti >m ii--tonn
laboratory in the West. (Mil*
f
*l'e; Id hi uar\ -now storms have given great
• r* dit i" tin-igual and weather bureau in their
eon*i*1« t. in s-. and in their results. Common
w* alher
prophets hav«* come to grief, a- tln ir
niii\ **rsal pr* guo-tieat ions w**re an open winter
:"«J ;1 con-ripifiit failure <d all kinds of lumber
•
\\ is* nn n always forget that eerntorprit-tin states "i tin- w* atlier lia\e oeeurn-d many
5 ini'
b* P
Weather prophets outside of the
g* v« nn*, ii* are at a discount.
Thi ..pinion «>f business men is that coasting
\
--. I- w J!
ii
in demand in t In* -priug and w ill
1 hi- * la>- of vessels are changing
pay w.
lends somewhat in thi- county and there are
•
injuiri' lor umr** than there are for sale at
pi'; m. V* ry few. how»*\ r. will be built.
'I’ll*- railroad :- « .veiling much interest at pres\* ra!
iJ.
towns oil tin route have voted
'iib-ida
ili< road, and others are ready to
.'laeliia-. I*• ml" oke, Harrington and
•. g'■
W hilie yw ill*
voted two and two thirds
>'
("Ut.
<»n ill- Mate valuation.
1“
Fast Maehias
\ "te*l < t>i,dii
*nat
if tin road went where
ioiially,
tl > 'vaii!« d it t*» go lie-v w ould gin*.
If not,
I he

late

points. Having a wife ami children in the South
he preferred to remain there rather than
to
ese:l|
the North. It is hoped the venture >vid be sue. c s-

meet

t*cif■ isi, March s. is*-.'.

in***

ivceut

Col.
'b>pp. i>
RMi, fmanerlv
of Thorndike, an l a brother *»f B >. Bich, of the
same place,
Col Rich is a locomotive builder by
trade.
Vt the breaking out of the reb-!!ion he
found himself in North < ar diua and wis
pressed
into the rebel service running trains ir<»m different

W I I.I.I \M I >. S\v\\.

spoil* 1*

«.-i a

pany is making its own bottles and
Bich is the youngest son of Joseph

«

"i i«

Mas.-,; (.ouriei

invention and the
manufacture with
company
a capital of
The inventor U (*•»!. A. L
Bich, ami the article is a stopper for bottles. It is
principally adapted for soda water, ginger ale or
drinks charged with carbonic acid gas.
The coin

(|ii< -t. and if !.•,-t, d. shall endeavor to
tin* purpo-cs and principles-ct forth
\, ry truly vours.
eommuni'-ation.

<

long

a

formation of

should b* the aim and

County

were

contains

your request i- more difficult for
hall t in- ) tolie\ to be pursued, but when

Washington

were

hours

The Dreenlield,

"Ul

urry
in '.'our

Amateurs
few

man;

"in'

printed and newsy paper.

Bangor

Amateur' were greeted by a full
house ill tills city last week, notwithstanding it was
a stormy and disagreeable night,
“i amilla’s IIus-

<

.'

well

a

liie

administration of the affair-

-U'-h
:

1 he Governor has made the follow

meiit of

\ I> < ) II IMS

In-cnuiiug municipal year,

even so.

kususai..

ing nominations in Waldoeounty—\V. Knovvlton. of
Belfast, and T. H. bmith, Brospect. Trial Justices;
I A. Sprague, Islesboro. Dediimis .Iu1i< ,.\t a
lire in Waterville la?l week the jewelr. e>t »! lish-

to

i

Friendship
Opinion sav>:

country that

And it is

seven

cod for the I'nitcd States Fishery Commission
is being successfully carried on.\

be changed so

Tufts to the audience at the second lecture of the
High school course. In commenting on the verv
small number present, while across the street
Pierce’s Hall was over-run with dance! -, Mr. Kcllev said—’‘When the heels and heads ot P.elfa-t
come into competition, the heads have no .-how.”

of Me- i*iti/<n- interested in tile welfare -J our city u■
it upon nn*. 1 am inclined
t" b
I aecptaiu a duty. I therefor** accede to
»

candi-

have ‘■conic in like

Mr. A. H. Kelley sai l a good thing at IIa\ford
Hall on Saturday evening, when introducing Mr.

pnapoM of tin go\< rnnn nt of the city to carry
them to ilia; tribunal for settlement at the
'■aril -i jio--,iii> opportunity. Tile question of

'The Journal

1'oukling

r

:]»i-ar- m i\
to .-ettl-

M-

<

motive for hi- do-

that

he

ei«y

successor to

\bram Richardson, the vessel recently purdischarged a cargo of coal *1 Wm. I’nclu r A >.m.
and has since loaded ice for Jack- nvillc... mhr.
here, arriveil from Poston on Saturday
morning, beating the steamboat, she is a ver\ line | K. L. Warren has discharged •. load of .:•
looking vessel and is a valuable ac«|ui -iti«»n to the I s"'au A Sibley Bros, and Woods A Co. and will
Belfast fleet. >he \va- built at Ba-s Harbor, Ml. ! load hay for Boston.. l*it< her A mii ha\e i did
with hay schr Melville for the Rappuhann k rivei
Desert. The Richard-on is commanded by ( apt.
-Schr. Harriet J'liomas ha- loaded i< e mr \n
Cico. Patter-hall.

my appro. d, md I heartily endorse them. Tin
I ':i
r* garding railroad matters,
•pi -l i«“ii-

s-e-.

absolutely

was

A

Attention is called to the notice of K. H. Coombs
the late A. II. Mathews in the furniture
business in this city. We can truthfully say that
the new linn is keeping up the reputation of the old
People
one, which is recommendation enough.
dealing with this firm will receive courteous atten

work in the Belfast block

at

now

Sell,

lenient"
|\

are

chased

011 II T-.

Wniilimi

!’.

roiling l!i

'ill

tin•

"i

M

|\

I

men

11

ttvr inviting me to become youreanMayoral tin* coining city (“lection, i>
!'i• \ i<-w> therein >ct forth as a basis

i'

baud.

1

and goe- into the d> laiis
of Nathan Ilari's life, ,-ltow ing him by nainr
to be ineapaiile of committing -ueli a erinn and
some

I i«

ill!

»

'ii'ia’e 1'*:

vv• r.

at

of general comment.
He
other persons, whom he names
stated

rvey

A.

il*l III •Ml'.

Six

shop.

the Methodist rhur< h on
a
Mr. I.orenzo Dow has i
n
made a
Charlc* Greenleaf, the eceontrie sehool teaeher, a j nuisance.
w *
sketch of whom appeared in the d -urnal of la-t j special policeman for that particular pia<
prediet that order will prevail In future in that h
week, was Mice a school teaeher m this city, and is
remembered by many of our older people.
Heir- j callty.
trodueed bis grammar into the school.
A I.oni, lin: \Vn\kvks. Schr. \. \\
Ll!i> has

dame- I [olilles.
Isaae Whitaki r.
d. >. Caklwell.
L. I’. Brown.
L. L. I'endleton.
I. i. Abbott.
Kdward Johnson.
A. B. Ko.-s.
d. W. Crockett.
1 Idwin I >. lieed,
hark s (,. Thomas,
Be llj. Ivellev
W. 11. Burnll.
D. 11. Libbv.
(
II. M. Mitchell,
\\ m. ( ro-l-i.
II. L. Pi-Tee.
dolin Pierre.
A. A. Liftletiekl.
W
M. Priest.
Mi lt ilie ( Marshall.
I. T. shales.
M. \\ Iliell,
II. Rayford.
Samuel Lear.
Deo. B. Sleeper.
W. Ii. Aldeii,
A. C. Sjblcj

■

T*

life, on Thursday evening of last week. They reeeived many presents and hearty rongrntulalion*
from their friends.

(ieol-p- Sid-'s,
c. D. Havener,

■

in was murdered."

away from lie M
house: ilid no! attend the funeral, and

vva-

liablii.Ijt".

to

Charles A. Sargent,of Belfast, celebrated the fifteenth anniversary of their wedded

Andrews,

\.

Saturday,

Air. and Mr*.

lohn
Brooks,
liirliard ('lirnrrv.
Philo Ih-rsey.
Robt. Patterson,
In". <.. Patterson.
W. .1. Wentworth.
Kred S. dolinson,
\ Simmons. .1 r..
Deo. B. Korjtuson.
Sainilt I ini',
Kli. 11 Littlefield.

T. N. W in-l'i'A
II. Ii. FI,mab.
1‘. I bull, \.
i la id IMit.'i',
lam, (laiiniioii-.
I laid,'I lli'i. r.
IF Itri, r.
A. N. N.,y, -.
Win. (.. ( -\
l’l', ,1 F. I ai'1,'1'.
(I, ,,. F. lb, an.
< hail,
11. Woi'diim.
Fb n I. Hu—. il.
Alb, rt biminon-.
■F 11. Fei-li-nu.
I,., I Small.
I.
I I lai, In i'.
\\ 11. < Mi-.
< 'li:,rl,
\ l'il-bun.
-anili, I I
>!,'.'|i.'i\
F. I l i, Id.
•I. F. MoiTi-on.
IF !.. \\
drunk.
Mil, S. Sii.
IH. F. .n.
(,. W. I In l'k, 11.
N. F. K-, n,
Frau, i- 1 > .da,'.
N. W Holm,'-.
,
Ana. Brown.
I. I >1,. 11. i".
I- r,*,i I ( lia-,'.
W >. Ilranuiaaii.
A. >. \\ hit,
I 'alii, ! Failin','.

plain

(

next

■

■

written hv Captain

were

Belfast people will go t<> Bm*kspi>rt
witness the dedicatory ceremonies
of a new organ at the Methodist church. Air. (icrrlsh
has been heard from.
A number of

I.I
1 ll< >1111 >>< >11.
I >a\ id Lancaster.
M. I!. Cooper.
(
.1. Hall.
\\ I'. Thomas,
Alfred Patterson,
II. S. Perkins,
Daniel Lane.
Kihvard Sibley.
< liarles A. Miuvli.
Marshall Davis.
M D. Marshall,
samuel <1. Tlmrlousli.
A. D. Bean.
•lohn II. Quiniby.
\sa Kaunee,
W. II. Simpson,
II. II. Korhes.
Dane Allard.
\ M. ( arter.
Ahner (■. (i i11non*.
{ hark > K. Johnson,
D. P. Palmer,
liarles K. Sw ift.
Will. A. Swift.
W. A. Swift, dr.,
I >av id Alexander,
< lareiiee (). Poor,
< liarles B.
Ilazeitino,
Ben Ha/e|iine,
liarles K. ( rawford.
Mark Andrews

k

■

-■

doubting—many

sw orn

and if

ease:

eone next.

The

family.

strong

a

stated in this hook,

as

no reason

see

warmly espoused,

I lie Lew iston do urn a I
says: Fishermen arc having tine luck with the
pickerel at Sabatis l’ond, and are bringing beauties into the market.The work of stripping

France is about to make use of the electric
light in her light-houses. On this side of the
(water it is thought to other no advantage over

3.2 per thousand.

getting

crank in his

Is “Me Too” Platt to have

subject of

makes out

are

supported by

1* isii

t irs.

his own estimation.

The

of

jones

e. vv.

the

“Old ITob." hits off the weather
correctly at
I' ast nine times out of ten; while Yennor
slips

certainly

lie

the facts

lion.”

Ottawa, Canada, has the worst looking daily
papers on the face of the globe. Type, paper.
alike

whose cause lie Ini'so

man

day, Feb. 23d. 1NN2," and between inverted rules
publishes the following black list of the live
Joseph brown
Wilkinson call

are

I ll

evidently very mneli in earned, and
thoroughly convinced of the innocence of tin

tor's law business?

e.

e

F. F.

have tile motive of the hook.

we

Foster’s Democrat, of Dover, N. II., is verv
much exercised over the vote in the 1. S. Senate on the Dill to place Gen. Grant on the retired list.
It captions an article “Black Thurs-

Democrats who voted for the bill

pledge

W
to

convicted, lint lie is the victim of those

Here

author is

George
making
ship’s blocks, a new venture. The patent having
expired this roller is any one's property, and is a
staple article.

the Supreme Court, which is the proper
tal.
tribunal for speedy and final determination.
to

is ( apt.
Hart innocent of the crime of which he was

The writer, misled and deceived by others,
gave testimony that was perhaps decisive in
procuring the indictment of Nathan ]•'. Hart
for the murder of Sarah Mescrver. of St.
George by the Grand Jury of Knox countv.
Me., at the March term of the Supreme Judicial
Court, for the year IS7N. Subsequent to the trial
of Hart, which took place at the September
term for the same year. I obtained some full
and complete information ill regard to the ease,
and. upon a thorough investigation, saw that 1
had been deceived: that tin writing given me
by Sheriff Low as Hart's, was written by another party, that 1 had testified upon a false
standard, and against an innocent man. 1 commenced at once to do everything in mv power
to undo the wrong 1 had unwittingly aided in
committing: but owdug to the abuse of power,
perjury, and subornation of perjury on the one
hand and incompetence on the other. I had the
pain and mortification of seeing an innocent
mail tried, convicted, and sentenced to prison
for life for the awful crime of murder.

whom lie

i.n-

News of Belfast and Vicinity.
To Han. William B. Swan :
The undersigned, your fellow citizens, irreCity election next Mondn>
spective of party aftiliations, respectfully reMontville is talking up a lodge of Odd Fellows.
quest that you permit the use of your name as
The
aldermen will he in session on Thursday,
a candidate for Mayor at the
city election on
and Saturday, for the purpose of revising
Monday next. We ask that you will become Friday
the check lists.
our candidate on a platform
pledging yourself
The finder of a lot of keys on a flat ring will he
and associates to a .just ami economical adminrewarded by returning them to the owner,
istration of municipal affairs, to the end that re- amply
Geo. A. tjuimby.
funding tin- city debt, at a lower rate of interShip Cora at San Francisco, has chartered to load
est, which would effect a large reduction in our
lumber at Port Discovery. Puget Sound,for I<jui«iue,
taxes, should be successfully accomplished, bej Peru, at $4 per thousand.
lie\ing that the result can only be attained
Bark If. I). Brookman, of New York, built in Belthrough the co-operation of all our citizens, and fast in 1
was abandoned waterlogged Feb. 17th.
the reference of all those questions in respect
She was from New York for London.
t«> railroad matters and the
of
the
rendisposal
Mr.
Head is
friction rollers for

.11 >s< | ill A\' i 11 i;i him>ii.
\V. T. olburn.
W'm. >1. Him,
A. IIa\ford,
II. N. l.ani'ustiT,
I. i'wis I>■ an.
.1. W. Fn-d.-rick.
.1. II. Kill. r.
II. A ('arliT,
A. II. Bradbury,
.lo-'-pli lii-aii.
N. Man-ticld.
W.
Fry.-.
. ’ah in ll.-n
I Mini,-I I larn.lrii.
AusriMus IVit\
Uiram (Tiii'-.-,
A
A
Ilow,-.
T. \\ I’il.-lii-r,
(;<•<». <;. I’i.-iT.-,
\. f. lim—.'—.
1I' irir.- -M. 1 luual.l,
I, F. M.-liniial.l.
Win. M. Wo.iil<.
(I.-... 11. Hail.'x.
\. F. ! >iii li.-ii■ i.
F. M. I.:iii.-a-ti r.
IVax \.
I >. .
William Unit,
s. A. 151...Iir.-Ii
Thumb.- A 1 l-bnl'in*.
II, ". A. Ijiiiiubv.
IF IF .I..1111 ,i. ,lr
1>. I’. Flaml. r-,
•b,>iali Mil. li. II.
11. II. .!..11ll ,li.
.lolin \\ N .Mi.
F IF Fin—I!.

--

tile second reunion. Ilm- referred In tin-

at

-■

Port-mouth. N. II. a- fraud-. The nn
have
Utanaged io make their -rape. There is no
sitcli company.
In t!i«* >upIv1u* Judicial < ourt at Pangor.
I’ rb. 2s. .fudge peter- pa--ed tie
following
litemKdvvard Si!v.r. for breaking and
a
barn, county jail six month-:
-leaJiug from
Asa. Iiunan. t ii* breaking ami entering a barn
in the night time and stealing therefrom. state
prison two y,*ar-: Ib nrv M Nally. tor as-aultiug anofjjecr with a loaded pi-toi. -late prison
tljiae years: Tlmma- lb Jordan for breaking
■*nd entering a 11**ii-« at Alton, in the night tine
fifteen years in tie* -fate pri-on.
The Pioneer >ay> during lie* present -eason.
up to last Friday Week, tle-re had heell shipped
from Ifoiilton station. :>42 carload- of potatoes.
1m mg about TJO.oon bushels. Although our last
potato crop wa- far below tie* average yield,
th* surplus of Iloulton and adjacent town-, will
bring to the farmers one hundred thousand
dollar-.There have been deliva red at the extract works in Iloulton. sine. .Ian. 1st. ,">.r»o0
cords of hemlock hark, hauled by the farmers
within a radius of twenty miles. The average
price paid wa- -g4.o<> per cord, amounting to
£•24.75(>. There will probably 1m* about fifteen
hundred eords more hauled before the sledding
breaks up.
.vineririiii ere< liters oi .1.
yy uislow ,1m,i s A
Co., find t hat a firm in London. Kngland. In
tin name of Bacon \ Herrin, hold a mortgage
on the
property of that company lor £20.000. or
nearly sUuo.Ood, dated ,Mar. tilth, lsso. This
does not of course include some cans, fixtures,
etc., which have been acquired since that time,
but does cover so much of 111- propertv as to
leave gloomy prospects for the farmers and
others to whom this company is indebted.
There were l"o deaths from consumption in
Portland, last year.
-Mrs. .'sampson, who has been nominated by
Governor Planted for State Pension agent. i>
'veil.known for her efforts in behalf of Maine
soldiers during the civil war. The place will
pay her about stood.
The American says during the recent gale the
tide on the morning of the 22d. rose to a height
unknown it So. West Harbor since 1k,V>. The
sea being Very rough the
greater part of three
wharfs were carried away.
If Gen. Chamberlain decides to accept the
Florida offer he w ill resign the Presidency of
Bowdoin College. IF- is earnestly engaged at
present in securing additional equipment for
the college, and will continue t.. do so at all
events until this is achieved.
Bangor will raise #20,00(1 to aid the Shore
Line railroad.
The ice is out of the Maehias river and vessels
can load at the wharves.
A little three year old boy, son of .John Klliott,
of Brewer, was scalded io death
recently by
falling into a pail of hot water.
The New Religion is responsible for tin-statement that there are several Mormon churches in
this State and a dozen or more
preachers.
These are at .Jonesport, Indian River and Addison Point.
Tie1 Maine churches are also under the eadership of Joseph Smith, who frequently visits them and is revered by the members as a prophet.
Wm. Doming, citv. Treasurer, died in ( alais

the personalities in which it abounds. The details of the murder of Mrs. Sarah II. Mescrver.

lighting qualities developed by And lie further claims that the
pag- not giv n
the Twentieth Maine on the 2d of.Inly ! sii:i
him for examination wm-e shown to tie grand
gave it a brilliant reputation throughout tin
jury as evidence of Hart’s guild lb al-o alarmy and gained for ;• olonel) Joshua I.. < 'hamleges that during the examination y di teelives
borlain the well if-served title of 'Ib-ro of Hound
and otte r prosecuting officers certai.'i persons
(Jein ral
liamberlain. in a brief addr

tliejr

ai

and sensational one by the newspapers of Moston and other cities, although it presents hut
little that is new to readers in this section, save

pose to convict

aders of the

r

•Journal of the embarkation at ltostou for tinseat of war. of the landing upon the "sacred
soil of Virginia." and of subsequent movements,

and however much the leaders may protest, the
movement i- associated at home and abroad
with

of Company <

"Ail Old Private" has told tin

stand that must in-

a

Hangor. Captain
Major."

Seventh Maine.

is essential to ensure

of Belfast in

on

(

as

missioned Colonel; Joshua L. chamberlain, of

is hostile to men and institu-

tions whose assistance

of this order

Pegimeiit were full.
.Adalbert Ames, of Uockland. a graduate of
West Point, who had already acquired a reputation for military skill and bravery, was com-

guarantees that if again entrusted

sued, of which A. li. Dunton, of Camden, tie
well known professor of penmanship, is the
author. The hook is pronounced a startling

promul-

was

the rank- of the Twentieth

■hair for two terms with credit to himself and
city. 11 is business experience and
are

liegiment

in camp, afamp Mason, near Portthe lltli of August, "and in a few days

terward- known

honor to the
abilities

enlisted before the order for the for-

Aug. 7th. IStt-J. In pursuance
squads of recruits began to arrive

It was

Mr. Swan has tilled the

name.

were

date

after earnest solicitation that he consented to the
Use

afterward-

gated." The authority for the organization was
General Order No. i’ll, issued at -Augusta under

The candidate and
s'te

Nineteenth, and

and

mation of the Twentieth

heart., have come to the front.

at

the Sixteenth. Seventeenth.

found to have been unnecessary to complete
those organizations. A large proportion of the

will not be

Monday next

formed from detachments of

n

men

Election.

Hart-Meservey murlight is thrown upon dark
deeds, incompetency and perfidy: and crime
fastened upon those whose position, if not
manhood, should have commanded honest dealing." is the title of a neat volume, recently is-

F. Hart.and of Prof. Dunton's part in the trial,
are familiar to most, if not all. of our readers.
In the preface to his book Prof. Dunton savs-

1

ERS \RE requested to see that their
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

‘•The true story of the

der trial, in which

Gravelly

Gerrish,

Subscribers are requested to hike notice of the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper.
It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May SI, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will he changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIB-

Murder

Trial.

trial, conviction, and sentence to State prison
for life (on the 7th of October. 1S7S) of Nathan

Spottsylvania. Petersburg,
Appomattox.

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

city

Hart-Meservey

It fought at Autietam. Gettysburg.
Wilderness. North Anna. Weldon Railroad.

of the most

Station. Laurel Hill. Bcthesda Church. Preble's
Farm. Five Forks. Chaneellorsville. Mine Run.

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers changed, must shite the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.

Tin-

the

battles of

some

the war.

Boston.

Monday’s

of

of Tenant's Harbor in the town of St. George,
oil the ggd of December. IS77. and of the arrest,

including

s. It Niles, No. 256 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & 8, Tremont Temple,

and states

history

of tin-

the date of every
march, encampment, and battle. The regiment
took part in no less than eighteen engagements,

agents for the Jour

authorized

comes to

union was held in August, ISTli. and the second
in August. 1KN1. Among those present on tin-

Co.

j

following are

Portland,

from the press
of Samuel I.. Miller. Waldoboro. The first re-

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Kditok.
/ Business Manager and
mva-n
hVCII
o. OYER,
BUSSELL
r,OCAl, kditor.

The

Review

Regiment.

pamphlet containing reports of the reunions of the Twentieth Maim- Regiment Association at

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

Maine

A neat

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH !», 1882.

KEITIII.lr.lN GAINS.

I'lio lii-'I el' tin- spring elections were held on
Monday last with the following results: In
Hath

The

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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it*

and
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> UN

rainy
"!

a-am

Ri’h

and pet
I m k« r

v

vv a

o| an

sun-

and

entertainment
who can.

all

Notw it li- tan ding the
it

vv.,-

ta,

N\

e

IV

had

bad trav cling
l'hur-dn\ evening la-t, a
ti\. railed upon Mr. and Mr-.

on

some

excellent music, -inging

Mi

ia..;

l>\ al. with

Re

»n.

Nanny. Then the play called
introduced, which wa- participated in
uim h
enjoyment, after v\ hich all partook

-ter

Herbert Cornfortli left here
where lie expects
job on the Sonora R. IT now building.
1 *•
young man who leaves a large circle ot
friends and he has their be-t wishes for hi- future
oy

on

M

t

have

>

-upper.

mday tort»nay mas Mexico,
a

prosperity.

He i-

a

-on

of Kdwin Cornforth the

station

agent—stiliman Higgins died March the
-Nth aged about so years.
Mr H. in hi- younger
day- was an excellent school teacher. He was a
brother of Kphraim Higgins who died the Sunday
before
Herbert Cornforth and s. V. Rumps took
from l nit> pond one day last week a
string of
pickerel that weighed 21 lbs....Town meeting next
...

Monday.... Mrs.
from ls71 t" lssl

A ugustine Rlethen ot this town,
has vv oven .'>,040 v arils of carpeting,

besides doing the work for live in

a

family,

her

own

sewing and most of her knitting and taking care of
quite a dairy Her husbaud has a large farm. Mrs.
Rlethen lias kept an account of every vunl of
carpeting woven and the name of the person fur
whom it was made, she is 62 years old.

Hopkins has been quite sick the past week
chills and fever, relics of army life.

lodge 1. O <). F. has leased Central Hall
will take possession next Monday night.

top overboard and

-.ar-

.i

quietly.

Judge Sawyer reports having seen a flock of wild
-e alight in the bay near Moose Point, Thursy, just at night.

l

and W. I). Smart,

Towle

traverse

t«> serve ns

i>

jurors

drawn

were

April

at the

at

Satur-

Tin1

Hills; Clerk, Mbert 11. Knowlton; Selectmen, Assessors, and Overseer of Poor, F. A. Dickey, Oscar Hills, and Geo. II. Alexander; Collector, Vinal
Iliils; Treasurer, John s. Hill; Supervisor of

term of

supreme Judicial Court.
apt. It. K. Patterson has received notice that the
11- of ( apt. Fred. M. Allen left San Francisco

(

town

our

iii theme of the

Schools, F. A. Rhoades; Town Agent,F. A. Dickey.
Liabilities of town—Interest hearing bonds and
order, $10,001 20; Liabilities not bearing interest,
$l.o:>^;> Total Liabilities, $12,045.11. ResourcesCiK’ollected taxes, $:l,t;?0.:,»s; < >ther resources, $107,
:l0; Total resources, $:l,s.M>7; debt above resources,

;:

$s,>0s.4;’».

Peking. March 4.

aim

Hattie and Caddie, .laughter of Deputy
Boulstone, arrived home Thursday from
a;-' Hill, for a two weeks vacation,

\1

-«•-

ri!V \.

morning sermon at the Congre-mil chuivh next Sunday, will be "Pure Words
In the evening, "The Better and
Pin night.-.

i

Best.”

apt. Babbage, it. >ehooner Kdward 1.. Warren.
: in1..' 1’ rtlami Monday morning, took in S.OtH)
!m*1s of rorn and cleared same day
He reports
-ehoom
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y Rev. N. G. Ax•mi* a:id well re*•
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had come under his perrank in the army, as

ho

Hi-

:
.in

_:iI

iiiin

-m

i

aide

e

ing

with

masterly

a

despatches from all parts of the lower
Mississippi Valley report terrible destruction of
property, loss of life and suffering caused by the
overflow.
Ex-Senator ('(inkling's nomination for the Supreme Court was confirmed, Thursday. The
vote on the confirmation was thirty-nine yeas
against twelve nays.

The

Ex-Senator Sargent is another “prominent
public man" who began life as a printer, and in
liis case the printing office stood in Washington,
whither lie went from Massachusetts.

£100. they might to
anything. The hail
CM*-. and people enter-

and raise
ahuosj

impressed 1*\
l'O-.ths were leaped

outside.

weic

Sergeant Mason's trial closed

par

appearance.
with laeceurtains, oriental

annual tow n meeting was put
iing tiie meeting for next Monday,
;
From advance sheets *»t selectmens*
••i.-crv« that the tow n raised l;mtyear for
tor

.< a

w

de

[M-or and other town expenses, s.h-

non
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d

a.r

r-

rood-

paid

;.i\e-.

:»ig

paid collector

.fl.ooc

;.

bridge-, $3,ben; toward

and

and

men

IT mill* for col-

highway -it'
who paid taxes

oxen on

pm hour: discount to th so
•••!.«: re. July l-t, lh per rent,

before dan. l-t.

per cent.

sailed from "agun, dan. 23d,
1 a .»»!i-< ut, » apt Oscar <». Katun, for New
\rrhed at San Franei.-co, March l-t, -hip
u-ett.
apt. .John Met.ilvery, from Bombay.
\ ii'
at >an Francisco, March 2d. ship >t.

•I

Norm,

M:i.M.

.rk.

Nichol-. from New York

x.oider II

Mobile. Feb. 28th, schooner Lizzie
.ip Wm. 11 Wc-t. fr*mi Kingston, da.
f: d t> k-o:,\illc. Fob. 24tli, schooner

..Arriv« i at

"dh-d

(..‘apt A). (. hmson, f.-r New York
ir-'in New ^ ork, 1 ••!>. 2*iii, hark Mary F.
< apt. 'die! \i<*h !-. foiW
S} aia y. N.
r Brunette having been thoroughly repair-

I.a ka'*.

a.

-■
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on

a

and t

apt. otis

«»!si»n

<

NVinterport,

'for

in

to load

hay

N. s.

Newcastle

wen

placed

W.

command, left
f»»r Salem..

dan

fth.

bark

M. "weat.<

apt. F. lb Whittier, for Ha
dan
Newcastle N. s W. In port, bark
•w
apt. It. m. Waterhouse, loading for Ilono
Arrived at Wellington, V /.., danuary sth,
Beatrice llavner, (.'apt. Ba.'ic Havner, dr.,
A uckland
Arrh ed at ( adiz. Feb. 2*th, bark
'•

....

da.

1

IdiT.ifn.

hariCs M

<

apt.

N:«hoi-. from

Bradstrei

Dndang.

44, <». A
I ha\ c a
an p lire at Morse’s Hall on Thurs
ig. Mar- ii tub. All ex-soldiers and their
1
r- i
..Dr. d. W. (lough has sold his

x\:.

1.

ii.
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l

aid,

pout lei i:

to

parties

last week

in

some

\.a-r-'-!'at<-d at injuries received by ( k A.
at tiie foundry a short time ago.
It i- true
bad > burned, and has been a great
\\

at

i' du.-r
at

*

-mikon White

i;

1

comfortable and w ill he .mt
guage railroad from
paw town the (.eorge-valley to Rockland i*
.k• d of. The linn* cask business between this
•m and
Rockland, together with the many en-

dl-i't

r.

but In i-

i-w

day-.

dispensed by
West and Nellie King"bur;
The guess cake
.-.on by Mr. Charies Avcrill, who generously

gave it hack

to

the

let'-

so«

iter which it

A

sold

was

the

oil:
\.

orges River fr-in tlii-

-era were

village

to

feasible.

meeting
Monday
re-elected, viz 1. A. Marriuer,
on

and A. N. Jewett, selectmen, assesof the poor; James Barker,
llii :ni Wing, clerk. Allen Maddocks, school
Sor. The town debt has been decreased the
.-well

«

•tjil

!»••
!-t

verseer-

nearly sd.oou, leaving the present inonly .t6s4.TR, which it is proposed to
during the present year. Chas. Wiles is

:i
;
'>ti*dncs-

wi

..'it

..lleetor

compensation of ;\vo percent_
R*\. Mr. Arev, presiding elder, preached at the
M< tiio.liat church last Sabbath.
At the close of the
ut a

ov.-iching ah' 'lit tii't y partook of tin* communion,
tie- ev -ning remark' w*re made to the young
...Mi- William Lapsed died suddenly ou
iv-.l.i
!a-t. While on her way i-< attend a sick
iyid'or she was taken suddenly ill and returned
la- died in a few hour-. Her sickness
•me. wh-T'

n

■

rah

pa

>he i<

aves a

family and large

circle

trieiid.-....B. I

Kims, John Dunton, Fannie
Maddocks left on Monday toatid tin- Normal school at ( astine... .Mr. Kdward
l ’.e ka I’d on Monda\ sold a line pair of cattle to Fisk
M ciJock' and A la

rand 'ii...]'

Rockville, to slaughter-The wife
Klder Fowler was last week attacked with
ralysis .,f the left side, she is comfortable.

(

A
!

The Semi-annual State
onvention
C. T. Union wa- held in this place on
T! irsday and Friday of last week.
A large numof the delegates from abroad arrived on the
..
Wednesday evening. A reception and collawas given them at the rooms of the Ladies’
".
\
(iety. On Thursday a: !* a. m. there were
.lio nil exercises, conducted b\ Mrs. Crocker.
\t 10 \. m. Mrs. Chipman, of
stroudwater.
I*i

1

K-hiuT.

Bin

<

W

tl

d

ksport,gave

very appropriate address of wel
responded to by Mrs. Quinby, of
1>* ring.
At l !*. m. devotional exercises,conducted by Mrs. Lane, of Bangor.
J l*. m., reports of
mimittoes and superintendents "f local depart•me, which

cents.

a

w as

At 7

large public meeting was
presided
by
Stevens, of Port
md, President of the state W. ('. T. Union. Remark- were made by Revs. Win. Forsyth, Blodget,
p.

"

M.,

Mrs.

over

ie-gin, (ierrish.and

a

L. M. N

Hon.

T. K. Simonton, of Cam-

i'-n, and Mr. Thomas Wiley, <-f Bueksport. A 1110-t
vellent paper was also read by Mrs. Hunt, of
The choir consisted of Messrs. Clifford
Augusta
and stover, and Misses Morrill and Hill. The singing was very tine. On Thursday at It a. m., the dev ot ioualexercises wereeonducted
by Mrs. Williams

•

"f

Augu.-ta.

;tnd

general

At 10

a.

business.

m., continuation of
In the afternoon

reports
Mrs. Buell

York, spoke eloquently upon the subject of
"Tlit .Model I nion." At 5 r. M., there was a very
-i.' i-es-ful
hildrcn’s meeting conducted by Mrs.

«>f New

"levels.
■

most

a

a very large congregation listened
admirable address delivered by Mrs.

At 7'

The singing was excellent, the choir eon
-isting of Mr. Chase, and Misses Hall and Emery.
Mr-. Burt, of Portland, led the Congregational
ringing with a cornet. The convention adjourned
immediately at the close of the public meeting on
F riday evening.
The meetings were all very successful. The speakers were all eloquent, and were
listened to with much satisfaction by the audiences,
The convention left an influence for good that will
long be felt. The people of Bucksport displayed
their well known hospitality in entertaining the visitBuell.

or-....J, H.

Montgomery

of Camden

recently

deliv-

a very able lecture on commercial law before
Commercial Department of f;. m. c. Seminary.

ered
the

His theme

was

put

in

Agency-Alvin,

Bonzcv, aged about 7 years,

a son

of

Joseph

drowned on Sunday p. m. by falling from Swazey’s wharf in this
village. He had probably been in the water over
an hour before his body was discovered-The
bouse, barn and furniture of B. F. Clark was burned last week. Loss$l,5G0, insured for $750—The
annual town meeting was held on Monday last.
was

y act* d

a~

sibyl,

and

("fail

u

saw

tit it up for

a

l'lacksmith's shop. .Then- is an unusual amount of
sickness in this usually healthy community
Last
...

week's rain

giving

"'

mi

destroyed

“shank’" mare" is

:m

sleighing

without

abundantly

exer-used beast.
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Plummer; school Committee,
Albert K ua<ey : \uditorof A'- omits
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1*. Iit:
1 line- ware ml closely
it

\

by upv\aids

ities

report shows the gratifying
n cxo-H the liabii

n

re- nil

-f the tow

••

f s-i.bne.

Died, Fed. j71h, Mighill Patten,
II
Mr. Patten
is tht last of the twenty-tive soldiers furnished by
the town ot Penobscot in the war of M'2-l I, wit!i
iirent Britain.
\t the im-ginning of the vv: rlie was
on hoard t!it
IL'i'iiet, < apt. James Lawrence, and
did duty as a marine on Feb. »j:i, is]:;, when after an
action of fifteen minutes tin- Peacock w
<-.tphircd.
He received from < apt. Lawrence partieular thanks
Pi

x<urn. «>;

for his

gallantry.

After the return

charge,

and lm>

li\<

t

see

By C. If.

Apples

his children of tile

genera! am. and has received for many years
well deserved pcii-i >n.
lie has been a member

boyhood,and

has lived

an

honorable and useful life.Annual t wn me- ting
March Util, Beni. 11. t tollman, Modcral r: Albert
F. Varnuni, Town Clerk : Charles Leueii, John 1».
snowman, Criah B. Leach, selectmen. Ac.: Hilbert
Littlefield, Treasurer; John II. Littlefield, Supervisor of Schools: A. F. Varnuni. Auditor; iloseaB
Wardvvell, Sealer of Weights ami Measures, it lised

A

is to in*

started at

canning factory
Kockport lor canning li.-li and other -alt water
A. B. < build lias the* contract for making
1 rodiu-t-.
their packing boxes
Frame timber for a vessel
to be built by II. M. Bean lias been discharged at
hi< yard.... \ cargo of corn lias just been received,
by the Camden flouring mills... \t Knowlton
Brothers Machim- .-hop they are doi ig some night
work to keep up with their orders-Miller A:
I *kN.

..

have

ten

machine-

run

by

power,

some

ol

button 11*>I*.* and eyelet machine-... .The lnm
blast and they are drawing about 12b
ca-k- daily.
Last week they shipped to Bostoi
‘.'An asks-The schooner Boston Light has near)}
kiiu is in full

repairs. Her carrying capacity 11 a
by raising her deck and cabin
She will be used in the coasting business....Syl
vestor Arau arrived from Italy last Saturday morning. He reports a pleasant time and a pleasant
voyage-l*rof. A. 1C 1 Minton ha- publisher! his
been

her

increased

much talk' d of hook, an invoice of which ha- come
to this village, i- now on sale and creating quite an
drama, “Our Boys" was played
at Meguntieook hall on \\ edne.-day evening of thi?
week, followed by a dance-Bents are very scan
in Camden-Fishermen are preparing to catch
lobsters.
Bhooks.
rains,

The last of the week gave uthaws, and a genera! wastage of snow,

heavy
Koad

>

had condition, and business gem-rally stopped
teaming-Fred \V. Brown, harness
maker, has leased the -tore under Masonic hall,
and fitted it up for his business.
It makes a verigood and convenient place for the business. Mi.

are
as

in

regards

isrown

innii
>i\monl, nut more recently imm
We think Mr. P>. will lirnl a good tield.
Isaac Leathers ha> a very line two year old. full
blooded Jersey heifer, from the farm of J. L. Davis
of Rcadliold. The Jersey interest is having quite a
boom-Kleven candidates have been initiated recently l»y Harvest Home Drange, and more coming.
Several old members have also returned.

Templar Lodge

mine and

shipping

ed.\nd

now

the

the

ore

to

Portland to be work-

shepherd looketh for tin* earl
stimpsou recently sold a tin*

lamb-Dudley (,.
grade Hereford steer to Join; P Wentworth
round price. Well, John knows a good steer
in-

ii,

ii ii'

ii....

< >

ii

for

\

even

32

18g 19; oat straw, $9al0 i? ton.

CARD.
“Bangor Amateurs” desire

tender their
heartiest thanks to the citizens of Belfast for the
very liberal patronage given us on the occasion of
our entertainment in that
city, in spite of “wind
and weather;” and especially to the gentlemanly
proprietors and clerks of the “American House*’
for their very courteous treatment and generous
provision for our entertainment while we were
their guests.
Bangor, March 2, 1882.
to

cure,

never

surpassed

in the

history

of medicine.

50-ents at Druggists ; by mail on receipt ( Price.
W ijrf-n] .y
Rockland, Me. Miss Sawyer’s Salve
as now prepared beats the world.
25 cents.

A

CARD-

To all who are suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recips that
will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,Xew York City.
6m44

whe

nn-eiing passei

Howe, Seleehnen, Assessor.',
Overseer, etc.; M. Chase, (,'ollector and Treasurer.
J. YY. Lang, Supervisor of schools; J. I. Watts, \\
C. Rowe, Daniel Jones, Isaac Leathers, c. L. An.*
tin, M. Chase, constables; J.C. I’illey, L. 1). Jonei,

Ill Jackson, March 5th, at the* residence of the
brideV. father, Mr. Sharon S. Roberts, by M. S.
Stiles, Jr., Esq., Mr. Wilbur E. Barker, of Troy,
and Miss Edith G. Roberts, of Jackson.
In Eincolnviile, Feb. 18th, Lewis W. Jones and
Lulu F. Crocker; Feb. 17th, Nathan L). Ross and
Addie M Miller.
In Monroe, Feb. 12th, Mr. Wilbert P.
Braley,
and Miss Josephine A. Curtis, both of Monroe.
In Camden, Feb. 25th, Mr. W. Clifford Barnes,
and Miss Nellie F. Morton, both of Camden.
In Rockland, February 28th, Charles Ulmer and
Jennie Wallace, both of Rockland.
In Bucksport, Feb. 15th, Mr. Ziinra W. Bridges,
of Verona, and Miss Flora C. Bowden, of Orland.

Sextons: J. s.

C.

Iluxford, seller weights and

meas-

Fence viewers, C. L. Lane, W. H. II. Robert.-j,
Laforest Roberts. J. Lllis, J \\. Jones, I. O. Rev
nolds; J. S. Huxford, weigher of produce. Money
raised for schools, $700; for poor, $000; for roads
and bridges, $200; for contingent expenses, $7(>o;
for interest money, $1,800, for State and county
tax, $1,400; for highways, $2,000, to be expended
at 15 ets. per hour.
N oted to discount 10 per cent,
ures;

all taxes paid into treasury on or before Dei.
1st, and 5 per cent, on all paid on or before Fel
The following officers, all Republicans, were elect- i 20th, 1883. Voted to pay M. Chase live mills per
ed without any opposition:
dollar for collecting.
Voted to instruct selectmen
Moderator, T. C.
Woodman; Clerk, W. H. Pilsbury; Selectmen and to fund the town debt at lowest rate of interest
Overseers of the poor, G. W. McAllister, Joseph
practicable, me out look for the town is much imTillock, J. W. Snow; Treasurer, John Sllsby; S. S.
proved.
on

Committee, ParkerSpofford, O. W. Fellows; Agent
o. I\ Cunningham; Auditor, Ambrose White_
Ii was loudly announced that after (iuitenu s
The new organ is being put up in the Methodist sentence lie was to be kept in strict confinechurch. An organ concert is to be given on next ment, and allowed to see no one but bis lawyers
and bis relatives, but it appears that lie is pc
Saturday evening. Rev. D. Dorchester will preach mitted to hold
daily receptions, and averag* s
«m Sunday at 10>£ a. m. and lecture at 7>£ p. m.
from $12 to $15 per day by sale of autographs
|
“The
of
the Republic.”
Subject
I and photographs.
Seamy Side

S79.52

1,100.09

232.on
19.00
25.on

300.00

Acknowledged by all who has
seen

them to be the

225.52

325.00

Hersey.••.

LARGEST STOCK!

194.3.)

please examine our different grade-.
placed early in the season from the
largest importers ami through Custom House difficulties have tardily arrived. We will give low
prices on the whole lot and warrant the silk 2i> per
cent, less than former prices.
One Lot worth $1.50 for $1,25
order

Patterns

Prettiest

-‘-00

months.
In Swanville, Feb. 21st, Mrs. Lizzie R., widow of
the late Charles A. Locke, aged 47 years, 2 months,
and G days.
In Albion, of diphtheria, Feb. 13th, Mabel F.,
•laughter of Ira It. and Lizzie Sylvester, aged 16
years, ami 23 days.
In Camden, Feb. 27th, Samuel Wilson, aged 7G
years.

Hope, February 25th, Ephraim Gould, aged

78

Have jiHt opened another halo <»t those

was

*•

1.62

1.33

1.75
2.00
2.50
2.75
3.00

1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50

Remnant Brown
at

2i4.ini

interest.
Bee. of same, div. on 139*;
shares 4 >, per cent.
Bee. of D. Faunce, highway
taxes.

in the

As

at lOe. per
1

1,929.00
29,235.00

In Carnet

All Travelling
nual Trip to

20,235.00

K\peases Inclieleil.

5,840.55

Seeoijil An

APPROPRIATIONS AND D1SBIKSFMFNTS.
Contingent Fund.

Appropriations for DM.$7,000.00
25.on
License.
191.35
Tax deeds collected.
21.50
Non-resident taxes.
225.52
B It. ami telegraph tax.
....

Paid Mayor’s orders.
Transferred to highway per older city couueil.
War Bond coupons and interest
at Bank.

3,199.72
i

leparture, April »»th, l.'Hh and 27th.
Days, visiting Kansas, Colorado,
part ot* Texas and Old Mexico,
Lo> Angeles, the Yoscmltc
California
\ri/onu,
> alley. Big Tree Groves, "an Francisco and other
Nevada, Halt, Wyoming, Nebraska, etc.
I"i*ini~
*» Leisurely Jaunt In Palace Cars with Numerous
Halts and Side Trips. Return Ticket-good tor ho
3\vS
days.
it ij "end <>r call for descriptive programme of so
p i-'-. \V. RAYMOND,‘240 Washington St.. Boston.

Bought expressly
We

shall offer

our

75

dov

n

4*

753.93

Cnexpemled.

We

show

price

a

7,499.37

Highway Fund.
Appropriation, cash.$2,000.00

all are

Kidney

an

arc

there is

a

and Liver

great

Appropriation.$2,000.00
1,307.44

692.56

-2,000.00

Cemetery Fund.
10.no

a

splendid assortment, varying

in

All-wool-to in. wide.

$125.

I

Kec. from Philo Hersey.
Rec. from District No. 9.
Her. from District No. *.

them.

Forty

wide, nil-wool, from 45c. to 75c.
shoodah marked down from 02Cc.

six in.

It■Life

Root !

A Positive Cure for Kid-

ingtherefrorn,

$1,783.16
2,619.50
704,102.60

illuminated similes, also ( orderettes have been
marked down to a price that must inevitably close

A Druggist has Sold over

1,4*17.74

Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.

484.14

Westfield, M ass, March *28, 1881.
hedge, Agent Elixir of Life Root:

J. W. Kl t
Dear sir

liabilities over assets, 91,947.94
also due the city from the Masonic Association, one thousand dollars.
AUGUSTUS PKRRY, City Treasurer.
March 0, 1.882.
There is

American Hotel.
Having been unexpectedly called upon
to take charge of the above hotel, I hope

—ILiving

intensely for four
the Kidneys, after having

suffered

with disease of
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief, I was induce 1 to try a bottle of
your ELIXIR. Ob' LIFE ROOT, and it affords me
years

«

I’.stonier.

balance

>i ,-t.»rk

REGARDLESS

«■

I<»st*« 1 out

COST.

OF

RIBBONS!

Bleached Cations

s,

JOB LOT OF REMNANTS

(

use

I 1 -2c.

OPT of

}mil.
h uh:.

r:\rn.i

per yard.

I Case Best Glove Finished

Cotton Dress Goods.
grand CLEANING

sii a

m i

Reimmiit Trims

per

Cambrics

these goods will

Only lie., sold every where

at Sc.

WILL

made, and as the prices vary we cannot
quote them. Suffice it to say they will be i’m: \L.

FOUBD

BE

IN

OUR

Cloaks & Ulsters.

200

price (Jr.

I Paisley Shawls Lace
Pique Remnants

have the LARGEST and MOST COMPLETE
stock in Belfast, and shall close the entire lot,
amounting in value to $800. Shall sell Double
India Striped from $7.00 to $30.00, former price
from $10.00 to $37.00. Buy one,
perfect satisfaction
WARRANTED or money refunded.
We

WOOLEN SHAWLS,
Both

Single

WILL MEET THE

SAME

and
SA<

'ItIFR'K

IN

Onls

I

10c. per yard.

I CaseuNEw Bleached Clash
Kxlra Heavy, JO in. aide, Te. per yard.

!l

CASE 124 MARSEILLES QUILTS
95c.

I Case Nevada Cheviot

Double,

Carpet Rooms,

THREAD,
former

A

I

iiis -t».rk mu-t

positively

I Case Cocheco Prints, Tapestries

have about 1 doz. only left, and the price is
lived BELOW the original cost.

We

yards, 2c.,

10c.,

LURES.

sold

In- mi|.|

\vc

shall "llV-r

§1.00

ai

Lowell Extra,

80c.

All Wool,

07 c.

Ingrains,

55c.

Double W arps,

45c.

Hemp Carpetings, Kk*.
Oil Cloths &

Shirtings,

Hugs

TERJfiS STR5CTLY CASH.

every wnere at 12 l-2c.

I CASE GENTS’

BLANKETS
A

pair

A*

4
I

TONIC ANI> 4 PI*IIZEII IT II Aft NO KOI AL

ONE

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

J. W.

HITTREIIllE, 4«E*T.

1 vr‘2U

RUCHLtiin. H1I1E
»b-AI,I, DKUdUISTS SELL IT

that he has
House, in this

WE (.IV E

large

HI (.Land DRILL

MACHINE.

to

VEO. A. DlI-KBl.
Belfast, March 8, 1882. -2wl<)

SEAMEN WANTED.
HUNDRED SEAMEN WANTED IN ROCK
laud for coasting. Apply to
JOHN S. RANLETT, Shipping Agent
Rockland, Aug 30, lgSl.—30

j

PHOSPHATE
SEND FOR

WANTED!

BEST MAKE ORLY S2.S0.

QUILT

$1.50, worth $2.50.
Quilt sold to any customer.

Only

<

This is a true bone superphosphate, and
may he used ,.n any cron, in the liill or drill
or broadcast, cither ?rith or wi/AohI manure,
|,
and will produce a much earlier and larger I I
|!
cron. In tiie Report <>f the Mass. Inspector 1 1
of Fertilizers, its valuation is from 83 to
!
810 per ten higher than other Phosphates
I
which sell at the same price. The past !,
!ii year over 3000 tons were sold against 100 I; I
tons three years ago, showing that it is | I
the*farmers. If there is no local
i,.j i! liked by
j
I
agent near you, send to us.

jj;
jl

j'!

|

|i|
j-i[j
j;
jj;!:i|
jjjjj

'J

1

Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

I

eoWKER FERTILIZER COI

|L,. BOSTON
FRANK R.

& NEW YORK

M

GRAY, AGENT,

BELFAST, MAINE.

-’mio

FERTILIZERS !
Call ami
buy.

fur FERTILIZERS before vou
I3w8
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me

see me

LOW

10 doz. Ladies’ Vests
Only 25c.. sold

in

Unsettled Bills.

Curtains,

From 2 51*. to SI.00 per yard. Everybody should
buv from this lot, as we shall close them at a
CHEAT REDUCTION.

We must

indebted

impress

to us. the

upon the minds of all
necessity of settling

The demand is imperative, as
have resolved to balance all long

at once.

Wear.

FLANNELS!

Turkey

Red

Olio lot Worth

Tabliugs!
55c. for
75c.
SOr.

"

45c.
02 1.2c

we

standing

accounts.

07 I-2c.

$1.00

75c.

1.25

$1.00

LINEN DAMASKS!
Look at the wide handsome Damasks we sell for
50c. and 02c., varying in prices from I Sc. to $1.00.

on these goods, and will
benefit of the LOWEST
PRICES MADE IN THE STATE.

are

PRICES.

this city al :I7 1 -2c.

Domestic Fashions.
Ar it is

We

PAMPHLET.

THE l.AR<iK >Ti)(K ON HAND AI

>NE

WoolenS
Boys'

Curtains & Fixtures!
I.OOK AT

This stock is large ami must be closed. We
shall CLEAN OUT the whole lot 2f» per cent.
LESS than regular prices.

FOUND.

EIRST-CLASs OPERATOR, TO RUN A

Carpet Sweepers

St.25, marked down from $1.75.

ELEC ANT

size for

Men and

Farm for Sale.

K. C. WEST.

Kid Gloves 3 Button,

-FOR-

_The JOHN I'lIlLBROOK farm in
East Knox. Enquire of
W. K. MORI SON, Belfast, Mr.

Frankfort, March 7, 1882.—8\vl0*

AN

MARSEILLES

city,

SHALL KEEP FOR SERVICE THE THOR.
oughbred short horn hull NICATUltid, for the
season of 1882, at inv stable in Frankfort.
Terms
to warrant, $1.50.
Thoroughbred cows, ftf.oo.

At 5or„ former prier 75r.

LACING KIDS, FOSTER PATENT,

BED SPREADS!
Extra

of the same on
I
AATUItlft A Y*, DEC 31. The house
J_Iwill he thoroughly renovated and put in
first-class condition. Special attention will he given
to people attending the 8. J. Court. Further particulars will he announced hereafter.
CHAS. H. CROSBY.

NOTICE.

$8.00, marked

Nottingham Lace for

announces

A

from

At 50c,, marked down from 75r.

to say that one bottle of it completely'
cured me. I recommen i it as the only valuable
and certain cure for kidney troubles i have ever
I would add that before taking your mediseen.
cine I had become so weak that I was about to give
up work.
Hoping that others who have suffered
like myself may be so fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Truly vows,
T. b MCMALN.

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE.

SILVER FRUIT KNIFE. The owner ran have
It bv calling on
REV. C. E. LIBBY.
Belfast, March », 1882.—10

to

$2.00
down from $2.. 0 and $10.00 per pair.

few

left

Scotch Wool Shirts & Drawers

pleasure

with the assistance of MR. EDWARDS, tho
former clerk, to maintain the good reputaItion heretofore formed by tin.* late landlord, MR. WILL R. HOLMES, who has taken up his
residence in Rockland.
H. N. LANCASTER,
American Hotel. Belfast, Me.
lyrio

ONE

h

Blue $1.00. Hnrlli l .75.

1,000 1
|1

Sold for 20c. and 37c.

one thousand bottles of Elixir
1 have sold
of Life Root, and have never found a case where
it failed to give satisfaction.
WM. II. K ITT RE IK* E.

Bal. of

HOLE

a<

<

over

50.00

England
rrrtr^leasedandthewillNew
take charge

From lor. to 2”>e.

1,000 Bottles.

Rockland, Mk., April 2."», 1881.

012,154.72

apply

t<>

FELT SKIRTS!

Only 10c.

such as

DROPSY, GRAVEL, DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OF
TI1K BLADDER, BRICK DI NT DFPOSIT, RIIElMATISM, DYSPEPSIA, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND AL, DISEASES OF
THE ITUNAin ORGANS.

5,294.42

tor 1881.
10,958.42
Belfast A M. 11. L. R. 11. note s7.9uo.oo
5000 shares B. AM. II. L. II.K. 500,000.00

or

)NK I'AlIi

U 7c.

Best make in America, only m\. worth v.
MK1Hl M LIMIT ( BLOBS.

ney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

Roll of accounts allowed this

Addresa

<

marvel.

a

be

»

Liabilities and Assets.
Feb. 15, 1884...$ 2,000.00
April 5, 1885.. 23,200.00
1885.. 105,500.00
1898. 509,000.00

BUTTON

f the Towel we -t il for 25c. is
The reputation
well known, length 1; yds., width 22 in, extra
heavy, handsomely bordered. Th 12 l*2c. Towel

In

A

20,235.00
20,235.00

699,700.0o

A

T OWELS!

3 Cases Best Quality Dress Prints

Our

trying

n

1, 1 X T R

40,470.00

lOtf

10c.
15c.

Remnants at 10e., north toe.

COMMON

325.00
5.00
.40

Paid Mayor’s Orders.10,472.49
Bal. due School Districts... 2,619.50

The subscriber

Don't let the Spring pass without

WM, O. POOR & SON, Proprietors.

-13,091.99

^

Lot All Linen r»c.

15c.
Colored Borders Sold Begardless of Cost.

is

them.

I’rire t!.~> ( ruts.

—

Assets.
Cash in Treasury.$
Due from State of Maim* rental.
Due from A. I>. Bean, collector 1878.
Due from F. A. Carle, collector 1&80.
Due from F. A. Carle, collec-

Hosiery,

whole stock will

*■

dosed out at auction.

per lozen.

lite.

1,000 YARDS

In

Will surd) do it. Tiir) art- manufactured In Belfast, of ihr purest materials, pleasant to take.
Been In use more than thirl) years, with increasing sale.
M r Keep a buttle open for all that wish In try
them.
The) are free from all intoxicating liquors, and
are nut a beverage hut a medicine, curing ail
Bilious Diseases. Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness, and
giving wonderful tone and tigor to the Brain and
/

School Fund.
Balance due School Districts.. .$2,57x 15
2,289.1*
State, Bank and Mill tax...
liaised by Central District. 2,894.20
City appropriation. 5,000.00

day.

yards)

3 Oz, Elegant Shetland Shawls,

Bod).

$232.no
242.00

Due School Districts.

Tt

(Short Lengths, Sc. per yard.

Fire Department.

due
due
due
due

last yr.r

cheap as though

as

One

OtiIj 1 l-2c. per Spool.

10,500.00

A ppropr ia ti o n.$2,500.00
Paid Mayor’." Orders. 3,non.no
500.00
Overdrawn

Paid 11. 11. Coupons Aug. 15,

from

over

Hemstitched, 12c.

Pauper Fund.

Paid Mayor’s orders.
l' nt x pended.

carried

Complaints,

OSGOOD’S

l*ai<l Mayor’s order. 3.3s 1.22
Unexpended. 7,118.7s

sell at

ill

u

LINK of

and Summer

The

IT!

id Id.

a

..

lot)

increase of

NEGLKCT

111«1

Spring

!p

resulting in limps), llrlglils Discuses, Ac.,
March. April anti M.t> are the months In
which lo stimulate and strengthen the
Kidneys A Liver and purlly the Itluod.

DON'T

specialties

Linen Hdkfs.!

to help close out this large stock.
splendid 44 in. Cashmere fer t!7c.;

from 75c. to

15c.

1,712.72

our

!lave opei-.' d

l>c sold

marked down from S7'ac.; S7v,v. marked
from $1.0(). An extra heavy Drapdeteto linish
Cashmere for 95c., worth $1.25.

—

,5oo.oo

of

Loom Cotton

vard. Snhl every when :it 12;.t\ pervard.

DIAGONALS
& ARMURES

’. '•<• i >.11*
of I
\ T-*ur "i 59
Nch Mexico,

ne

shall offer the

we

Black Cashmeres!

•
1

arc

<;IrK \T H \U(, \i\s.

Machine Thread

Balance in Treasury. $5,294.42
-$89,9.31.01

2 Bonds
58 Bonds
135 Bo mis
848 Bonds

specialty

a

and Bronze Shades, extra heavy and
wide, only $1.23.

-AM)-

5,203.00

ard.

75 Ce'x^ls Each

COLORADO

390.00

\

Cottons,

...

RAYMOND'S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

s9.72

Interest on same.
War ( .’ou pons.
B. It. Coupons, Aug. 15,
ISM.
B. It. Coupons, Feb. 15.
1882,deposited with Belfast Bank for redemption.
State of Maine pensions,
Execution in favor of L.
J. Hatch.
Execution In favor of S.
A. and A. A. Howes...

per

m

1

Bleached Cotton!

at

Disbursements.
Pahl Mayor’s Orders, vi/
'17 35
Cemetery Fund..$
Contingent Fund. 3.499.72
Fuml.
3,381.22
Highway
1,307.44
Fire Department.
3.099.on
Pauper Fuml..
School Fuml. 19.542.49
Note at Belfast Bank....
5,203.00

a*,

Fruit of the

city.,

B. F. WELLS'.

$89,931.91

_

1

wide

The-''

9,282.00
l,4.>3..*ti

only

yd.

can

—

-4u

trict No. 8.
M. II. L. B. B
Bee. of B.

have a large stock of these good- and
commodate the trade to extra sizes.

We

-ilk will

a

5,203.90

tion.'.
Rec. of s.
Ellis, sale <*f
jugs and barrels.
Bee. of B. II. (iiirney, rent
of ward room No. 9.....
Bee. of Horace Banks, dis-

•*

j
We have in stock over $1,000 worth of elegant
Black Silks that must he sold. Every lady in want

-AND-

Bee.

Show Tin to Your Friends!
AN IMPORTANT COLUMN.

The

250.00
21.50

deeds.
loan of Belfast Nation
al Bank, to satisfy execu-

Look at tie Prices!

of

2.289.1s

I

in Waldo, March Gth, Mrs. Mary F.
Boulter,aged
4G years, 1 month and 23 days.
In Northport, March Gth, West Drink water,
aged
st» years, 8 inonihs and 25 days.
In North Montville, Feb. 22d, George Warren, son
of Theodore Thompson, aged 13 years and 7 mos.
In Searsmont, March 2nd, Mrs. Julia A. Lassell,
wife of Win. Lassell, aged 59 years and two

years.

HAMBURGS!
HAMBURGS!

Belfast, Dec. 2D, 1881.—ltf

died'

In

j

2,398.14
12.7oo.99
42,490.09

Rec. of same, rent of armory.
Rec. for non-resident taxes
Rec. for discharged tax

LOOK HERE

married.

\V.

$

tor 1878.
Bee. of K. A. Carle, collector 1879.
Bee. of same, collector 1880.
Bee. of same,collector 1881.
Bee. for sale of cemetery
lots.
Bee. foi sale of south cemetery lots-.
Rec. for license.
Bee. of State of Maine pensions.
Rec. of same, B. B. & telegraph tax..
Bee. >f same, school fuml
am' mill tax.
Rec. of same, through Philo

was

with great harmony. Leonard Howe, Modem,
tor; J. s. Huxford, Clerk; J. H. I.ittlelleld, J. D,
and

Balance in Treasury March
7, 1SS1.
Bee. of A. I>. Bean, collcc-

troubled with Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Biles, >ick or Nervous Headache, or had any trouble
of the Stomach, Bowels, or Liver, I would use
Wiggin’s Billets. They have an inherent power to
It I

off

Jones

Gentlemen—l herewith submit my annual state
as Treasurer, showing the amount of money
received and expended for municipal purposes, for
schools, for interest on city debt, and for administrating the citv government for the vcarcn<!ing this
AiYiVsTl s PEUBY, CiV Treasurer.
day.

13,091.99

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The

Belfast, Me.

70 Main Street,

ment

Market.

commanding higher
7533 V bbl.
Hay and Straw—Choice timothy sells at $21 V
ton : fair to good, $15320; fine hay, $17318; poor to
ordinary and medim i, $13gl0; swale, $11312. Rye

is inactive at

present.
....A recent assay of ore from the Page mint,
Jackson, by Prof. Bartlett, of Portland, showed a*
high as $4!) per ton. There is talk of working th

>
t

10

AT

IL

K<.*.s—The market is weak at 22c for eastern;
western, 19320c.
Beans—Fancy hand-picked pea are selling moderately at $3 75; mediums, $3 To; yellow eyes, $3 20
•j3 3o R bus; red kidnevs, $2 85g2 05, and fancy at
$3 00.
Rotators—Aroostook rose, $1 10a 1 15; Maine
Central, $1 10, New York and Vermont, $ la l 05;
prolific.-, ikk- ; Burbank seedlings, 90c; northern
rose, 90c: Jacksons, 80c; silver dollars, 90c; white
drunks, *0c: peerless, 90c; Chenangoes, 70g80c;
Scotch and Iri. h, 80g85c.
Apples—Baldwins, selected, No. 1, $4 25; fair to
good, 83 75 g4 B dbl; spy ami king, $4 50 for fine

i~

I'nity.

The t.ood

City of Belfast,
THEASt'REK’s Office, March 9, 1882.

1881....
Paid II. 11. Coupons, Feb. 15,
1882

excitement-The

US

REMEMBER

Still announces the prospect of his removal from Belfast, and with such prospect before us
there is but one alternative, the reduction of this large stock of goods, and the general clearing up of everything that is calculated to detain us. Consequently we place before the public
in this
j UNPARALLELED BARGAINS, and below we quote the prices on a few of the many goods
stock. The general mark down has been made in every department of our stock and comprises

store,

ready

interest Aeeount.
Interest B. A M. H. L. II. 11_$5,274.00
Dividend on stock do. 0,2*2.00
Appropriation by ( ity Council, 28.50!*.00
Overdrawn.
405.00
-40,470.00

straw,

hand.

TO R. (II Aft. (TOOTO lift will he in the
at all times to wait upon any who call.

Report of City Treasurer.

4.
Better—Fine fresh creamer}', 43345c, and strictly pure -ells higher; choice Vermont and New York
dairy, 35g4U<\ fine being scarce; western fresh ladle <>r factory, 30333c; fair to good, 23327c; home
dairies, 2fig29e; western June factory, 18323c.
cheese.—Choice fine factory, 13*4' gKJV; wester
do, 12V; fair to good, 1012gl21aC; poor and -kim,

selections, the finest
prices; common, $2 50

on

C»EO. UK PROU1. for so many
\. It. Mathews, has an interest in the
and will he pleased to wait upon those
who call. Will also he ready to attend any calls for
his services in the undertakiiur line day or night.

York.

Sale of lots.
Sale of lots In south cemetery..

*»fl9c.

them

completed

35

Saterray, March

Cleveland from small beginnings a little over a
year ago in the woolen shiit business, arc now cm
ploying more < r less l>A -hirt makers, and are tin
ishingfrom*2o<) dozen to2A0 dozen shirts p.-r week

They

PRICKS PAID PRODUCERS

Boston

large supply always

TO R

-10,500,0*'

RETAIL MARKET.

£I,l!b. for schools; £1,2*K) for support ol pool-; £2,highways: £700 for contingencies. Party
lines were not observed, the object of the voters
w as to elect the best men and we think they succeeded.

a

business,

labor ami cash.. 7,000.00
From Contingent Final. 1,500.00

Journal.

Beef, C«u*m*d, P tb,
7g8 Lime P bbl.,
$1.25
Butter. Salt, P box,
20 Oat Meal P tb,
5
( >rn P bush,
80 Onions P tb,
4gft
< 'racked < urn P bush, so Oil,
KerosenePgal.,)4g20
SOPolloek P tb.
(J'-rn Meal P bush,
4>£g‘ft
Cheese P tb,
14 g 1G Pork P tb,
llgl2
Cotton Seed P cwt.
1.7ft Plaster P bbl.,
$1.00
C'odtish, dry,P ft,
Gg7 live Meal, P tt>,
3l2
Cranberries P qt., 12-glS Shorts P cwt.,
$I.3ft
Cl«»ver Seed, P tb, 12g2l sugar P tb,
St-i'-glO1,
40
Flour P bbl., fs.oogo.75 Salt, T. I., P bush,
H. G. Seed P bush, $3.3ft S. Potatoes P tb,
0g0
4
Lard P tb,
gft
13$ 14 Wheat Meal, P lb,

b<h) fur

(a m

the

all kinds,

years with

•*

a SO Ilav P ton,
$10.00gl5.0o
ftgG Hides P tb,
6g7
Beans, pea,bush 3.2ft g3.ft0 Land* P tb,
OgO
Medium
$3.00g3 2ft Lamb Skins,
fl.40gl.70
Gg7
Yelluv-eyes2 ftn«2.7o Mutton P tb,
Butter P tb,
20g23 Oats P busti,
45gft0
Beef p tb,
Ggs Potatoes,
OoglOO
ftogoo Round Hog P lb
Barley P bush,
7‘2gS
12 u 14 Straw P ton,
C'!iee>e P tb,
$G.00gS.00
< liicken p tb.
10&12 Turkey P tb,
12gl4
( all Skins p tb,
12^ Veal P It),
6gs
l>u« k P tb,
3o
12£j 14 Wool, washed, P tb,
is Wool, unwashed, P lb, 27
K.-rg> P do/..,
Fowl P tb,
I0gl2 Wood, hard,
fft.00.g600
Goose P tb,
12«jl4 Wood, soft,
$3.00$3.50

P bush,
dried, P tb

f the Hornet

Caskets, Coffins & Robes

New York
March 4th. schr. James Young,
5th, schr. Melville, Snow, Baltimore.
New
schr.
Harriet
Hazeltine
Thomas,
7th,

To THE CITY Cor.M

&c.

FRINGES, GIMPS,
Of

SARGENT, No. 8, Main Street.

PRODUCE M ARKET.

third

F. church from

Weekly for

Correcteu

port he enli"ted in the army aid look an active
part in the baud of Plattsburg Sept. 11, 1>11. At
the close ot tiie wai- lie received au ii
wahle di--

LAMBREQUINS & DRAPERIES,
Nice Cretonnes, Lounge Coverings,

$81,337.49

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT

t"

!

the

The following is an extract from a letter received July tith. lssu. from which it will be seen
that Compound Oxygen did a work which, to
Use
the patient's own language, is "simply
wonderful!" He says: "Since I wrote you last
(about a week ago) 1 liavi gained fourteen
pounds in weight, and my general health has
improved accordingly. 1 have just finished the
Treatment which you »< lit April 1:2th. and Ilf
fhfl' >1 has iluif ... simpl./ tromlerl'ti t.
I did
not tell you before that mv physicians had just
was
iu>
Such
the
case.
Sir
tnrl-t
otto
given
up.
/
us so mol that I could barely wall across l/tr
11 r.
Tlf ot/a 'hit/ I a a I led then- miles''" Our
Treatise on Compound Oxygen, containing
large reports of cases, and full information sent
l»rs. siakkey
l’.w.TX. 1109 ami 1111
• lirard Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

meeting. Monday, officers
1
as folh w
were
t<
Mo ier itor, John I*. Carter. ( lerk. 1
A. < U'iiman. Selectmen. Iona, Bart-lt. llr-r. I -i i.n Simmons, seem el. >uinner Pojand,
third: Tn -amrer, Nathan I r uieh; constable and
.\>

Cornices, Poles, Mains,

ARRIVED.

“Simply Wonderful.”

Travelling is difficult, and

wheeling

us

our

as

she had been tired at. She has since been the
of messages of sympathy from all countries of tin' civilized globe. McLean has been
pronounced insane.
This i- the fourth attempt that has been made
to take Queen Victoria's life.
The first attempt
was made in June. 1S4U, by a
crazy lad named
oxford. Another attempt was made in May,
h'4:!. by John Francis, who was sentenced to be
hung for the offence, but the sentence was commuted to transportation for life. A third atti nipt on tin- Queen's life was made in July of
the same year by one J. W. Kean, whose onlv
punishment was eighteen months imprisonment.

partial!

it to Freedom and

remove

says that

recipient

completed
Hall's Corner last fall, by Beni.
'flir based by Mayo Clement,

soon-The

building, erected at
Clement, has been
who will

The

»v: vii.i.k

H

stave

a

a

■

>«-a\

Kngland, bulletin,

pistol at her. The man, who was a miserable
looking object. was immediately sized by several
policemen and taken to the Windsor police station. No one was hurt, The man gives his
name as itoderick McLean.
The Queen drove
oil'to the castle immediately after she was tired
at.
She sustained no shock and hardly knew

in her scarlet -nit

-ALSO-

March 1st, schr. Melville, Snow, Brooksville.
4th, schr. Abraham Richardson, Patter
shall, Boston.
March 7th, schr. A. llayford, Pressev, Rockland.

a

old mill belonging to
hmg known as "White's
:i
mill," has
purchased by John B. Merck.
Fdgar >aw ycr am! Laac C->lby, three enterprising
young men.
Having tlmroughly repairc«l the mill
and dams, they are now prepared to saw various
kinds of long lmnbir and shingles. They intend to
North M<

tin- C!:.i".

of the M

At the town

\i:sw»Ni

truly bewitching

A

project

make the

it,
-i

*

tent, when Miss Lilia

to a

looked

Windsor.

Queen iva- entering her carriage Thursday evening a man in the station yard deliberately tired

auction. running from £1.7b to £>.bo. I Miring- tinevening music tiom an organelle called the people

row

narrow

Thursday.

was

\mong tin* especially noticeable I
The decrease of the public debt for Februarv
things was a candy booth attended by two little I
.girl". Misses Addic Auks and Lottie Treat, who is about $0,000,000 being about $2,000.00!! less
than the average decrease since June last. The
were themselves the sirn tc*f articles of all.
There
falling otf i- due to lieavv payments during Febwas a doll's house by Mi s (.racie Finery ; lish
ruary. one item of which was about $0,000,000
Miss
Annie Treat: post olfieo, Miss Fva
on account of pensions.
pond.
Treat. There wa re also tables containing fancy arAttempted Assassinaton of Queen Victoria.
Misses
ticles, eah< A'-, to lice \ as

at

want

on

verified and proved and the
court adjourned, sine die.
The verdict of the
court martial has not yet been made public.
The record

its cheerful

trimmings A

Flla

painted

night as that
accomplish

a
to

tieularlv

was

re

The

Croat

arrang' d in ex-viient
from tin* -I win and cirkncss

was

the country at that

of

men

il

o',

into relations with many of

nt

n r* w

r.t

hallery” was hung
leading men, most-

t are

.!!'•«

treasury.

credit is due the ladies of
the Congregational >oeicty for their energy in getting up the fair, which was held on the eve of
If ladies will per-' vcrc and hold a fair
March 1st.

Dramatte Club in the Dorter di*
and th- school liotme was

the

",11ii*'t•;
w

loud-’*

<

on

Frankfort.

sue.
!

taxes

meeting of the New England
Agricultural Society last week at Boston, it was
to
be
free
of debt with $4,000 in the
reported
At the annual

consumption.

entertain-

The
board here for years.
both performance* being a little

aii

debt, $2oo; repair <>t highway-,
A discount of 10 per cent, to be made on all
on

paid into treasury b\ Dot 1st, and o per cent
any after, but previous to Feb. 1-t, s:>. Total
debt of town,
_We were wrongly informed as to the cause of the death of Miss Ruth
A. Rich, of Win-low", mentioned in the Journal u
few weeks ago. Her death was the result of quick

.'lie

!

During the past ten days claims to forty-three
gold mines discovered in New York state were
riled with tin Secretary of State at Albany.

$2,1 kin.

almost sick with colds.

Ur!

t-W-

!.:t.- j• r«•

enduing year: Support of schools, what
law requires; support of poor $400; repair <>f
roads ami bridge-$ loo. to defray town charges,

$40o. interest

\\;

a

Congress will publish a large edition of Mr.
1 '.hi i o 's oration on Garfield, with a steel engraving of the deceased President.

town the

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS,

PORT OF BELFAST.

yet been selected.

tin*

repeated Tuesday evening
oiin program ii. place of the farce, and was
The perforwith a se1 d full hoime.
r\-\ -n.■ *i—f' .1
wanotw ithstanding two at
Andre

irama

average

MATHEWS,

HAS NOW A FULL STOCK OF

SAILED.

price of merino wool in this
period ending with 1SS0. was 44
cent* per pound.
Morinonism has become a sign in the sky from
the Dan of Maine to the Beershebn of Oregon,
says an exchange.
It has been decided to hold a National Agricultural exhibition in ISMS, but the place has not
The

country for

They are as follows Moderator,
Cook ; Clerk, A. H. Maddoeks; Seleetmen eet.,
E. D. Tasker, K. Ldwards, It. D. Tasker; Treas.,
A. H. Maddoek- superintendent of Schools, I). K.
Drake. The following -urns were raised for the

■hcs.
i.

Longfellow.

The annual town

visor of schools.

-ed I > lioi.ert Killrnan of Prospect that girted
t! in.
ml weighed alive 2s(>7; the other pair
11 -.a I itia field of Prospect girted (»ft.
■

(Ivor 5,000 children of the Atlanta, Ga., public
schools celebrated the 75th birthday of the poet

J. II.

drove through our streets In»-t
two year old steers, one pair

^avery

>

it

hand,
hauled.

\v. :e

Rhode Island hot house planter sold $15,worth of lettuce in the New York market
last year.

A. B.

NEWS.

_SHIP

TO

SUCCESSOR

Feb.
Thomas II. Cole,
days.
In Swanville, March 6th, Cora E. Elwell, aged 36
years and 10 months.

>ne

three hours time in transacting tin* business
called for in the warrant. The officers elect are
the same as last year with the exception of Super

Progressive Ag**’< fears regarding the over
ning tl.is town with kiln wood are groundless as
he time the article u a- written not more than

days.

000

only

work.

and 14
In Bluenill,

Two-tliirds of the corn planted in the northern counties of Illinois last vear was drill-planted.

indifference on the part of our citizens, was a very
thinly attended and also very brief one, occupying

filler and very easy to

very tine

a

Ex-Senator Sargent was confirmed bv the
Semite as Minister to Berlin without division.

meeting held last
Monday, owing to the prevailing had travelling and
bad weather in part, and partly owing to a growing
Jackson.

The cranberry market is very strong, and
cranberries are now worth $15 a barrel.

15th, Mrs. Serena G., wife of
aged 56 years, 8 months, and 5

Representatives

The President has nominated Cornelius A.
Logan of Illinois, minister to Chili.

followingotlieers were chosen
meeting, March 0th -Moderator, Oscar

Northrort.

Fit/. John Porter's back pay, if he is reinstated in the army, will amount to $115,000.

The Massachusetts House of
is to be lighted by electricity.

Curtis; Treasurer, F. I,. Palmer; Selectmen,
C. W. Pierce. Jefferson Nealley, W. II. F. Twomhly; School Supervisor, David P. Curtis; Auditor,
E. C. Ritchie. "No opposition.

?

Searsport Bay

<»res "i

drowned.

Our

A. J.

-t«*r- can be cultivated at Oak Bay, Calais,
might they not he successfully planted on the

H

was

The Massachusetts Legislature is again debating prohibition.
Major Ben Perlcv Poor has finished his "Life
of General Burnside.

annual meeting passed off very
The following were elected: Town Clerk,

Monroe.

Iii Warren, February 25th, Mamie, daughter of
Lawrence and Abbie Mathews, aged 14 year-,8
months.
In Rockland, Feb. 24th, Rufus Robbins, aged 80
years, 5 months.
In Warren, Feb. 23d, Capt. Geo. II. Robbins, aged
78 years.
In South Thoinaston, Feb. 23d, Lizzie Katie,
daughter of Ira M. and Mary E. Snow, aged 6 years,
5 months, and 10
days.
In Granite Islam!, Yinalhaven, Feb. 21st, Valentine I. Brown, aged 22 years.
In Waldoboro, Feb. 18th, Manila E., daughter of
Osborn and Lutilla Jameson, aged 0 years 5 months.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 26th, Grade 1)., daughter of
G. J. and S. A. Whittiker, aged 14 years, 4 months,

Generalities.

Georgia, which arrived in New York Saturday, reports February 10th, Geo. M. Warren, seaman, aged
21 years, a native of Islesboro, fell from the main

>r. K
th

Schooner Willie L. Newton, from

Islesboro.

Searsport Locals.

our

tire lot,

we

intention to close out the

en-

shall sell all

at oNK-HAi.K

Paper Patterns
the printed prices.

overstocked

give the public

the

NAPKINS !
Only Tor. jnr dozen A LI. LIXEX.
One lot worth $1.25 for $1 00
1.50
1.25
"
"
2.00
1.50
2.50
2.00

Cotton Flannels!

.'©■ This (treat

patrons

prices
as
our

Buy the Flannel we sell for 12 ll-2c,
Sold

everywhere

at 16c.

|PILLOW
Splendid styles*

at

SHAMS!

50c. per pair, advancing to

$2.00

per

pair.

Sale has

former efforts, and at
on

ever

no

eclipsed

all

time have our

been treated to

as

LOW

FKF.sll, D ESI R A RLEGOODS

now-in fact in every department of
stock have prices been MARKED

DOW N, and the crowds that visit
store is sufficient

ineness of this

testimony of the
unparalleled sale.

our

genu-

Special inducements held out to Jobbers, and an examination of our goods and prices solicited. We cannot guarantee to the trade duplicates of the goods advertised, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold. All orders by mail promptly attended to,
and at the present cheap rate of postage goods can be sent at a trifling expense.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

83 Main Street,

City Block.

The

Terrible Accident
Necessitating a Surgical Operation
Ittcmpts

It

Lmlng Mother

accidents

I>'•:ne.-tie

of them

ane

s

CAREFUL.
to women, and
Mrs. Warner, of

arc common

serious.

an* ver\

attempted

with which it
-lied, ill

playing.

was

Warner'- left

\

-light struggle

en

destroying

cntiivh

the sight.
could, hut infamily phy-idan
ten-ciy p dnfiil iutlammation arose, which, hy sympathy. tlnvatenc the lo-- ,.f the other eye. Total
I'limlnes.-to a w •man has ingthe care ol' a household
i- an inv.rie\able calamity.
Ia this strait Mrs. NY.
api'lic' i to the well-know it and skillful Surgeon, Dr.
e\e.

Her

did what he

Kennedy.

Dari l
ii

t

..red e>

e

«>f

In

operation,

-ci-

(ill. the chaste full moon looked down that
In a lad of royal mien
Who stood at the helm of the Betsy Jane.
Aged ills! about thirteen.

sure foundation of health.
putaiion and iaid
kenned)** ••Famirite Itemed)*' remove- all
ine ar.'i:f* in i! e blood, regulates the Fiver and

Dr.

<
*n-1 ipati on, and all diseases and
peculiar fo Female-. It i- for sale by
lmT
:lrug-ri-ts at < >NK D* H I. \ It a bottle.
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The Bes!

Remedy Known

to Man.

Her

1

is.-St

Ib

I

,s

■'/

I'l'nju

l

tlf

L Stimulates the Ptjalinc In the Saliva, which
nverts the March and >ugar of the food into
glucose. \ delicienc} in Ptjaline causes Wind and
souring of the food in the stomach. If the medicine is taken immediate!} after eating the fermentation of food Is prevented.
H acts upon the Liter,
ii acts upon the kidnets.
ii Kegulates the Bowels.
If Purities »he Blood.
If quiets iln- Nervous S}s;t*m.
It Promotes Digestion.
!• Nourishes, strengthens and Invigorates,
if carries off the Old Blood and makes new.
it opens the pores of the skin and induces Health}
<

n-utrjdi/.es tin- liereditan taint,
wiii'di

:i

t

i ;d
humors.
fin-re

“I

>kin

ii-r.i-»•-

and

Gems

II

are

no

-pints employed

!’• I'-k-i"
11 ar.eo k (
Me.
eertiiv ;i..d I had < lironi-- I darrhu a for
and ha\e n-;*d all the niedieine I have
te-ard r
■njinenned, tried all the doctor- within
111:u
miles, and jiaid hi over: w lumdred dollar-,
i1 I n.i parpo-e.
I proej\ : >in an agei.f. -oin.•
>'
In t:
i s*yrup. and it
Dr. < I uk I h a
i’
h i|>ed me immediately. '!
::
-«■ ha- liow elitireiv i-ft me, and I eon-id.
well.
I advise
id
.IV. !•• T- to try it.
W! 1 i I \M <.U\\ f.
..

M«

j

ar-.

HI

attire*.

^

i;

living

sum

.’special attention given to figures.
i: t: *Thci .• being no elas^e**, student s ran ran

want

’syrup in e\er;. tI'arfi- id i:
agent.

Tru*t men. and the;, will be true to you;
’ru*t them greatly, and they will show tin mv,,I\
great
[Emerson.
1

i'.uv Ki:
li.i-b.
fF Is ] .r tin- .i.-t l.v o,
li 1 •Wit :t 1. f;;!i
L S C >,■ ki:u, W Hi.*;
Ft-r thirty
I i...

J'*-ver

!.

u-..-in

1

r-

How far high failure overleaps
>f low *uce«*.*s.
[Morris.

I know
the bound

<

Although (iod created tin* universe and all
thing* tln n in from himself, still there is nothin- at all in the created universe that is (iod.
1 In-tter know than all
How little l have gained,
Il«»w vast the unattaim-d.
LI. (i. Whittier.

cures

*oiinds,
1* tit for treasons, stratagems and

[Shakspcarc.

••

spoils.

•.

Noble deeds are ln ld in honor, but the wide
world sorely needs
H art* of patience to unravel this—the
worth of common deed*.
[L. < Stedman.

—

•'

►

1

per bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
I

vr25

have not wings, we cannot soar:
Hut we have feet to scale and climb
IG slow degrees, by more and more.
The c loudy summits of our time,
\V. Longfellow.

W.

i

[II.

We -liall

BLOOD,
and
E

"P"ObO"!)"
CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,

AC CEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
Tho Phosphates of the Wheat aro its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which, to build up the system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves are the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickneso it is wise to
BUILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in tho
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated.
These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tonic and bitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic hitters which aro sold as cure-alls.
Medicine iB doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
8old by drucfirists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT EITTERS CO., M’f’rs. N. Y.

1 yrtfeow

Groupings.

geographies

have la en altered mucli
within the past twenty years, and further
changes are imminent. Most of the statements
alwttt Africa, and manv of those about America
so
carefully committed to memory in our youth
now come under the head of errors.
Cither
statements, chiefly concerning Kurope, have
e, n
orders
changed by
from Kaisars of the
least and West, w ho have remodeled the
maps
of their own and other dominions. The latest
change to be made, unlike others, due to the
art-of peace not to the fortunes of war. is in
tlie .nelature of the States of the Inion.
\\ e are no longer to use the old classification.
New Kngland. Middle. Southern and Western
States.
The Census Bureau has decided that it
must go.
Mr. Henry Gannett, the Geographer
of tie Bureau, ha- fixed upon a scheme that di\ ides the
country primarily, into three great di\ Moils, and then sulsdivides two of these.
The
> liief divisions are :
The first, the Atlantic section, the second the Central, and the third the
Western section. The Atlantic and the Central sections are suledivided—the former on
Mason and Dixon's line, the latter on the Ohio
Kiver and the southern boundarv of Missouri
and Kansas. The following, then, are the States
making up the tile divisions severallv :
North Atlantic States—Maine, Xew Hampshire. Vermont. Massachusetts. Rhode Island.
Connecticut, New York, Xew Jersev, lVlinsvl-

vania—Total,

The Richest

State

it.

South Atlantic States:—Delaware.
Maryland.
Di-triet of Columbia, Virginia, West
Virginia.
North ( arolina. South Carolina, Georgia, Florida—Total, It.
Northern Central States:—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois. Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa.
Missouri, Dakota, Nebraska,Kansas—Total. It.
Southern Central States:—Alabama, Mississippi. Louisiana, Texas, Indian Territory, Arkansas. Tennessee, Kentucky—Total, 8.
Western States:—Montana, Idaho, Washington. (tregon. Wyoming, Colorado. New Mexico,
Arizona. I tali, Nevada, California—Total. It.
It may be some time before the new nomenclature passes into general speech, though the
weather reports have familiarized us with some
of its terms; but in the end it will prevail, for
it is exactly descriptive, somethingthe old classification has not been for years. It w ill be used
by the <iovt rnnient to the'exclusion of all other
terms, and will ere long become familiar to the
people. We may as well begin to accustom ourselvos to it. It is not much more difficult to remember than tlw date of a new year.
The thrifty fanner who is now turning every
available material to account bv adding it to his
I compost heap, must not forget that a most valuable addition can be made from the sweepings
of the hen house floors. The manure from a
small flock of twenty, or
thirty hens will alone
nearly pay for their keep if it is well composted
with muck. A table-spoonful of this put in each
hill of potables at planting time will produce

wonderful results.

‘part ment.
f_’
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If a’
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time.

enter at any
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SPELLING.

Dyspepsia. Indigestion

sumption, kidney Complaints,

keep on hand

in ronneeiimt

A »l

w ii a I 'u
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INSURANCE

CO

Incorpiiratrd May, 1,51.
8200,000.
OFFICE,

22 Market Square, Providence, R, J.
Wm. P. bond win. Secy. Win. T. Kurton, Prest.
This Company Issues Safety Fund Policie s.
STATEMENT.
ash
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\RY

1, ISSJ.

Capital.

Reserve for Reinsurance.
Reserve for Cnpaid Losses.
Reserve for all otht^r Claims.
Net

"iirplus.

..

$2<iu,no(MM)
'.mi,SM4>4
I7,7p;.i;7
I.227.S2
100,2:>iC-IJ

Total Assets.£ I07.!R'J.7;{
SUMMARY
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HI LIT! ES.

Policies
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desirable risks written by

FKKD ATWOOD, Agent,

Humors, Female Com-
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LET!

The ltesirubte Suit of Ojjlres
the Store of

HIRAM CHASE &

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.
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tile i'idled Mate- ; also in (Ireat
her ioreiyu eonnl rie.-. ( opie"l a11
Patent I ;.rni-ned by remitting
\--U'liiieni ri e,-rded at Washington.
in Hr I nihil Stub'S possPHtHX avpprior
(,ht,iiniii<i I’utpvt* or os- rtainiug the
ot' inr. atiops.
II. I!. I. I >! >Y, solicitor of Patents.
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HOUSE.

(Introduc tion by Thos. Power O'Counor, M. P.)
Tt tells why the people are tvmr an ! nn»»dnmtr 1.
y rents
are liigt. and famines occur.
It show-, h..u the I.ui J u
..unsIt d:.•
eated, and the manufactories ruined.
i!.
I
League, the Land Act ami the Coen ion Kill. <.n’uns JR* ;
and Map in Colors. Price only $’4.00 p(.r Copy.
gravings
Sales immense.
Send i*OctH. fur full out tit and 1 ^n: \vur-. it
oil e
Fur full particulars, address
J. C. MeCURDY A CO.. Phlludclpldn. Pu.
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Let

those who languish
muler t In* i.tlai
erity.nf ni* •• Iimate through any
pulmonaiw complaint, or even those who are in decide'! < '"iisiimpl !■•:), l>y no means despair. Tliere is
a -ale an i ~;.:v rmnedy at band, and one easilv
tried. •'li'i/lnn 's Compound uf <’oil-Lirer Oil and
Lime," withon! po-.se-"ing the verv nauseating
{he < >iI as heretofore used is endowed h\
llavor
Hi-- He. phate .-I I .inn* with a healing property
wliieli render-' lie < >iI iouldy ellieai-ious.
Remarkable testimonial' of it s elliraey can be shown. Sold
hy A. lb '' it t“1 it. Chemist. lioston, and all drug*\v‘i
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held at ltd la
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-II AN 1 IT ha\ing disposed of the milking
-tabii'htueut on his farm, will endeavor to
for the interest of litigating parties and
their '-ounsel !•» rail mi him for professional aid instead o| going out of the county for it, as lie will
now give hi-- tine* to his profession, and the service
of hi' clients, w ho w ill linU him in his olliee daily
from h \ m. to 1J at noon, and from 1 to 5 i*. m, and
at hi- house at ali other hours of the day ready to
attend to clients. The Waldo liar embodies all Lite
legal talent rei|uired 1" try both sides of any ease in
court, and need not submit t<> the mortification of
going out of the eomitv for professional assistA. <i. JKWETT.
ance.
*• t»»7
Keb. H.

Ft 'KNACK, good make and
in complete order, will be sold cheap. Applv
JOHN II. W AIH.IN, Main Street.
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Benson’s Capcine
Porous Piasters.
\\ h> the} .Ue »*lvfe\Teil lo \H
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First.
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\ll Kinds

110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
Shipment- paid for soon a.-.-old. \io inforaia
lion given as to markets,
a
Uni.c

Alty.

KERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

No. I, lluraden Bloek. Belfast, Me.
lav ing presided over l he Probate a d 1 n o|\ nt
Court for the past lour v ear-, I feel that lean render
valuable counsel and -rr\i« *• to a:i per-on- ti;oing
n.
:»

R. W. ROGERS

GEO. E. JOHNSON

JOHNSON & ROGERS,

at

Attorneys
BELFAST.

MAINE.

dm 11

ISAAC HILLS,
No. Ill Main St..

,

Belfast. Me.
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At a Probate ( ourt held at Pelf
the ( omit} of W a id", on tie*
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in
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may attend at a Prohate Court, to he held at lid
fa-t, on the second Tue-day of .March next, .u.d
slew cause, if anv they ha\e, wh\ -aid aecount
should not he allow d.
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bv expelling all Morbid
Secretions.
Price 25 cts. per bottle.
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Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

anre.
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biliousness, Dyspepsia,
indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Gick Headache, Loss of
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will y:vo immediate
relief, and
;n a short time effect a
petmaSfiGftt CUi*C»
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same should not be allowed.
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Hay. Potatoes, Onions. Apples, Beans, Butter.
Flierse, Kggs, Poultry, Game, Salmon, Fresh
Water Fish of all kinds. At.
Barrel Heading.
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LOST MANHOOD RESTORFD.
A victim of youthful imprudence causing l’rema
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain everv known remedy, has dicovercd a simple sell cure, wiiicli he w ill send Lb’KK
to his fellow-sufferers, address J. II. lil l- VKS. Hi
hat ham St., N. Y.
Iyr.*?7
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me,
since then you have
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pfoi ured many |> 11■ :.t-. reis-ues and extensions. I
have oi ea -iona 1!\ employed the be.-t aycneies in
Nyw 1 *rk. I Mai td.-lphia and Washington, hut 1 still
yive y. ii alnio-i the whole of rny business, in votir
liim, and advi-e oiher< p• employ vou.
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No family should bo without LYDIA E. PINKnAM’3
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 rents per box.
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Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlcs*for $f>. Sent by mail
In the form of pills, also in the form of 1< zenges, on
receipt of f»rice, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
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\sli lumber alwa>s on hand.
Job Work ol

LYDIA E, PiNsCHAR&’S
VEGETABLE COIvlPOUI-TD.

The inan that hath no music in himself.
And i* not moved with concord of sweet

>

n

"i-

if-I u

Doors, Sash & Blinds.

Searsmont,

[Swedenborg.

m- dyf-.r
emi have
a
cure.—

-t.iit.N V.
1 Pain K it.m-.h, ai.d
round it a ::e\er-hiil;mr n-ne.«l\ for colds and bore
thn wt. B\in os Si s m \s.
Have r. •: v i imm.-a.
r< i:• f f•
in cold-* aid
fen- Throat, an !
i.~: is
,i
Pain Kn.i.i.ii ;.n
ho ..’liable remedy. ul- It. Kveiili r, lb inn-■ :t.
r». V.
I have .nibt recovered from a verv revere
1.
which I have had f -r some time. I cm.id L
1
rvh'-f until I ti
1 \« ir Pain Kill: l.
rein-ve 1 me :i u. diatelv. T will m v
<i >. Force. Lowndes. o. i.
without it.
Have used Pain Killer in my fumdy f. -r f : v
years, and have never known it to tail. K >..\ ».■
Lew is, Waynesboro, <‘Ja.
I beiran iLsiii^P.uN Killer inmy family t\\< tvfive years afro and have used it eversim .’.mi h..\ o
found no medicine t<> take its place.- B. \\. J n
Ifrujorist, Oneida, >T. y
For whoojriiur-couirh and croup :t is
h t
preparation made. \\’e would not be without it
A. P. Holts Liberty Mills, Yu.
F< :* twenty bve years I have used T v.
K
i.u
tor cold, and chapj --I lips, and r'-i,s],i.
u-st
medicine ever oil red.—Gi.o li-.oelilW i:i.:i,. *. n.
K. r.
T waspufferinprseverelv with f r< < lr: .:
my
tho-at was so inflamed 1 could scan
v
>\v
K
any mod I nas advised to try \our Pi
un,
and after takimr a lew doses v>as c< mpictely
cured T Wilkinson.
I r. Walton w Ft.-- from C
«•!••?: Your P*in
Kii.LEii cure dii htln na and son-iliroat -oalanneen kiK>wn ;o
iU'-uy prevalent h--r ami lias
lad in a sim.de umiai
This fact you should
make known to the world"*
Mw.
P. M v os writes-: M y pnn was taken
violently sick with <'i iheria, lvirb f--v it, and cold
chills. So many < h:ld:-*n have died here. I was
afra d to call a | hysi. ::.n, and tried } our Pain
Killer.
He was talo-n on Sin.-lav and on
Mednesda;. his throat, was clear. It was a wonderful cure, m,.| I wish it could be known to the
p. or mothers who are losintr so many children.
For ( hills and Fever PAIN KILI.KU has
if*
i’Fi 1. it cun's when everything else* falls.
1»- ;:i.vs nr-- ojten dungen-us.
A bottle of
Pain Kili.; u^.n Tin* house is a safeguard that
no bo-iily should be without.
Ail or;legistsse;l It at r-i-ic., 50c.,and $1.00
:;i

wi*h i* of little account: to succeed vou
arnestly dr>ire: and this desire must
thy sleep. [< ►vid.

*horteii
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\

Systematic instruetion i- yiven in
sentences, practical puiMnation, eh

February,

T
tl.e

\

\. 1>. 1 ss-j.

Cl

Mnnuruclurrrs and Dealers In

St., Baltimore, Md.

4-»

:ni]*t

"i

!

id I

r

H

-»t ;»e granted.
J V.MK< l» I. \ MSi in, .Judge.
Attest —A. \. Fl.KTCHI-'.K, Register.

Probate ( ourt held at Pclta-t, w iliiin ami
(
"Utily of Waldo, on the second '1 a.

At a
the

At a
tlu*

and when informed that
was taking Brow n’s
Iron Bitters, responded "that is
a good tonic, take it.”
Aijoram Pwelts.

should newr pull down an opinion until
have something to put in it* place.

It is *uliieient to believe in the genius who is
within u*. and to honor him by a pure worship.
Mareu* Aurelius.

8

■

AYEFTS

quired;”

n|i

Tin Eebruan *un*liine *teeps the bough*
And tints tii* buds and swells the leaves
within.

^
'‘cm to
emount i1 : iii-. mi i:
; ii.pM•.
-hi- .<i. ,1
i'U. «
b‘* ur i: l>‘m heop .-T is o:;.*2i
f- ‘ili
< oiiMimutioii
«1
diphthn iii.
cc’ ’.M di' iU'- li.-s
discnv* led which
Sets-'
.|iii. 1%I> .ml *»ui-ely in sh- !i
s
PKKin DVVIV I Ai.\‘lUL!1i;K. ih
ib-I
ihis
-ncuiuai-’r
/.me.
promi»r
j has
b".'d i:r.ii,studs *'i liv. s.
I* S*: li li \
If A V IV 1* \ IX KIM.r.H is
a*«u
ii « x|>< i-iim-iil.
!; h.i s l"
b.'MP-tin*
l”F»de •< forty yuns aiitl Is mu-t Valued
wli- ro ii is in-st kuo..u.
A lew
-.t r.-i'is irui.t
\uluntary testimonials
read as folio a s:

with the proyre-- made. Phe
>iir -e d' iu-tnietbu,
is nio.-t thorouyh and practical, not coniine i t*.
•‘mere yoiny ova r." hut masferiny tin- subject hr
fore advaneiny t<> "ther yround.
Much ol tin
teacher’s labor is |«>-| in a crowded school hy haeh
iny, ;is he is ohliyed to oftentimes, in a ma--. II r.n
is an opportunity for
.ireful, -peeial, individual

■

Think ;-«u. if Laura had been IVtrareh’.* wife.
He would have written sonnets all hi* life?
[ H\ roll.

ORUSGiSTS SELL IT.

r at

■

Bruises,[I

-hoiild

sane

A true copy.

_■

June

all change, but that'* with time. Time
d<-<
hi* work honestly, and 1 don’t mind him.
[ I Mekeiis.

the -al<; ot tin- Indian Blood
n
oi \iliage, in whieh I iiave no
given on appl'ie.-unm.
Ivjo

in the

n

AND

Agent-

One renr. of \ ‘i weeks.$i 5.00
six Months. evenings included.50.00
Fveiiing « law.

-tudent.

total of the

We

■.

TllTIHN I* Vi VIILK 0\ K\TKH1\(«.
t omuierrla! (nurse.

•*

l'cb. i. jcSo.
nunnida(Tents:—Upon the
ti >;i
f a friend 1 tried Brown’s
1.: >•; Bitters as a tonic ant! o*vtsrative for my daughter, vh. in
i \\ s th e uglily convinced v...
wasting ..way with C• :•. iniipti n.
Having 1 't three daughter' i>v tie
terrible disease, under the care ot
minent \ hysicians, I was loth to
i>e!ie\o ti.anything could arrest
the pi ogre •>
the disease, hut, to
uiy great surprise, before my daughter had taken cne bottle of Brown’s
> mend
In >n Bi iters, she began
! v. nv is qu:tc restored tef-rmcr
If. lilt. A fifth daughter began to
sii w Cgiis of Consumption, :..id
ui.cn the physician was consulted
lie quickly said “Tonics were re-

Je -'-be in be thyself: and know that he who
limb him*elf. lose* his misery.
[Matthew Arnold.

It: ngliai
^oliler-el ( o.. Me.
11 t\
ii-. 1 Dr. ( lark Johnson’* Indian Blood
ihe >toina'di a:
Liver, and
*‘*11• tor Di-oa-e
1:a\ <• lieen mil di Lene-ited IhereLx.
Mu-.
UK II \l{IHi\.

>

■

>

h b only by persistent effort that we make
ln-adwa\ and ad\ aneemcnt in civilization. [Garlield.

1

reial

"innn

GRAMMAR.

1

■

g Cures Rheumatism, Lumbagov^|
S Lame Back, Sprains and
p Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs?fColds,ljE
k-jSore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,*
Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and a
Headache, and all pains and aches, flr

held at the Probate otlicc in Belfa-d atore.-aid. on
the "ccond Tile-day "t March next, at ten'-‘clock
in the forenoon, and show cau-e if
any they have,

in-t it ul ion

■

etc.

any time.

an

Vrithmeti i- made a -pi 'daily, par
ticulur attention beiuy yiven h> l’'raetions. I’, iveui
aye: ineltidiny hit ere-t. i >i-count, Coni mi--i mi find
1 nsurama*. Partner
Ilrokeraye, Profit .and I.
fe
I
ship, Averayiny Account -. < a-h lhiianee
reviewand
..t what has
te>ts
n
quent
weekly
studied, enable tin* teacher- to become eonvcr.-aut

11

-'

15.00

**....

Seminary.

are

N. Eutaw

who seeks to please the gods must labor, a*
far a* in him lie*, to resemble tln*in.
[Epictetus.

1

*•

j

Those who eniei tin; Commercial ( •nr--10 weeks. 1 evenings a week.$ 5,00
will learn a plain, neat “busine" hand." without
10.00
j II weeks. 5
T;m me.!
nourishes or -hades. Written r..pies furni-lit d ac!i ;
Imdule iimlnde-all branches taught

Savi d his Child.

of all hi* sentient

••

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

1'pon the foregoing petition, Ordered, that the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
can-dug a copy of -aid petition, with this order
thereon, to he puhli-hed three week- Micces-ivcly
in the Bepuhiiean Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate < >n0 > he
why the

HILLS,

tr.aininy.

N. II.

the elder sister

happiness
[Austin.

*2

Writing, Analysis,

biab.cn the

[Ha-

Alone

are e

OK

ARITHMETIC.
<

LAW.

i ] d e of e-uilinon and f a
s
winuiaa -lioul* I understand, bi, t
u
mi I nr m *';
Is
'-ry few «l" understand .an
i- :ke jaw eoma-ruinu-contracts, »e«jo
aie-Mu ;k
tiakie j t.
r.
_;«• a
i.
partner-hips, shipping. etr.
i.
I u tea
( Manner i d La w, we are nrefill t" cal''
-u
a- are permanent, ami smli
|1 pi'
fa* tsilt! force in every day lui-im ss
r
life.
I.eel r.■
iii -ukiert will be delivered fre
m-M
I ID I. 1*. ID Flit H. one of the best
law-'-erLi
-iate, wle* i- a praeii* imr Attornev
I
of the k
\
ml; Bar.

Ti.i- department embraces I- louri-liing. dd !\n_li-ii, Herman Text and F.anc\ l.ctn ring, lb a Dr. a
ing, Card Writing. Hound Wriiing, Pda. kboard

da*

teeth, cause head
ache or constipation, and is positively v injurious.
n

evil word,

an

Writing

Th iv
law
k 11.

rap.

HVTKs hi

otherwise initnious.
Brown’s I ron Bit ! Fits w i ! th
•aiighly and quickly assimihn with
tike 1'1'f'd, purifying and strengthening it, and thus drive disease irom
any part ot the system, and it will

H*

'i ork, York <
Me.
It
lark •filiii-oii Indian I’d.1 'syrup has greats'. 1 indited me for Dy-p« p-ia and Dillieulty of the
v -! ■in.
V •:e
I u ndd m-i he without if.
L A. \\ nil AM.
*s

ache. and

Nature never hurries: atom l>\ atom, little by
I itt!< •. *ln* achieves her work.
[Emerson.

Mid-. Line.dn < ... M.
! \\ a~ troii deii wifii I>\-pep-i.t and lndige-!ion,
.me tail*- I I
iin<I r--li-i ■;i.t;i I tri--d Dr < lark .John
Indian Blond
imp. v. Lien irreutlv Le-,a tiled
.Mi" M Aid j
GL’< >\ l>.
:•

doubled with

The present i* the
whole past.
[Carlyle.
'•<»u

>!»

an*

<i.'d de*ign> the

o

I

de. cl*

purify

ui.:

COMMERCIAL

••

*•

ail the iron preparations bb.:m
made blacken the teeth, cans head-

Thought.

mark tin* hits, but not tin- misses.

and

*k kc

>

I loly ok'-

ot Mi

BOOK-KEEPING.

Ornamental Penmanship*
Teacher’s Course, 1 month, lessons daily
$ vOO

Mood.
veil
These simp!: facts n.r
known, and tin. highest m.-.a.i!
1
authorities agree that w/b
iia>;i will restore the blood ;
.■>
t
t
natural condition; and ah

[S!iak*|>eare.
en

,,

o

it out i> to

Cup.

eon.

fid- i-i-

ll

ii

of

Instruction in

neat,

a

occupyiiiir posi

STUDY.

OF

ll VKdi;

Ibyhest r;aiK. She is a thoroughly educated,
competent and e\pcricneed teaelier, who hrinys t
her work not mere b > >k !. iwledye, hut the ad van
t;i-' of years ot sueees.sful
teaehiny in ev ry branch.
In this department partieular attention i-yiven t-*
Ueadiny, Spclliny, Arithmetic. (■ animar. lilietorie,
with frequent e\erci-cs in Knylish < omp»-ilion and
Letter M itiny.
In-h in tion i- al- -\\en in Mye
bra and hiyln
i'.nyiidi studies, when desired.
Kwh student receives indiv idual instruction adapt
ed to hi needs, and is advanced accordiny to his
ability and application, hi- pr<*yrc-- dependiny n->l
fit fill upon classes.

I 'm -uid< at i- lir-l drilled in making ami tilling
Kill', m *i• -. drafts. accounts -ale-, af omit- current
and <dher business paper-. followed by thorough
in-Irueiieii in tlie principle- of'hook keeping, a
p'.mlmrd in llm !•••-! to- .i• 11iU- boii-es in thi- and
lie
"1 n >• eoiiutrie-.
re*|uired l*> write up sets *•!
book- re piv-e niiuy < ti'f er\ I try ioods. Furniture,
ami ( :i.mni —i*»n Bu.-iness, stock Broker11 i■ i11:
Banki:._, (*
-Imients are not allowed mere
ay.
ly l" '•'*p\ troin text kook-, but every point is
t!i■ *r«*ii.irhexplained I
an active teacher.
Bract ie.d -ets are iris -ii t*» e.a ii l<» be worked from day to
da\. -•• ilia! l-v lit';an-even student becomes
a* jininli'-l \\ il•
principle- of the Art as useti
in business.

lesson*, including stationer}.$11.00
•24
a.00
**

r

nm-nm!

to

1*2

The blood is the foundati n of
life, it circulates through every j art
of the body, and unless it is pure
>ii 1
and rich, good health is ini]
If disease lias entered tin
-ieui
the only sure and quick w

-_

in its maiiufact
and if ''an 1».- taken >y the nio-l did: ate hade,
Lv the aged and 1 eehi,-, rare onti/ being required
Iltfi lit h>u to ill /• 'tl! ‘lit*.

♦

I

generate-

iiiiimi' r

an

poi-on in
^rrofuia. Lry-ia.da-,

guarantee to curry student
.and legible business band.

at,

yradutte

of the

»■

piim- I> •mde and Single Fnlry.
"iinimr'i.d \iithmetie Bracti-*a 1 amt Applied.
l'eniiiaiiship l.’apid and I.edible.
Busine
(’orrc-p-uideniv, t '■ •mmcreial 1 aw.
(iraumiar and >pellir,ir.
B

needed.

We

TRUTHS

Muse, tell me if it lie a sin :
I watch ln-r lift it past her chin
l
j> to tin- scarlet lips and drink
I'iie < tolong draught. Somehow t think
I'd like to he the lil'agoll ill
Her china eup.
Frank D. siiermun, in The Century "Bric-aBrae."

or

always

ear-

COURSE

produce the desired result, and i- constant!-. Kepi
to the faithful carrying out of the principles which
constitute the foundation of good writing.
The unparalleled success of our Writing Depart
ment during the past has been such as to convince
the most skeptical of the superb r advantage-af
forded. A large collection of -peeiniens on hand,
showing applicants the progress made !.% turner

lady.

a

I'■ ii al

i-a

iu\

rill;

MISS JULIA A.

KILGORE,

in overs Mate of I hi*1'iti.
lion.- of trust and profit.

bc-t teacher' *.f I'm

letters, and ihc nece-sary movement

istie of

A.

CHAIHiE OF

aed

The student is not made a mere copyist, and required to imitate certain forms without any higher
purpose, lie is taught the true form and ehai\c ter

PLAIN

The brim ln r ki.-se- loves to win:
'I
handle i- a manikin.
" h" -pies the foes that
chip or chink
1 Ier china eup.

Perspiration.
I

knowledged one of the very
manship in the country.

THE

DEPARTMENT,

! M>KU

AMilitant as well as a Teacher
\prrienee, whose former students
i*e
b'und
in
all
the leading commercial centres,
mi.

\\ I’
of 11:

REMEMBER

i-hinn cup is wlute and thin:
\ thousand times ln-r heart has been
Made nil try at its scalloped brink.
And in tin bottom, painted
jjink.
A dragon greets ln r with a grin.

s

G.

BARRON.

ENGLISH

DEPARTMENT.

I M*l K

>!•

that poor penmen and ordinary writers are \. : ;
plenty now, and are not in demand, and that rapid
business writers who are more than ordinan are

lillXUCAf.)

*i \< e

Sil/'ifj

China

A.

<

students.

i'll Betsy .lane sailed on her way
Fi'"in Dudley to Boston town.
But 'U\ a- iit'teeii day s ere the pirate bold
Found comfort in sitting down.
Malden Headlight.

12,000.000 Botties
>

falo

THK I’ll VliiiK

II. PI i’ll;.

■

BUSINESS

DEPARTMENT.

The facilities for advancing students in tin* an <>i
WHITISH arc unequalled, the Principal being ;t<

Woman’s Experience.
Mothers and daughters should feel alarmed w lien
weariness constantly oppresses them. ‘If I am
fretful from exhaustion
vital powers, and the
color is fading from my face. Parker’s (Huger
Tonic gives quick relief
It builds me up and
drives awav pain with wonderlul rertainD ." But

I’lie laughter eanie in a sudden end:
I’lie pirate's reign is o', r.
" In a in 1*0—e from athwart the
captain's knee
lie seemed to feel quite sore.

I.im■

Oi/xjiijisiii.

Itifioiixnt

^

•H
-C

iTUvi.'i:

L.

A

Bill ala- for the schemes of till pirate bold I
I'll, skippi r oil board bad elimbed.
\ml. with
rope's end in his hand,
lie gently eanie behind.

33 00

5:

I N I'Kl!

for them.”

An old salt, when a-ked bow tar north lie bad
ever been, replied that he had been so far north
that “the cows, when milked beside a red-hot stove,
gave ice-cream.”

I'll, n lmiilly laughed the pirate hold.
\nd again lie laughed in glee.
I hr. Ilgil Shirley tint tile Betsy .lane
" ill sail
away to sea!“

Scs
3J

CO
iJJ 03
*v
C3 CO
K

name

PENMANSHIP

Mrs. Wallace, Buffalo, N. Y.. writes
“I have
used Bl ItlMu K Bl.ooi> Birri:us for nervous and
bilious headaches, and have recommended them to
my friends; 1 believe them superior to any other
medicine 1 have used, and can recommend them to
any one requiring a cure for biliousness. Price,
$1.00, trial size, in rents. For sale bv It. H. Moody,
Belfast.

\in 1 tin- piiate. armed w itli a marline-spike.
Drove the captain to his doom;
lb linnhl*"! him over into the sea.
Abaft of the main jibboom.

^r-i
5
~2

m

^cJ

acquaintance through
familv portraits. ••Lucky dog>, tho-e
mine'" he observes, thought fully;
an

Satisfactory.

—

30
a: co
m rn
c= p
CD P CO
C=
=o

at-:

young dramatist shows

his gallery of
ancestors of
“I’ve made a

Full half a foot o'er the raging sea
Tlie end .f the plank was tixed;
lie Betsy .lane sailed very low
>ln was loaded deep with brieks.

|5
a-*

H;

cu

At a Court of Prohate held at
for the County of Waldo, on
of February A. I>. lssj.

In
ailed the -kipper tip from below.
And he gently led the way
her" the plank was leading from tile side
i'e the waters of tie bay.

o
d

o
•C CO

A

night

lb would make tin1-kipper walk the plank.
VII-1 a plank lie accordingly fixed;
lb would stand on the end and tilt it up—
< ill. lie knew the
pirate's trieks.
lJ

week.

Elegance and Purity.
Ladies who appreciate elegance and purity are
Parker’s
Hair Balsam, it is tin- best article
using
sold for restoring gra\ hair to it- original color,
beauty and lustre.

lb would take the Betsy Jane to sea—
Ho. ho. for the Spanish Main !
Vnd the Florida Keys and the Bahamese,
And hurrah for the Betsy Jane!

JOHNSON’S

a

Probate for the Countv

of

WYMAN

He aimed to rival the Boy Buccaneer,
And he cautiously looked around.
And matured hi- plans as the vessel sailed
From Quincy to Boston town.

we.aknes-es

Paul man not only stole a warm stove out
lawyer’s office, hut lie took along enough coal

a

burn for

Judge

f YMAN I». PIPFR, Administrator of the ctate of M SA.N 11. P1PKR, late of Swan
ville. in said (Jountv, deceased, respcctfulh n pn
seats that the goods, chattels and credits ot -aid
deceased, are not sullicient to answer her just debtand charges of administration by the Mini
.mr
hundred and seventy-live dollar-.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and *e«nvey at public
or private sale so much of the real e.-iatc
.-aid
deceased, as will satisfy said dehts and incidental
charge.- and charges of Administration.

A Key West shark got tangled up in an old hoop
skirt thrown into the hay, and tin* first thing he
knew he was whooped out on the beach.

lb- laughed to -corn the winds and waves;
"I'm tie- Sea King, and I'll fix
This vessel up as a pirate craft"—
>he was loaded then with bricks.

i'

To tin* Honorable
of Waldo :

Overworked men and women, persons of sedent
ary habits, and others whose system needs recuperation, nerves toned, and muscles strengthened,
should use Brown’s Iron Bitters.

He had read of the deeds of Morgan and Teach.
And he reveled in Captain Kidd:
And lie had spent a year on
Squautum beach
In searching for treasures lnd.

■

PROBATE NOTICES.

A St.
of
to

Hi. woe for the skipper who tilled so full!
The mate was a pirate bold.
And he took a deep oath on a marlin-spike
That his aim was gore and gold.

ting a-idc all lunger d further harm F the sight of
the oilier eye.
But, ow ing t pain ami mental ■distress, her -y-tem needed a tonic and restorative
medicine. T- do this w ork the Doctor pros<Tibed
•‘Kennedy-- Favorite Uemedy.” which sustained its

K

Workingmen.
Before you begin your heavy spring work after a
winter of relaxation, your system needs strengthening and cleansing to prevent an attack of Ague,
Bilious or Soring Fever, or some other spring sickness that will untit you fora season’s work.
You
will save time, much* sickness and great expense if
you will use one bottle of Hop Bitters in your family this month. Don’t wait. See another column.

t

Kondout, V Y.. who removed
very sueeo-<ful

a

Betsy Jane.

"A good fair wind and an easy sea.
And a fust-rate mate I've got:
I'll tini'h the bottle of liquor." he said.
And his vessel he soon forgot.

int of the shears entered Mr-.

hid: the p

w

the

The skipper he turned up front below
With a new light in his eye;
And he looked aloft and he looked alow.
And he gazed at the evening sky.

U-mdout, l'I-tcr (_o.. V V.. -ome weeks ago
to take from her child a pair of shears

iitli

“•‘

BE

of

lied was his nose as a carrot tip.
Ilis breath of potations told.
And the only use for water, he swore.
A\ as to float his vessel bold.

Her Child.
PARENTS

Mate

the schooner Betsy Jane,
For Boston from Quineee,
And the skipper had hobbled down lielow
To take hts rye whiskee.
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